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Abstract
The classification problem is an important part of machine learning and oc-
curs in many application fields like image-based object recognition or indus-
trial quality inspection. In the ideal case, only a training dataset consisting
of feature data and true class labels has to be obtained to learn the con-
nection between features and class labels. This connection is represented
by a so-called classifier model. However, even today the development of a
well-performing classifier for a given task is difficult and requires a lot of
expertise. Numerous challenges occur in real-world classification problems
that can degrade the generalization performance. Typical challenges are not
enough training samples, noisy feature data as well as suboptimal choices of
algorithms or hyperparameters.
Many solutions exist to tackle these challenges, such as automatic feature
and model selection algorithms, hyperparameter tuning or data preprocess-
ing methods. Furthermore, representation learning, which is connected to
the recently evolving field of deep learning, is also a promising approach that
aims at automatically learning more useful features out of low-level data.
Due to the lack of a holistic framework that considers all of these aspects,
this work proposes the Automatic Representation Optimization and Model
Selection Framework, abbreviated as AROMS-Framework. The central clas-
sification pipeline contains feature selection and portfolios of preprocessing,
representation learning and classification methods. An optimization algo-
rithm based on Evolutionary Algorithms is developed to automatically adapt
the pipeline configuration to a given learning task. Additionally, two kinds
of extended analyses are proposed that exploit the optimization trajectory.
The first one aims at a better understanding of the complex interplay of the
pipeline components using a suitable visualization technique. The second one
is a multi-pipeline classifier with the purpose to improve the generalization
performance by fusing the decisions of several classification pipelines.
Finally, suitable experiments are conducted to evaluate all aspects of the
proposed framework regarding its generalization performance, optimization
runtime and classification speed. The goal is to show benefits and limitations
of the framework when a large variety of datasets from different real-world
applications is considered.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Computers have revolutionized many application fields – science, industry and
also our personal life. Today they have become ubiquitous in form of smart
devices such as smartphones or tablet computers that assist us and deliver
almost any information within seconds. Computers have been designed as
machines that follow programmed instructions for specific tasks, like solving
mathematical equations or store and provide information. In the beginning,
the tasks have been very static and all logic had to be implemented by the
programmers of the system.
Many tasks in real-world applications can still only be done by humans
because the problems are too complex for machines with simple and static
programs. Humans have a highly developed intelligence to find reasonable so-
lutions for complex problems. Additionally, we have extraordinary perception
and pattern recognition capabilities that help us to analyze and understand
our environment. A long-term objective would be to develop machines with
similar intelligence and perception abilities, but it is a far way – or maybe
even impossible – to create such an artificial general purpose system. How-
ever, intelligent systems for specific problems have already been introduced
that can aid humans solving tasks or act as fully autonomous systems, e.g.,
automatic industrial quality inspection, traffic sign recognition in driver as-
sistance systems and medical diagnosis systems.
Intelligent systems require the perception and analysis of the current envi-
ronment or situation using sensors. The goal is to find a function, also called
model1, that explains the connection between input – the perceptions, mea-
surements or derived features of them – and the desired outputs, e.g., class
labels or specific values. The challenge is that this connection is usually not
1The term “model” originates from the field of statistics in which a suitable probability
distribution and its parameters – the model – for given samples have to be found. This
term was conveyed to the field of machine learning and is widely used for functions that
describe the feature distribution, e.g., classifier functions.
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trivial and for many quite simple tasks it is already hard or even impossible
to find an explicit model.
Machine learning is a versatile and efficient approach to find models for
these problems. The idea is that algorithms learn the connection between
inputs and desired outputs using training data. One important field of ma-
chine learning is the supervised classification task, which is the focus of this
work. Humans have the ability to learn and recognize things by just seeing
a few examples of a new object category. In an ideal case, machine learning
works the same way: A reasonable amount of samples with known input and
output values has to be collected which is used to train the classifier algo-
rithm. The goal is to achieve a good generalization in the sense that not only
the trained data should be recognized correctly, but also previously unseen
instances. Many powerful classifier concepts such as support vector machines
or random forests2 have been introduced that perform already well on a wide
range of tasks.
However, in many real-world applications the desired performance is not
achieved in such an ideal and fast way. Numerous problems are responsible for
standard approaches to fail, like too high-dimensional and noisy feature data,
too few training samples, unsuitable classifiers or hyperparameters3. An im-
portant challenge is the fact that no “best” general purpose machine learning
algorithm will ever exist, which is stated by the no-free-lunch theorem.
The machine learning community has developed and established numerous
approaches to solve single aspects of these challenges. Feature selection is
used to select only relevant dimensions and to remove noisy features. Feature
preprocessing methods, e.g., rescaling the feature values to a range of [0, 1] ⊂
R, are used to improve the numerical stability of the learning algorithms.
Furthermore, the automatic selection of algorithms and hyperparameters is
commonly considered using optimization frameworks.
The properties of the feature representation of the input data plays an es-
sential role for the success of any machine learning approach. Sensors usually
collect several numeric values for each instance, e.g., digital cameras generate
many pixel values. This “raw” data is often considered as a low-level repre-
sentation because it is noisy and shows a high variation even for instances of
the same class. This low-level data is normally not well suited to be directly
used for machine learning. A lot of manual effort, task-specific expertise and
also creativity is necessary to develop suitable high-level features out of the
raw data to achieve a good performance – this makes the development of such
systems difficult and expensive in practice.
An emerging field of recent research is representation learning which tries
to find general learning principles for the automatic generation of better suit-
able features:
2These and more classifier concepts are described in chapter 2.1.
3A hyperparameter controls the behavior of a learning algorithm itself, see chapter 2.2.
3“To expand the scope and ease of applicability of machine learn-
ing, it would be highly desirable to make learning algorithms less
dependent on feature engineering so that novel applications could
be constructed faster, and more importantly, to make progress
toward artificial intelligence (AI). An AI must fundamentally un-
derstand the world around us, and we argue that this can only be
achieved if it can learn to identify and disentangle the underly-
ing explanatory factors hidden in the observed milieu of low-level
sensory data.” [Bengio et al., 2013]
The aspect of automatic generation of better representations is a key factor
in the recently evolving field of deep learning which makes use of artificial
neural networks consisting of multiple, complex processing layers. The train-
ing algorithms of such networks often utilize vast amounts of training data,
e.g., from the internet. Deep learning has already led to a great boost in
performance in image classification and speech recognition applications.
Automatic feature construction is a promising approach to generate better
feature representations. This field comprises so-called manifold learning and
feature transforms for dimensionality reduction. These methods have basi-
cally the same goal to automatically learn a feature transform function from
the input data that maps the low-level features into higher-level features.
The new representation may be better suitable for simpler or even linear
classifiers and helps to improve the performance. Research in neuroscience
shows evidence that a probably similar process is going on inside the human
or mammalian brain when difficult tasks such as visual object recognition
are performed. A great number of automatic feature construction algorithms
with different approaches has been introduced, e.g., the well known Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), Isomap, Local Linear Embedding (LLE) or deep
neural networks such as Autoencoders, just to name a few4.
Altogether, there is a large portfolio of established approaches as well as
representation learning methods that all aim at improving the performance
of machine learning. A manual selection of the optimal feature subset, algo-
rithm and hyperparameter combination is nearly infeasible which motivates
the use of automatic optimization frameworks. There are numerous of such
frameworks available that, e.g., select features and optimize hyperparameters.
However, the promising aspect of representation learning is rarely considered
yet. Therefore, the central goal of this work is the development of a holistic
optimization framework that includes all aforementioned components with a
special focus on representation learning by means of feature transforms and
manifold learning techniques.
4These concepts of automatic feature construction methods are described and referenced
in chapter 3.3 and the appendix C.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the processing of an image-based measurement sys-
tem for the cleanliness of steel. The results of the cleanliness statistics are
used to improve the production process.
The introduction chapter is organized as follows. In section 1.1 an example
classification application is presented to discuss the main challenges that occur
in many machine learning problems. These challenges motivate a holistic
solution presented in this work. Section 1.2 lists central goals and contribution
of this work. Finally, section 1.3 describes the organization and connections
of the following chapters.
1.1 Applications and Motivation
Real-world classification problems bear a number of challenges that make
it hard to find a classification algorithm with the desired performance. An
example application for a difficult classification task can be found in a mea-
surement system for the cleanliness of steel samples presented in [Bürger
et al., 2013] and [Buck et al., 2013]. The cleanliness of steel is a crucial
parameter for its applications and is defined by the amount, size, chemical
composition and distribution of non-metallic inclusions. The measurement
system should provide a fast estimation of the cleanliness with the help of
image-based analysis of milled steel samples. Figure 1.1 shows the overview
of the measurement process. A steel sample is sliced into thin layers with a
milling machine and each surface layer is imaged with a camera sensor so that
a stack of high-resolution surface images (10 − 20µm per pixel) is obtained.
These images show the steel surface with a regular milling pattern while de-
fects appear as irregularities. These defects are located and segmented using
an irregularity detector for textures [Bürger and Pauli, 2013, Herwig et al.,
2013].
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Figure 1.2: Exemplary images and corresponding defect segmentation of the
object classes inclusions, cracks and artifacts from the steel cleanliness mea-
surement system of [Bürger et al., 2013]. The detected object areas are de-
noted in black while the background is white. Note that the segmentation
method is optimized for the inclusion candidates and therefore all other ob-
jects, especially thin cracks, may sometimes be only partially segmented.
There are basically three types of defects that are detected using this
method, which are depicted in figure 1.2. The most important class contains
inclusion candidates, which are shown in figure 1.2 (a). They can be either
solid inclusions or gas-filled pores. The second class contains different types
of cracks (see figure 1.2 (b)) that form during the casting and solidification
process. Finally, the last class contains undesired artifacts that are introduced
by the measurement process itself (see figure 1.2 (c)) such as irregular milling
grooves or oil drops.
These three classes have to be distinguished in order to achieve a reliable
estimation of the steel cleanliness. Human experts are able to distinguish
these classes in most cases when they see the image regions. This indicates
that the image data contains enough information so that an automated clas-
sification is theoretically possible.
Three steps have to be made for the development of an image-based ob-
ject recognition approach. At first, a set of texture and shape features (see
appendix A) needs to be derived from the objects that especially describe
the differences between the classes. Secondly, a reasonable amount of ground
truth data in form of annotated objects has to be obtained. Finally, a suitable
classifier has to be trained with the extracted feature data and the ground
truth labels from the training dataset.
This application is a good example for a difficult classification task because
of the following reasons:
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• The input data is expected to be suboptimal since the objects are rel-
atively small compared to the sensor resolution and the texture is ex-
pected to be noisy. It is not obvious which feature set should be chosen.
• There is a low interclass variance because the classes are hard to dis-
tinguish and a high intraclass variance as the objects of the same class
may look fairly different. The latter is especially the case for the classes
cracks and artifacts.
• There are only relatively few training samples available as the gen-
eration of ground truth training data is expensive due to a manual
inspection of each object with a microscope.
• No former experience with respect to the choice of classifiers or hyper-
parameters is available for this application.
Even experts in the field of machine learning will not be able to develop
such an image-based classification system in a straightforward way. It will
likely be a time-consuming and expensive trial-and-error process to reach
the necessary high performance and reliability. However, it cannot even be
guaranteed that the performance requirements can be achieved at all. In this
case, the whole machine learning approach would become infeasible and an
alternative measurement system will have to be used – while a lot of valuable
development time is wasted.
1.2 Goals and Contributions
The concept of this work is summarized in figure 1.3, including challenges,
approaches and goals. First of all, the relevant challenges of typical machine
learning tasks are analyzed and discussed. The central contribution is the
development of a holistic framework that incorporates a large set of solutions
for those challenges. This set contains feature selection, feature data rep-
resentation improvement, classifier selection and hyperparameter selection.
The involvement of representation improvement in form of automatic feature
construction and manifold learning methods is particularly novel within such
a holistic framework.
The main goal of the framework is a high classification performance com-
pared to standard classifiers and other state-of-the-art approaches. In order
to achieve this, all the components and solutions of the framework need to be
tuned for each learning task, which can be considered as a highly combinato-
rial optimization problem. The properties of this problem are analyzed and a
suitable optimization algorithm is developed that should work fully automatic
and reasonably fast. Only relatively little expertise should be required to ap-
ply the framework successfully on a wide range of learning tasks. It is also
wishful that useful statistics are generated that allow a deeper insight into
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Figure 1.3: Concept overview of this work with challenges, approaches and
goals. The highlighted boxes denote areas with novel aspects compared to
previous work.
the optimization process and the framework functionality. Finally, all these
goals are supposed to contribute to the reduction of the overall development
effort for machine learning systems.
The expectations towards such a holistic framework may be great because
the application fields are almost unlimited. However, it should be evident
that the goal of a general purpose machine learning system with a human-
like recognition performance is not realistic – such a system will likely never
exist.
1.3 Organization of Chapters
The chapters of this work are organized as depicted in figure 1.4. Chapter
2 presents necessary foundations about machine learning and the supervised
classification problem as well as central challenges of these approaches in prac-
tical applications. Three kinds of solutions for the challenges are discussed
in chapter 3, namely optimization heuristics, established machine learning
solutions and representation learning. The great amount of challenges and
solutions motivate a holistic framework which is the main contribution of this
work.
The Automatic Representation Optimization and Model Selection Frame-
work (AROMS-Framework) is presented in chapters 4, 5 and 6. The general
structure of the proposed framework and the central classification pipeline
are described in chapter 4. This pipeline can be highly adapted to each clas-
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Figure 1.4: Diagram of the organization of chapters and the links between
them.
sification problem using the pipeline configuration. This adaptation process
is basically a complex optimization problem which is discussed in chapter
5. First, the complexity of the problem is analyzed and a suitable objective
function is defined. Then an optimization algorithm is proposed to find so-
lutions for this highly combinatorial problem within a reasonable amount of
time. The last part of the framework contains extended optimization analy-
ses which are presented in chapter 6. These analyses exploit the optimization
trajectory for two purposes. First, the statistical analysis of the distribution
of the best performing components allows an insight into the classification
problem and important factors. Visualization techniques can provide a fast
overview and understanding of the solution distribution. Secondly, the set of
the best pipeline configurations can be used to build multi-pipeline classifiers
that have the potential to significantly improve the generalization perfor-
mance.
Chapter 7 presents the evaluation of the proposed AROMS-Framework
with all its relevant parts. The object recognition task of the aforementioned
steel cleanliness system as well as other datasets are considered. Finally,
chapter 8 summarizes the work and gives ideas for future improvements and
potentials based on the contributions of this work.
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Foundations and Challenges in
Machine Learning
Machine learning describes a broad family of algorithms that basically learn
concepts from data. It has applications in classification, approximation, re-
gression and clustering problems. This work focuses on the supervised clas-
sification problem, however, many of the contents also apply for the general
field of machine learning. It is important to understand the foundations of
machine learning and its typical challenges in order to be able to design prac-
tically useful systems.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, the basic definitions of the
supervised classification problem as well as an overview of popular classifier
concepts are presented in section 2.1. Section 2.2 lists central problems and
challenges of machine learning and specifically classifiers that often lead to a
bad performance of such systems on real-world datasets. Finally, in section
2.3 a discussion about chances and challenges of machine learning concludes
this chapter.
2.1 The Supervised Classification Problem
The supervised classification problem can be found in many important, real-
world applications such as image-based object recognition or medical diagno-
sis systems. It is also referred to as pattern recognition problem and many
textbooks like [Bishop, 2006] and papers such as [Jain et al., 2000] provide
extensive overviews of this topic.
Machine learning methods can generally be subdivided into supervised,
unsupervised and semi-supervised methods. The “classical” supervised clas-
sification problem can be defined in the following way. A feature vector is
defined as
x = [x1, x2, . . . , xDin ] ∈ RDin (2.1)
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containing Din scalar components. If feature vectors appear in a list or
dataset, they are usually denoted with an index x(i). In this case the jth
scalar component of the ith feature vector is written as x(i)j . For classification
a feature vector needs to be assigned to a class label y out of a discrete set of
NClasses classes or categories y ∈ SClasses = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωNClasses}. The goal
is to find a classifier function
fClassifier : x→ y ∈ SClasses , (2.2)
which is often considered as the classifier model. This model is adapted to
the learning task by training data in form of a ground truth dataset TGT of
1 ≤ i ≤ NT labeled feature vectors
TGT =
{(
x(1), y(1)
)
,
(
x(2), y(2)
)
, . . . ,
(
x(NT ), y(NT )
)}
(2.3)
with y(i) ∈ SClasses .
In contrast to that, unsupervised learning methods just rely on the input
vectors {x(i)} and do not require the corresponding labels y(i). A typical
application for unsupervised methods is clustering: The goal is to discover
natural groupings or accumulations inside the data distribution [Jain et al.,
2000]. Semi-supervised learning methods make use of both unlabeled and
labeled feature data to train a classifier, which can be beneficial when it is
too expensive to obtain class labels for all training instances.
2.1.1 Types of Parameters in Machine Learning
Three different kinds of parameters are used in the field of machine learning
and optimization which have to be clearly differentiated. These parameters
as well as their hierarchy are defined in the following way within this work:
1. Model parameters are used by the classifier model inside of the decision
function fClassifier. These model parameters are responsible to store the
concepts derived from the training dataset. Examples of these parame-
ters are network weights in case of artificial neural networks or support
vectors in case of the support vector machine (see section 2.1.2). The
model parameters are on the lowest level of the parameter hierarchy as
they directly influence the classifier. These parameters are also known
as internal parameters or variables.
2. Hyperparameters of learning algorithms control the way in which the
classifier model and its model parameters are adapted or trained to the
ground truth dataset. Examples for hyperparameters are the number of
layers in artificial neural networks or the regularization hyperparameter
of support vector machines (see section 2.1.2). The term “hyperparam-
eter” is very established in literature and is considered to be in the
middle of the parameter hierarchy.
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Figure 2.1: Connection between model parameters, hyperparameters and
metaparameters in machine learning.
3. Metaparameters are on the highest1 level of the parameter hierarchy
and control optimization algorithms to adapt learning algorithms. The
hyperparameters of learning algorithms have a great effect on the clas-
sification performance and need to be tuned for each learning task (see
section 2.2.4). Examples of metaparameters are the grid sampling den-
sity in case of grid search or the parameters of Evolutionary Algorithms
(see section 3.1.1). Metaparameters are also known as control param-
eters, behavioral parameters or sometimes even referred to as “hyper-
hyperparameters”.
Figure 2.1 shows the location of these three types of machine learning
parameters as well as the connections between them. Note that the use of
optimization algorithms for machine learning is not considered as absolutely
necessary but very helpful to improve the performance (see section 3.1.1).
2.1.2 Classifier Concepts
There is a great number of different approaches to model a classifier function
fClassifier and it is a highly active field of research. This section just gives a
coarse overview of currently relevant classifier concepts, their principles and
important hyperparameters.
According to [Kotsiantis, 2007] classifiers can be subdivided into five cat-
egories: logic-based algorithms, artificial neural networks, statistical learning
algorithms, instance-based learning and support vector machines. These con-
cepts and some of the most popular classifiers are described in the following.
Logic-Based Algorithms
Logic-based algorithms learn formal decision rules from observations that
should explain the class distribution of the training data. One form of these
1The prefixes “meta” and “hyper” do not naturally imply a hierarchy. However, the
metaparameters are chosen to be one level up in the parameter hierarchy as the term
hyperparameter is already established in literature.
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algorithms are rule-based learning methods that automatically build Boolean
rules in disjunctive normal form. In the period between 1969 and 1996 a large
variety of these algorithms has been developed and the most popular variants
are reviewed in [Fürnkranz, 1999]. The training is often performed using
divide-and-conquer strategies. However, pure rule-based learning algorithms
have become less popular nowadays and are outperformed by other learning
methods.
The concept of decision trees is related to rule-based learners, but they
build a graph out of hierarchical structures to recursively split up the feature
data space. For numerical values tree nodes contain simple split rules like
if x3 > 4 then a else b (2.4)
in which x3 is the third feature vector component and a, b are child nodes of
the current one. Classifiers based on decision trees have several advantages:
They require only few assumptions about the data distributions and so they
work on a large range of tasks. They have a built-in feature selection of rele-
vant features. Furthermore, the classification speed is often high because only
simple rules need to be evaluated. An overview of decision tree based classi-
fiers can be found in [Murthy, 1998]. The training algorithms have to find the
optimal variables and split values for the tree nodes to construct the graph.
This is often achieved using random selection and information theoretic met-
rics like information gain based on entropy. Important hyperparameters of
random trees are the maximum depth of the tree which determines the com-
plexity of the decision function.
Several trees can be grouped together by means of so-called ensemble
methods. A popular concept is the random forest (RF) classifier introduced
by [Breiman, 2001], which fuses together multiple decision trees using a bag-
ging algorithm. Bagging is a method to generate multiple classifiers or predic-
tors that are trained from differently subsampled training datasets [Breiman,
1996] (see also section 6.3.1). The random component of this method ensures
that the trees are less correlated to each other to improve their predictive
performance. A central hyperparameter of random forests is the number of
trees that should be fused. When the number of trees is sufficient, very com-
plex and high-dimensional feature distributions can be handled with random
forests.
Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks denote data structures and algorithms that are
inspired by the functioning of the brain of animals and humans or other parts
of the nervous system. The perceptron, developed by [Rosenblatt, 1962], is the
most important basic model of a single neuron which is still used in currently
relevant algorithms. It has Din input values for each vector component of
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x ∈ RDin and one binary output value y ∈ {0, 1}. The memory of such
a neuron is realized in a weight vector w ∈ RDin which contains a weight
for each input. The processing is performed with the linear associator as
propagation function, which is basically a dot product of the input vector
with the weight vector. If the dot product exceeds a threshold – also called
bias – b, the neuron’s binary output is activated with
y =
{
1 if ∑Dinj=1 wj · xj > b
0 else . (2.5)
A single neuron is quite limited and only allows solving linear2 classifi-
cation problems. Many variants of neural networks have been developed to
overcome this limitation.
The connection of multiple neurons on multiple layers as a feedforward
network is known as multilayer perceptron (MLP) and allows non-linear clas-
sification. The input layer of the MLP contains Din nodes to connect with
the input vectors. The output layer has a task-specific number of neurons
and the outputs often represent the probabilities of the specific classes. An
important hyperparameter of an MLP is the number of hidden layers between
the input and output layer as well as the number of neurons on each of these
layers. Each neuron has weights that have to be trained so that the whole
network leads to the desired outputs. One popular training algorithm is back-
propagation [Bishop, 2006] in which the training vectors of each instance are
passed through the network. The error between the current and the desired
output is used to adapt the weights using gradient descent methods. Back-
propagation methods are relatively slow for large networks and tend to overfit
to the training dataset.
Another variant is the so-called Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) which
has been introduced by [Huang et al., 2006]. It is a feedforward neural network
with one hidden layer in which the weights on the hidden layer are chosen
randomly and independently from the training dataset. The training process
analytically determines the weights on the output layer using least-squares
fitting. This makes the training process much faster than the MLP while the
ELM also shows a good generalization performance for many tasks.
Statistical Learning Algorithms
Statistical methods build an underlying probability model to describe the
class distribution in the feature space. One example is the naïve Bayes clas-
sifier that uses the strong assumption of independence of all features [Bishop,
2006]. The probability distribution of each feature is modeled with a suitable
probability distribution, e.g., a Gaussian normal distribution, whose model
2In this simple case, the instances are completely separable using a linear decision
boundary or hyperplane.
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parameters are estimated during the training. The classification can be re-
alized efficiently by calculating a product function over all features for each
class and choosing the class with the highest likelihood. Despite the simplicity
of the model and the fact that no further hyperparameters are required, the
naïve Bayes classifier shows a reasonable performance for high-dimensional
problems such as text classification.
The statistical concept of finite mixture models is another approach for
classification. An extensive overview can be found in [McLachlan and Peel,
2000]. The basic idea is to model a complex probability distribution of the
classes in the feature space with a number of simple distributions, e.g., Gaus-
sian distributions, which are called components. The mixed likelihood distri-
bution of a class is obtained by the superposition of all components. Finally,
the maximum mixed probability along all classes is used to assign a label to
an instance vector x. In order to learn such a model, the number of com-
ponents has to be determined and then their model parameters have to be
fitted to the data distribution using expectation maximization.
Instance-based Learning
Instance-based classifiers belong to the group of algorithms that store the
entire training dataset and only use specific instances for the classification
[Aha et al., 1991]. This is also called lazy learning because the generalization
is delayed to the moment when an instance has to be classified [Aha, 1997].
One particularly known example is the nearest neighbor algorithm which
was introduced by [Cover and Hart, 1967]. A new instance x is classified
in the following way. The NNeigh nearest neighbors3 in the training dataset
to the vector x are searched and the most frequent label of the selected
training instances is returned. One important hyperparameter of the kNN
classifier is the distance metric d(x(a),x(b)) between two points x(a) and x(b)
in RDin . According to [Kotsiantis, 2007] several metrics are useful in different
applications, e.g.,
• the Euclidean distance with dEuclid(x(a),x(b)) =
√∑Din
j=1
(
x
(a)
j − x(b)j
)2
,
• the Mahalanobis distance with
dMahal(x(a),x(b)) =
√(
x
(a)
j − x(b)j
)>
Σ−1
(
x
(a)
j − x(b)j
)
with the covari-
ance matrix Σ of the distribution of all vectors,
• the Chebychev distance with dCheby(x(a),x(b)) = maxj
(∣∣∣x(a)j − x(b)j ∣∣∣),
• the Manhattan or city block distance with
dMan(x(a),x(b)) =
∑Din
j=1
∣∣∣x(a)j − x(b)j ∣∣∣.
3The number of neighbors is often denoted as k, hence this method is often referred to
as kNN classifier.
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The second hyperparameter NNeigh controls the smoothness of the decision
boundary between the classes. The disadvantage of the kNN classifier is that
it has large storage requirements and is sensitive to noise for small values of
NNeigh.
Support Vector Machines
The concept of support vector machines (SVM), which was formulated by
[Cortes and Vapnik, 1995], is very popular and shows a great generalization
performance in a wide range of applications. A detailed tutorial about the
SVM can be found in, e.g., [Burges, 1998]. For a simple binary classification
problem with y(i) ∈ {+1,−1} the main idea is to find an optimal separating
hyperplane with a maximum margin between two classes that is equal to a
structural risk minimization. The closest training points to this hyperplane
are called support vectors. The SVM stores these support vectors, which are
usually only a small fraction of the total training dataset. The separating
hyperplane is defined by an orthogonal weight vector w ∈ RDin and a bias
value b ∈ R. Once w and b are found, the classification can easily be done by
f(x) = sgn(w>x + b) (2.6)
which is very similar to the perceptron. In the simple, linearly separable case
the training works the following way. It is defined that
w> · x(i) + b =
{≥ 1 , y(i) = +1
≤ −1 , y(i) = −1 (2.7)
which leads to a set of inequalities
y(i) · (w> · x(i) + b) ≥ 1 (2.8)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ NT . It can be shown that the width of the margin is simply
2/||w|| and thus minimizing ||w|| maximizes the margin. The hyperplane
model parameters can be found by optimizing
arg min
w,b
max
α≥0
12‖w‖2 −
NT∑
i=1
α(i)y(i)(w> · x(i) + b) +
NT∑
i=1
α(i)
 (2.9)
with standard quadratic optimization methods. The non-negative factors α(i)
are called Lagrange multipliers that act as a “switch” to make training vectors
support vectors when α(i) > 0. The weight vector can be expressed using
w =
NT∑
i=1
α(i)y(i)x(i), (2.10)
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which clarifies that all vectors with α(i) = 0 have no impact on the classifica-
tion.
In order to use SVMs in non-separable cases the soft margin method has
been developed. To achieve this, slack variables ξ(i) ≥ 0 are introduced in
y(i)(w> · x(i) + b) ≥ 1− ξ(i). (2.11)
The goal is the permission of a certain fraction of misclassifications, which
is controlled by a regularization factor that penalizes them in the adapted
optimization function
arg min
w,ξ,b
max
α,β
12‖w‖2 + creg
NT∑
i=1
ξ(i)
−
NT∑
i=1
α(i)[y(i)(w> · x(i) + b)− 1 + ξ(i)]−
NT∑
i=1
β(i)ξ(i)
 (2.12)
with Lagrange factors α(i), β(i) ≥ 0. The hyperparameter creg is important to
control the regularization cost of misclassifications and therefore this concept
is known as C-SVM.
Additionally, the concept of SVM has been extended to work for non-
linear problems using kernel methods. It allows a transformation of a non-
linear problem into a higher-dimensional feature space in which the problem
is solvable by using a linear hyperplane. The “trick” is that the projection
into a very high-dimensional space does not need to be calculated explicitly
to save computation time. Instead, a kernel function K(x(a),x(b)) replaces
the dot product in the decision function
f(x) = sgn
NT∑
i=1
α(i)y(i)K
(
x,x(i)
)
+ b
 . (2.13)
There are a number of popular kernel functions, e.g.,
• the polynomial kernel
K
(
x(a),x(b)
)
=
(
x(a) · x(b) + δ
)η
(2.14)
in which δ denotes an additive constant and η the degree of the poly-
nomial,
• the Gaussian kernel or radial basis function kernel
K
(
x(a),x(b)
)
= exp
(
−γGauss‖x(a) − x(b)‖2
)
(2.15)
in which γGauss is a kernel hyperparameter that is reciprocal to the width
of the Gaussian and controls the smoothness of the decision boundary.
The choice of the kernel function and its hyperparameters have a great impact
on the learning behavior and thus need to be adapted for each learning task.
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True class
Pr
ed
ic
te
d positive negative
positive true positives (TP) false positives (FP)
negative false negatives (FN) true negatives (TN)
Table 2.1: Binary confusion matrix for the two class problem.
2.1.3 Performance Evaluation
It is important to evaluate the performance of a classifier on a specific task
to see whether or not the desired reliability of the system is achieved. This
is usually done by splitting the entire training dataset TGT into a separate
training and test dataset
TGT = TTrain ∪ TTest , (2.16)
which have to be disjoint. Normally, the division ratio of TTrain and TTest
ranges from 50/50% to 90/10%. The classifier is trained using the training
dataset TTrain and the performance is measured using the prediction of the
classifier on TTest compared to the true labels. Note that more sophisticated
methods like cross-validation (see section 3.2.1) even further split up the
training dataset TTrain.
There are standard metrics to quantify the performance of classifiers which
can be found in, e.g., [Japkowicz and Shah, 2011] or [Fawcett, 2006]. Table
2.1 illustrates the binary confusion matrix for the two class problem with
SClasses = {ω1, ω2}, which is a standard way to count all possible cases of true
and false predictions. In this case instances of class ω1 are seen as “positive”,
whereas instances of class ω2 are seen as “negative”.
The classifier prediction of an instance can be categorized as either true
positive (TP), true negative (TN) or in case of an error as false positive (FP)
or false negative (FN). The frequencies of all these four cases are counted over
the whole test dataset TTest and are respectively denoted as NTP , NTN , NFP
and NFN .
Based on these four numbers, several important metrics can be derived.
First, the true positive rate (also known as recall rate or hit rate) is defined
as
qTPRate =
NTP
NTP +NFN
(2.17)
and the false positive rate (or false alarm rate) as
qFPRate =
NFP
NFP +NTN
. (2.18)
The precision metric is defined as
qPrec =
NTP
NTP +NFP
(2.19)
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True class
ω1 ω2 . . . ωNClasses
Pr
ed
ic
te
d ω˜1 N1,1 N1,2 . . . N1,NClasses
ω˜2 N2,1 N2,2 . . . N2,NClasses... ... ... . . . ...
ω˜NClasses NNClasses,1 NNClasses,2 . . . NNClasses,NClasses
Table 2.2: Multiclass confusion matrix with frequencies Nk1,k2 of all possible
correct and erroneous cases.
and denotes the relevance of the results of a classifier with respect to class
ω1. A low precision indicates a high false alarm rate. The accuracy is defined
as
qAcc =
NTP +NTN
NTP +NFN +NFP +NTN
(2.20)
and denotes the fraction of correctly classified instances. The values of qAcc
are in the range of [0, 1] ⊂ R while a higher value usually denotes a better
classifier. If these values are multiplied with the factor 100, they can directly
be interpreted as the percentage of correct predictions. The inverse accuracy
is equivalent to the error rate, which is defined as
qErr = 1− qAcc . (2.21)
Many real-world problems consider the distinction of more than two classes.
This makes it necessary to define useful metrics for multiclass problems as
well which can be found in, e.g., [Labatut and Cherifi, 2011] and [Japkowicz
and Shah, 2011]. The multiclass confusion matrix is defined as in table 2.2. It
contains all possible combinations of true classes denoted as ωk and predicted
classes denoted as ω˜k.
The most important metric is the overall accuracy or overall success rate
that is widely used in literature. It is defined as
qOAcc =
1
Nall
NClasses∑
k=1
Nk,k with Nall =
NClasses∑
k1=1
NClasses∑
k2=1
Nk1,k2 (2.22)
which is basically the number of correctly classified instances divided by the
number of all classifications. The overall error rate is analogously defined to
the binary case as
qOErr = 1− qOAcc . (2.23)
The qOAcc and qOErr metrics are global for all classes and can be skewed
when the numbers of instances are heavily unequal for the different classes.
Consider a test dataset with 10 instances for class ω1 and 1,000 instances for
class ω2. A classifier might predict the label ω˜2 for all instances regardless
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of the input. Due to the class sample imbalance, this classifier achieves an
overall accuracy of
qOAcc =
0 + 1,000
1,000 + 10 ≈ 0.99 . (2.24)
This is certainly misleading because this classifier would not be desirable even
though its accuracy is around 99%. There are essentially two possibilities to
circumvent this problem. The first solution is to obtain a more balanced
dataset by either collecting more samples of the classes with too few samples
or by removing instances from the classes with too many samples. Secondly,
it is possible to derive class-specific metrics from binary confusion matrices
for each class. Instances of class ωk are considered as “positive” and all others
(y ∈ SClasses \ ωk) as “negative”. The true positive rate of class ω1 would be
zero for the classifier in the example.
Metrics based on confusion matrices are widely used and can easily be
calculated for any classifier. However, more sophisticated methods such as
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) have been introduced. The ROC
curve analysis is preferred for applications in which the trade-off between the
true positive rate and the false positive rate is important [Fawcett, 2006].
The basic ROC curve analysis is defined for a binary classifier which not only
returns a class label but also a confidence or score value. The ROC curve is
created by sorting the results by their confidence and plot the false positive
rate as abscissa axis and the true positive rate as ordinate axis. In order to
obtain a single number for comparison, the area under the ROC curve (AUC)
has been defined. Usually, a better classifier has a higher AUC value. The fact
that the classifier confidence is involved in this metric makes it potentially
more valuable to evaluate a classifier rather than just using the discrete class
output which is used for the confusion matrices. However, not all classifiers
provide a confidence score and even if some do, it is hard to compare the
scores across different classifier concepts. Furthermore, there is no trivial
way to define a useful scalar metric like the AUC for multiclass problems.
Some concepts in that direction can be found in [Fawcett, 2006].
2.2 Main Challenges
In real-world applications, numerous challenges and problems occur that influ-
ence the performance of machine learning approaches. Even though the focus
of this work is the supervised classification problem, many of the challenges
that are mentioned in the following subsections also affect other machine
learning methods.
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2.2.1 High-Dimensional Data
Many applications need to handle high-dimensional but low-level feature data.
Some examples are given in the following:
• Image-based object recognition tasks use the data from camera sensors to
locate and classify objects. Even rather small textures of the objects cre-
ate high-dimensional feature spaces. A texture with, e.g., 50 × 50 pixels
already leads to a 2,500 dimensional feature space. A common approach
is to extract higher level features from the texture, such as the popular
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptor [Lowe, 2004] or the
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) descriptor [Ojala et al., 1994, Ojala et al.,
2002] (see appendix A). However, the dimensionalities remain rather
high with 128 for SIFT and 256 for the standard LBP descriptor.
• Optical spectrometers analyze the electromagnetic spectrum of emitted
light and usually generate high-dimensional measurements consisting of
up to several thousand wavebands4. These spectrometers are used in
many applications, such as remote sensing in geography [Melgani and
Bruzzone, 2004], chemical material characterization [Chang, 2003] and
bioinformatics [Somorjai et al., 2004].
• Microarray analysis is an application in bioinformatics with the goal to
analyze the properties of biological materials. One example are DNA5
microarrays that analyze gene expressions [Simon, 2003]. The dimen-
sionality of this kind of data can exceed 10,000.
The issues that arise from high-dimensional data have a great effect on
the performance of machine learning algorithms. All effects together are
often summarized as the well-known curse of dimensionality, which was first
observed and reported by [Bellman, 1961]. It describes problems that are
caused by the interplay of the number of features or dimensions, the number
of samples, the feature distribution and the classifier complexity. The curse
of dimensionality can be subdivided into three aspects as described in the
following.
General Negative Effects of High-Dimensional Spaces
The dimensionality of feature spaces directly influences central properties of
them. At first, the amount of training samples or data points that are needed
4Optical spectrometers measure the intensity of light in a specific part of the electro-
magnetic spectrum, such as the visible light in a range of 400 − 800 nanometers (blue to
red colors). The number of wavebands defines the spectral resolution in this range and
depends on the specific sensor.
5DNA stands for deoxyribonucleic acid and denotes molecules that carry genetic infor-
mation in organisms.
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(a) 1D (b) 2D (c) 3D
Figure 2.2: Visualization of the “vastness” of high-dimensional spaces. The
figure shows 10 datapoints in a one-, two-, and three-dimensional feature
space. While the feature space in (a) is covered densely, the three-dimensional
space in (c) appears rather empty.
to cover or “fill” a vector space in a reasonable way grows exponentially
with the dimensionality [Bishop, 1995]. Usually, high-dimensional spaces are
rather vast and empty – this effect can already be observed in relatively low-
dimensional spaces, which is displayed in figure 2.2.
Secondly, canonical distance metrics such as the Euclidean distance be-
come less meaningful in high-dimensional vector spaces. The authors of
[Beyer et al., 1999] prove this effect by considering the distance metrics for
randomly distributed vectors. It can be shown that the difference between
the smallest and the largest distance dmin and dmax between vectors compared
to dmin becomes arbitrarily small when
lim
Din→∞
dmax − dmin
dmin
= 0 . (2.25)
It means that the smallest and largest distances only differ marginally from
each other in high-dimensional vector spaces. This causes the performance
degradation of classifiers which rely on these distances.
The third aspect is the so-called peaking phenomenon recognized by [Jain
and Chandrasekaran, 1982] and [Raudys and Jain, 1991]. It was observed
that the error rate of some classifiers tends to first decrease and then in-
crease again with increasing dimensionality Din. When the error is plotted
depending on Din, like depicted in figure 2.3, a negative peak – or valley –
can be spotted. However, this effect is more complex and other classifiers
behave differently as the authors of [Sima and Dougherty, 2008] state. They
report three types of classifier behaviors, namely the peaking type, the plateau
type and the slope type, which are also depicted in figure 2.3. The peaking
phenomenon in particular occurs for classifiers whose number of model pa-
rameters depends on the feature dimensionality. When dimensions are added
while the sample size stays constant, the classifier has to estimate more model
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Peaking
Slope
Plateau
Figure 2.3: Visualization of three different types of classifier behaviors re-
garding the error qErr depending on the feature dimensionality Din. The
lowest error rates are denoted with a triangle. The peaking type has a very
small range of optimal numbers of dimensions, hence the name “peaking”.
The plateau type reaches stable error values when the dimensionality is large
enough. The error of the slope type is continuously decreasing with increasing
dimensionality.
parameters with the same amount of training samples. Therefore, the reli-
ability of the model parameter estimation process while learning decreases
and most likely also the classifier performance. Statistical classifiers that es-
timate covariance matrices of the feature data are a well studied example for
the peaking phenomenon. But, to give another example, also the multilayer
perceptron can suffer from this phenomenon because the number of weight
variables on the input layer linearly scales with the feature space dimension-
ality – the higher the dimensionality, the more weights have to be trained
with the same number of samples.
Noisy or Irrelevant Features
In many applications there is few or no prior knowledge about a suitable
feature set. One strategy is to use a large feature set with many descriptors
that appear suitable at first glance. However, noisy, irrelevant or redundant
feature dimensions can severely disturb machine learning algorithms. The
peaking phenomenon is related to this problem, but does not make an as-
sumption about the quality of the features with respect to the classification
task. The work of [Houle et al., 2010] provides evidence that not only the
number of dimensions is crucial but the amount of relevant data as well. If
the feature data contains many dimensions which are not correlated with the
desired output at all, the classifier performance can already be degraded for
relatively small feature dimensionalities like 20 – 50 dimensions.
Small Training Sample Sizes
The number of training samples directly affects the negative consequences of
the curse of dimensionality. Large sets of labeled training data are usually
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hard and expensive to obtain so that many applications must rely on rather
small training datasets. An important metric is the sample to feature ratio
(SFR), which is defined as
vSFR =
NT
Din
. (2.26)
Different constraints for this metric are proposed, e.g., in [Jain and Chan-
drasekaran, 1982], a value of vSFR > 10 is considered as minimum. However,
in many applications the SFR values are far below one. Further discussions
on effects of the sample size are presented in [Jain and Zongker, 1997] and
[Raudys and Jain, 1991].
It can be summarized that there is no general number of too many dimen-
sions. The interplay of all of the aforementioned aspects is of importance. A
feature space of 200 dimensions can be perfectly working with one task while
it is already too high for another task.
2.2.2 Generalization
Generalization is the ability of systems to learn abstract concepts from ob-
servations, also known as induction. Humans are usually very good in under-
standing abstract concepts, which can be illustrated with an example: When
going through a forest, we likely see different kinds of trees, e.g., birch trees,
oak trees and firs. These observations can be considered as training sam-
ples to understand the abstract concept of trees that might consist of aspects
like “object with a vertically elongated, brown trunk, branches and green or
brown leaves”. In reality this concept is far more complex and hard to explic-
itly describe. If the generalization process is successful, other kinds of trees,
which have not been observed before, e.g., a palm tree, should be recognized
as a tree as well.
Bias-Variance Dilemma
Generalization is probably the most desirable property of machine learning
systems to come close to the extraordinary capabilities of humans. The main
problem of current – and most likely future – machine learning approaches
is the bias-variance dilemma [Bishop, 2006]. This can be summarized as
follows. There are two sorts of errors, the bias, which is the general error of
the predicted and the desired output, and the variance, which arises from the
sensitivity to fluctuations of the data in the training dataset. The theorem
states that it is generally impossible to minimize both, the bias and the
variance, simultaneously. In practice, it can be observed that an algorithm
which is too simple (e.g., a linear classifier) leads to a rather large error, but
it produces relatively stable outputs for unseen data. On the other hand,
complex classifiers with a great plasticity tend to memorize and basically just
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store the training instances – this is known as overfitting. Considering the tree
example, a too simple classifier would most likely be able to detect a certain
fraction of objects as trees correctly, but sometimes fail even for known trees.
An overfitted classifier would recognize the trained trees perfectly but most
likely fail to classify any other object correctly.
The problem of generalization does not only depend on the classifier’s
abilities but also on the invariance of the feature data representation. An
invariant feature should only be marginally affected by any expected trans-
formation or change of the instances that should be classified. In image-based
object recognition, e.g., it is often desired that features are invariant to trans-
lation, rotation, scaling or illumination to be able to detect objects even if they
appear in a different pose or other light conditions. The SIFT descriptor, e.g.,
implements this invariance and shows a great performance for many recog-
nition applications. However, there is no general purpose feature descriptor
and the development of task-specific features with the desired invariance is
usually difficult and time-consuming.
Another option to achieve a better feature invariance is a strict control of
the conditions under which the feature data is generated. In case of image
processing it would be possible to make sure that all objects are aligned in
a specific way and an optimized light system is used. Nevertheless, this is
only possible to a certain degree and even impossible for some applications.
Furthermore, too many restrictions usually limit the application field of the
system.
Representational Bias
The aspect of the so-called representational bias6 [Gordon and Desjardins,
1995] also influences the generalization performance. A specific feature set –
the feature representation – is usually selected based on the available training
data to optimize a certain performance metric such as the accuracy. However,
the selected representation might not be optimal to classify unseen instances,
which the following simple example shows. Consider a classification problem
to distinguish cars from buses based on two features, namely the height and
the color. There are two samples in the training set: a blue car with a height
of 1,60m and a red bus with a height of 2,20m. A classifier that only knows
about the small training set might select only the color feature because it
appears to be well suitable to distinguish the two classes. However, it is
6The term bias has several meanings in the field of machine learning. In case of the
representational bias it can be understood as any factor that influences the selection of
models or hypotheses [Gordon and Desjardins, 1995]. However, in case of the bias-variance
dilemma the bias is the error between the prediction and the desired output (see section
2.2.2). In case of artificial neural networks the constant b is also sometimes referred to as
bias (see section 2.1.2).
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obvious that other vehicles will have different colors and that a classifier that
relies only on the color will perform badly in practice.
This problem is especially important for learning tasks with only few train-
ing samples or noisy features. Classifiers might learn a model based on ran-
dom noise, which somehow is sufficient to explain the training data but does
not generalize. The resulting negative effects on the generalization perfor-
mance are comparable to those from the bias-variance dilemma. However, in
this case the problem does not originate from the selection of the classifier
but the selection of the feature representation.
2.2.3 No-Free-Lunch Theorem
Section 2.1.2 presents some important and popular classifier concepts with-
out directly denoting the “quality” of specific algorithms. The no-free-lunch
theorem claims that there is no single best classifier that outperforms all
other classifiers for all tasks. The theorem was formulated by [Wolpert and
Macready, 1995] for search-based optimization problems and later for machine
learning algorithms in [Wolpert, 1996]. Whenever optimization algorithms are
compared, there is no universally best algorithm when all possible problems
or datasets are considered. This means that very simple concepts like the
naïve Bayes classifier or a single, linear perceptron may have a chance to out-
perform any other learning rule for a specific problem. The machine learning
community has proposed a tremendous amount of different classifier concepts
and variations of them which leads to the problem that it has become nearly
impossible to compare every possible algorithm for each problem. Table 2.3
gives an overview of different classifiers and some properties regarding accu-
racy, speed and feature properties. Obviously no concept achieves the highest
scores for all properties. In practice, a suitable classifier has to be selected
for every task so that all demands are fulfilled.
2.2.4 Suboptimal Hyperparameters
Most machine learning algorithms are controlled by hyperparameters (see
section 2.1.1) which have a great impact of the actual performance of the
whole classifier. Consider the example of a multilayer perceptron (MLP, see
section 2.1.2). Typically, an MLP has two hyperparameters, namely the
number of hidden layers and the number of nodes on each hidden layer. These
hyperparameters define the size and learning capacity of the network. The
weights of the edges of the network are the model parameters that are adapted
during the training phase. Other examples of hyperparameters are, e.g., the
regularization hyperparameter creg of the C-SVM and the size γGauss of a
Gaussian kernel. The support vectors itself are the model parameters that
are learned during training.
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Accuracy in general ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗∗
Speed of learning ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗
Speed of classification ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗
Tolerance to
irrelevant attributes ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗∗
Tolerance to
redundant attributes ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗
Tolerance to noise ∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗
Dealing with the
danger of overfitting ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗
Hyperparameter
handling/sensitivity ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗
Table 2.3: Properties of different classifier concepts according to [Kotsiantis,
2007]. The meaning of the scale is: ∗ worst and ∗∗∗∗ best performance.
However, these properties are only a rough quality indication and certainly
do not hold for all possible learning tasks.
The positive aspect of hyperparameters is that they allow an adaptation to
the learning task, e.g., an easier task might require an MLP with less hidden
layers than a complex task. On the other hand, every hyperparameter needs
to be tuned and bad choices of hyperparameters degrade the performance.
The problem is called hyperparameter optimization or model selection prob-
lem [Bergstra et al., 2011, Bishop, 2006]. This effect is explained with an
MLP in the following. If the chosen network size is too small, the resulting
classifier is too simple to learn a reasonable model. If the network size is too
large, there are too many weights to train and the backpropagation learning
algorithm is likely to get stuck in local optima. Additionally, large networks
tend to overfit to the training data. These effects of hyperparameters are
directly related to the bias-variance dilemma.
2.3 Discussion
Machine learning approaches are generally versatile and tempting as they
theoretically provide a fast development of, e.g., classification systems. The
main advantage is that no explicit modeling of the mapping between inputs
and desired outputs is necessary. Instead, “just” some training data with
ground truth labels has to be collected. Furthermore, powerful algorithms
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like the SVM and random forests have been established that achieve a very
good performance for a broad range of applications.
However, the list of machine learning challenges shows that the desired
performance can be hard to reach in real-world applications. The diverse
effects of the curse of dimensionality often cause a bad performance. Addi-
tionally, according to the no-free-lunch theorem, there is no generally best
performing standard machine learning algorithm. Especially inexperienced
users might use suboptimal combinations of features, algorithms or hyper-
parameters due to personal preferences, availability of code or lack of time.
Furthermore, the selected training dataset might be too small or the chosen
samples are not representative for the whole distribution.
The use of a machine learning system can even be dangerous, when critical
or security-related applications are developed and the system performance is
not properly estimated. Consider the application of autonomous vehicles for
instance: A vision-based system that should automatically distinguish, e.g.,
cars from pedestrians needs to be designed and tested extremely carefully.
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Chapter 3
Solutions to Improve Machine
Learning
The previous chapter discusses well-known challenges of machine learning
that degrade the overall performance in many real-world applications. Of
course, the machine learning community has developed and established nu-
merous suitable solutions for each aspect. This chapter discusses two different
types of approaches to overcome the problems and is organized as follows.
The intuitive approach is the use of established or “standard” solutions,
like cross-validation, feature selection and hyperparameter tuning that can
be found in most textbooks about machine learning. Many of these methods
rely on heuristic optimization methods as the underlying problems are com-
plex. Therefore, section 3.1 provides a brief overview of heuristic optimization
methods. The standard solutions for machine learning, such as feature se-
lection, feature preprocessing and model selection, are presented in section
3.2. The second approach to improve machine learning is the field of repre-
sentation learning which is discussed in section 3.3. Finally, in section 3.4
the challenges and solutions are connected to discuss the need for a holistic
framework containing all aforementioned solutions.
3.1 Overview of Optimization Heuristics
Optimization methods are versatile mathematical tools that are used in all
fields of research. Optimization plays a central role in the field of machine
learning. The training of a classifier with its internal model parameters is
also an optimization process. Some classifier concepts rely on practically well
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solvable optimization problems. The SVM, e.g., uses a problem formulation
that is convex1 and can be solved with quadratic programming methods2.
However, optimization problems like the selection of useful features (see
section 3.2.2) or hyperparameters (see section 3.2.4) do not have “nice” prop-
erties, like smoothness3 or convexity. Usually, it is very hard or even im-
possible to find the globally best solution, but it is often enough to find
near-optimal ones. For these optimization problems, heuristics can find good
solutions while only few assumptions are required about the problem itself.
The problem is often considered as a black box and only an objective function
is available whose output has to be either maximized or minimized. A general
problem definition can be stated as
gObj(Sh) = g ∈ RNMetrics (3.1)
in which the objective function gObj is influenced by a variable set Sh =
{h1, h2, . . . , hNOpt} of NOpt variables hj. These variables can be of arbitrary
type, e.g., continuous, real-valued variables. This set is also called solution
vector. The output is a vector of metrics g while two cases are distinguished
in general:
• In case of NMetrics = 1, only one numeric value needs to be optimized
which is called a single-objective problem. This is the “simplest” case as
every minimization problem can be trivially formulated as maximization
problem when (−1) · gObj(Sh) is considered.
• The case of NMetrics > 1 is called multi-objective optimization.
In case of single-objective optimization, the best solution out of a set of
candidates SCandidates = {Sh,1, Sh,2, . . . , Sh,NCandidates} can be selected simply
by ordering their optimization metrics, e.g., Sh,1 is better than Sh,2, if
gObj(Sh,1) > gObj(Sh,2) . (3.2)
Multi-objective optimization is more challenging as metric vectors cannot
simply be ordered by their values. In this case, a Pareto optimization4 is
required. However, this work focuses on single-objective optimization; for
the multi-objective case the reader is referred to extensive textbooks like
[Miettinen, 1999].
1Convex optimization problems only have global optima and thus optimization algo-
rithms cannot get stuck in local optima.
2Quadratic programming methods are used to optimize a quadratic objective function
of several variables in combination with a set of linear variable constraints.
3Smooth functions allow the use of the derivatives for methods like gradient descent.
4In Pareto optimization a set of the best solutions is aimed at so that a further im-
provement of a single metric leads to a deterioration of the other metrics.
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(a) Brute force / grid search (b) Random search
(c) Trajectory-based (d) Population-based (e) Metalearning
Figure 3.1: Principles for different optimization heuristics for an exemplary
problem with two variables. Initial solutions are denoted as black dots, in-
termediate solutions as gray dots. Final and best solutions are denoted with
triangle symbols.
The number of optimization variables and the corresponding value do-
mains Hj of these variables define the search space
H∗ = H1 × H2 × . . .× HNOpt . (3.3)
The typical challenge is that the number of combinations |H∗| explodes even
for relatively small values of NOpt.
3.1.1 Approaches of Optimization Heuristics
There are several approaches to tackle such optimization problems, which can
be categorized as simple search-based algorithms and metaheuristics. Figure
3.1 depicts the principles of the different strategies. For more details and
references the reader is kindly referred to the work of [Blum and Roli, 2003].
Simple Strategies
Simple and naïve strategies can be applied for small search spaces or in case
the evaluation of the objective function is very fast. As solutions do not
depend on each other, the numerous evaluations of the objective function can
run in parallel on today’s multi-core processor computers.
• Brute force or exhaustive grid search (see figure 3.1 (a)) is a very naïve
approach in which all possible combinations of values are evaluated
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through the objective function. Despite the fact that this usually be-
comes infeasible for NOpt > 2, variables with real-valued numbers can
only be sampled using a grid with a finite sampling density.
• Random search (see figure 3.1 (b)) generates a set of random solution
vectors and evaluates them. This approach is considered as more ef-
ficient for a greater number of optimization variables. Furthermore,
variables with real-valued numbers can be handled without the need of
a coarse grid. However, a large number of evaluations is still necessary.
Metaheuristics
The simple approaches are usually not acceptable for real-world problems.
Therefore, more intelligent metaheuristics have been developed. According
to [Blum and Roli, 2003] these methods can be characterized as follows. Meta-
heuristics are guided search processes that efficiently explore the search space.
Most of them are nature-inspired and contain the concepts of diversification
and intensification. Diversification allows the efficient exploration of huge
parts of the search space, which is usually achieved by random components.
Intensification refers to the principle of local search to refine solutions.
Trajectory-based Metaheuristics
Trajectory-based heuristics start with an initial solution and try to follow
a path – the trajectory – in the search space to refine the solutions. This
principle is depicted in figure 3.1 (c). Established standard techniques are
the following:
• Simulated annealing was introduced by [Kirkpatrick et al., 1983] and
its basic idea is that the evaluation of inferior solutions is partly desired
to be able to escape local optima. The probability of choosing worse
solutions decreases over time – a principle that is inspired by thermal
cooling processes.
• Tabu search, developed by [Glover, 1986], keeps a history of evaluated
search space areas and forbids to “visit” them again. This allows the
exploration of new areas in the search space and simultaneously the
escape from local optima.
Model-based or Bayesian optimization [Brochu et al., 2010, Snoek et al.,
2012] is a recently evolving approach to optimize difficult problems with many
variables, especially with expensive – in terms of processing time – objective
functions. Sequential Model-Based Optimization (SMBO) [Hutter et al., 2011]
is the most promising variant of Bayesian optimization. The basic idea is to
model the complete knowledge about the objective function and the uncer-
tainty of unexplored areas of the search space as a probability distribution.
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Observations
Model uncertainty
Model meanCurrent
best
Promising parameters
Figure 3.2: General principle of model-based or Bayesian optimization. A
one-dimensional, numerical hyperparameter is considered and three observa-
tions in form of evaluations of the objective function gObj are made. A model
function is trained with this data to predict mean and uncertainty of gObj.
It is used to find promising areas of the search space that may improve the
currently best solution. The figure is modified from [Brochu et al., 2010].
During the optimization process this knowledge is used to determine the next
most promising variable configurations for the evaluation. Figure 3.2 shows
this principle with a one-dimensional toy example. The goal is to save com-
putation time on most likely suboptimal solution candidates, and so this ap-
proach is similar to tabu search in this respect. Early versions of this method
use Gaussian distributions that are updated at each evaluation. The choice of
Gaussian distributions limits this approach to numerical variables, however,
extensions for categorical variables exist [Hutter et al., 2011]. These use, e.g.,
random forests to handle heterogeneous hyperparameters with numerical and
categorical variables.
Model-based optimization is still a topic of ongoing research in the Ger-
man Research Foundation (DFG) Priority Program “Autonomous Learning”5.
Within the project “Auto-Tune: Structural optimization of Machine Learning
frameworks for large datasets”, the SMBO approach is currently used to op-
timize the hyperparameters of complex deep learning networks [Hutter et al.,
2015].
Population-based Metaheuristics
Population-based algorithms use a set of candidate solutions in order to ex-
plore the search space. Usually, these algorithms coarsely start to cover the
search space in order to find potential areas in which local refinement is the
most promising (see figure 3.1 (d)). The evaluation of a set of candidate so-
lutions is usually independent of each other. This leads to one of the central
advantages of these approaches, namely the straightforward parallel imple-
mentation that benefits from today’s multi-processor computers to speed-up
the optimization.
5The Priority Program is referenced as DFG SPP 1527 Autonomes Lernen.
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Evolutionary Optimization Algorithms
Evolutionary Algorithms are an important example of population-based ap-
proaches that imitate the evolution of species over time. The evolution theory
of Charles Darwin [Darwin, 1859] describes the basic principles of this biolog-
ical adaptation process in which only the fittest animals of a species survive
within a changing environment. In the following, a brief description of the
basic theory is provided.
The key is the concept of genes that contain and transport heredity in-
formation of each individual. Its total genetic information is contained in the
genotype which is stored in the DNA of all living organisms. The location of
this information within the genotype is called locus. However, not all genetic
information has an effect on physical properties. The set of physical traits
or characteristics of a specific individual is called phenotype, e.g., the color of
the eyes.
Multiple individuals live in a population that is evolving over time. Oc-
casionally, the genetic information of individuals is changed randomly by
mutation. Each individual interacts with its environment and the degree of
adaptation is called fitness. The selection principle states that only those
individuals with the highest fitness have the chance to mate with other in-
dividuals of the current population and generate the offspring generation.
Within the mating process, the genetic information of the involved individ-
uals is fused by recombination. The recombination along with the mutation
process create individuals with new properties that are potentially better –
by means of fitness – than the parental generation. Individuals with worse
properties will more likely die without generating offspring. Furthermore,
individuals have a limited age, so that even the fittest individuals die after a
certain number of generations. This mechanism increases the diversity within
the population because non-dominant individuals with slightly lower fitness
have the chance to evolve as well.
These biological principles have been adapted for the development of nu-
merous variants of optimization algorithms, which can be found in many
standard textbooks such as [Bäck, 1996, Eiben and Smith, 2003, Kramer,
2008]. First of all, the random character of this algorithm family has to be
pointed out. The mostly random optimization process is guided by a certain
subset and specific implementations of evolutionary operators. These opera-
tors are derived from the biological principles described above, namely mu-
tation, selection and recombination. The large influence of randomness must
not be seen as “stupid guessing” but as a chance to adequately cope with
numerous local optima of the objective function. Furthermore, the different
Evolutionary Algorithms use various genetic representations of the problem
solution, e.g., sequences of Booleans, numerical variables or program code. In
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the following, a brief overview of the most prominent variants of Evolutionary
Algorithms is given, ordered by the year of publication.
• Evolutionary Programming, introduced by [Fogel et al., 1966], does not
specify the structure of the genetic information. Only the mutation
of individuals is involved, but no recombination as all individuals are
considered as their own species that are not compatible with the others.
The selection operator is implemented as a competition between groups
of individuals in which scores are assigned. Finally, the individuals with
the highest score are selected for the next generation.
• Evolution Strategies were introduced by [Rechenberg, 1973] and ex-
tended by [Schwefel, 1977]. Compared to other Evolutionary Algo-
rithms, the representation and all operators are defined precisely. In the
standard version the representation of a solution is a vector in RNOpt ,
which is suitable to handle multiple numerical variables. The muta-
tion operator is usually realized as an additive Gaussian-distributed
noise vector and the recombination is done by averaging of the solu-
tion vectors. The current state-of-the-art for numerical parameter op-
timization are the so-called CMA-Evolution Strategies, the Covariance
Matrix Adaptation [Hansen, 2006]. The recently developed approach of
Natural Evolution Strategies [Wierstra et al., 2014, Glasmachers et al.,
2010] combines Evolutionary Algorithms with gradient-based search ap-
proaches. Subsequent extensions also allow the handling of other vari-
able types than real-valued variables, such as integers or categorical
variables [Müller, 2012], which make Evolution Strategies more flexible.
• Genetic Algorithms, first introduced by [Holland, 1975], use a represen-
tation for the properties of the individuals which is very close to the
DNA, namely sequences of Boolean variables – also called bitstrings.
The variables of the optimization problem at hand need to be ade-
quately coded as bitstrings, e.g., numerical hyperparameters require a
suitable binary representation6. The fact that various representations
behave differently regarding the mutation and recombination operators
has to be considered carefully.
• Genetic Programming, introduced by [Koza, 1992], is the most flexible
variant of Evolutionary Algorithms. The genome of each individual
represents a computer interpretable program based, e.g., on context-
free grammars, which can be treated as a tree structure. The mutation
operator can affect the structure of the tree as well as the data that is
stored in each node. The recombination operator can be implemented
6An established coding schema for floating point numbers is, e.g., defined by the IEEE
754 standard, which splits the number into a sign, a coefficient and an exponent. Integers
can be coded in the two’s complement representation.
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in different ways, e.g., cutting and combining parts of the program. On
the one hand, this approach can theoretically handle arbitrary problems
as the representation allows the generation of any kind of program. On
the other hand, it is a disadvantage that the generated programs are
usually hard to understand for humans.
Other Population-based Metaheuristics
There are other established concepts of population-based optimization algo-
rithms which have to be mentioned as well:
• Particle swarm algorithms, introduced by [James and Russell, 1995],
are inspired by the natural principle of swarm intelligence and show
similarities to Evolutionary Algorithms. Swarm intelligence describes
a specific form of intelligence that is observed for some animal species:
individuals are only able to perform relatively simple behavior patterns,
however, a larger group of them can act surprisingly intelligent. Candi-
date solutions are represented with the positions of particles in a vector
space. The particles also have a velocity that directs them into the
direction of the best solutions.
• Ant colony optimization [Dorigo et al., 2006] is a variant of particle
swarm approaches that uses a heuristic inspired by the behavior of
ants. It has been observed that some species of ants deposit the scent
pheromone along paths that lead to food sources. When other ants
walk around, more likely they choose paths with a high concentration
of pheromone. Algorithms that use this heuristic have been proved to
be well suited to quickly find solutions for combinatorial problems.
Metalearning
Metalearning makes use of the knowledge of previous optimization or learn-
ing problems to improve the results on future tasks. This and very similar
concepts are also known in literature under many different names: learning
by analogy, transfer learning, learning to learn, life-long learning, knowledge
transfer, inductive transfer, multi-task learning, knowledge consolidation and
context-sensitive learning [Carbonell, 1983, Pan and Yang, 2010]. An all-
encompassing overview about metalearning can be found in [Lemke et al.,
2013]. A common principle is depicted in figure 3.1 (e) in which T1, T2 and
T3 denote areas of the search space with good variable values for previously
solved tasks. In the example the current task is similar to T3 so that a better
initial solution is chosen for, e.g., a trajectory-based search heuristic. This
can potentially lead to a speed-up of the optimization runtime and better
results. The greatest challenge in metalearning is finding the best fitting pre-
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Figure 3.3: Taxonomy and connections of popular solutions for machine learn-
ing challenges.
vious tasks to the current task at hand. Section 3.2.5 describes this topic in
greater detail.
3.2 Established Solutions for Improving Ma-
chine Learning
This section gives a rough overview of popular standard solutions which can
be found in many textbooks such as [Bishop, 2006]. Figure 3.3 depicts the
taxonomy of the different kinds of solutions which are popular to handle the
typical challenges.
The solutions can generally be subdivided into data- and algorithm-related
approaches. Data-related methods try to optimize the feature data itself
before the classifier comes into play. Algorithm-related methods select and
optimize the best fitting machine learning algorithm for a specific dataset
with the aim to maximize the generalization performance. Some approaches
cannot be clearly categorized as either data- or algorithm-related:
• System and model validation (see section 3.2.1) is always necessary to
estimate the generalization performance of the selected machine learn-
ing system, consisting of the selected or derived features as well as the
selected and tuned classifiers.
• Representation learning approaches (see section 3.3) calculate new fea-
tures using a large variety of algorithms.
In the following subsections popular standard improvements for machine
learning are presented, which are also included in many machine learning pro-
gramming libraries and frameworks. These libraries are available for almost
any programming language or platform and accelerate the use of machine
learning algorithms tremendously.
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Figure 3.4: Dataset divisions for the cross-validation method using NCV =
5. The compositions of the training and validation datasets (TCV,Train,1 and
TCV,V alid,1) for the first cross-validation round are shown.
Publicly available program libraries are, e.g., the WEKA library7 [Hall
et al., 2009] for Java, scikit-learn [Pedregosa et al., 2011] and mlpy [Al-
banese et al., 2012] for Python and the Shogun Machine Learning Toolbox
[Sonnenburg et al., 2010] for multiple programming languages. A popular
example for a commercial software framework is the Matlab8 Statistics Tool-
box [The MathWorks, 2014]. The Shark C++ machine learning library [Igel
et al., 2008] offers machine learning algorithms in combination with Evolu-
tionary Algorithms for optimization.
3.2.1 System and Model Validation
System or model validation describes the estimation of the generalization or
prediction performance of machine learning algorithms. It is a central step
that needs to be made for the machine learning system as a whole, which
covers the choice of specific algorithms, the set of hyperparameters and the
selected feature set.
Machine learning systems need to be adapted for each learning task that
is defined – in many cases solely – by the ground truth dataset TGT . The
dataset is subdivided into a training dataset TTrain and a test dataset TTest
(see section 2.1.3). In order to select and optimize an algorithm, only the
training dataset TTrain may be used.
A generalization estimator gest : A×TTrain 7→ R is a metric that assigns a
quality measure to an algorithm A for a training dataset TTrain. This metric
is used to compare two algorithms A1 and A2. If (without loss of generality)
gest(A1, TTrain) > gest(A2, TTrain), algorithm A1 will likely perform better on
the learning task and – hopefully – any other previously unseen data from
the same application.
7WEKA stands for “Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis”.
8Matlab (MAtrix LABoratory) is a commercial computing environment developed by
The MathWorks, Inc. with the focus on scientific computation. Its functionality can be
extended by numerous so-called toolboxes.
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A standard approach for a generalization estimator is cross-validation and
the most commonly used variant is NCV -fold cross-validation9 [Bishop, 2006],
which provides a fairly good estimation of the generalization at reasonable
computational costs. Figure 3.4 shows the necessary divisions of the datasets
for cross-validation. The training dataset is randomly subdivided into NCV
disjoint subsets with approximately10 the same size so that
TTrain =
NCV⋃
i=1
TCV,i with |TCV,i| ≈ |TCV,j| ∀i, j . (3.4)
Typical standard values for NCV are 5 or 10 subsets. Subsequently, NCV
rounds of evaluations with 1 ≤ i ≤ NCV are conducted in the following way.
In the ith round, the subset TCV,V alid,i = TCV,i is held out as a validation set
while the training dataset is formed from the union of the rest TCV,Train,i =
TTrain \ TCV,i. The classifier algorithm A is trained using TCV,Train,i and the
predictions on TCV,V alid,i are evaluated using a performance metric like the
overall accuracy (see section 2.1.3). Finally, the NCV performance values qi
are needed to calculate the average performance
gest(A, TTrain) =
1
NCV
NCV∑
i=1
qi , (3.5)
which is used as an estimator for the generalization of the classifier. Finally,
the most promising algorithm A with the highest value of gest is picked.
The advantage of cross-validation is that every evaluation is only per-
formed on data that is not used for training. However, even the selection
of an algorithm by means of cross-validation can lead to overfitting to the
training dataset. The actual generalization performance of this model needs
to be measured on the TTest dataset afterwards which has never been used to
select or train the algorithm model.
3.2.2 Feature Selection
Feature selection algorithms – also known as feature subset selection, variable
selection or attribute selection – try to sort out irrelevant variables from
feature data to obtain better performing machine learning algorithms. It is
usually a very useful approach when the number of features is high and the
classifier performance is degraded due to the curse of dimensionality. The
review paper of [Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003] provides an overview and lists
possible benefits especially for classifiers, i.e.
9Also well known as k-fold cross-validation.
10The sizes of the subsets can only be equal when the total number of training instances
is a multiple of NCV . However, it is usually sufficient when the the sizes of the subsets are
only approximately equal.
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Figure 3.5: General principles of filter and wrapper methods for feature se-
lection and (e.g. machine learning) algorithm adaptation.
• potentially improved generalization performance,
• less complex and faster classifiers,
• reduced measurement or feature calculation times and storage require-
ments and
• better understanding of the data and easier data visualization.
It has been reported that even classifiers that are well-known to handle
high dimensionalities like the SVM can benefit from feature selection [Huang
and Chang, 2007].
The feature selection problem is defined as follows. Given feature vectors
with a dimensionality of Din, the goal is to select a subset consisting of feature
indices
SFeatSel ∈ Sall = P({1, 2, . . . , Din}) \ ∅ (3.6)
that optimizes the classifier performance. The challenge is that the set of
all possible subsets, defined by the powerset P(·), grows exponentially with
the number of dimensions as |Sall| = 2Din − 1. Consequently, it is usually
impossible to consider all possible subsets even for relatively small values of
Din.
Algorithms for feature selection can generally be subdivided into two cat-
egories, namely filter and wrapper approaches. Note that these principles
are also used for other problems such as algorithm adaptation, e.g., classifier
optimization. Figure 3.5 provides an overview of the two approaches which
are described in the following.
Filter Approach
A filter method (see figure 3.5 (a)) uses a single data analysis step to determine
the feature subset or to adapt a, e.g., machine learning algorithm. The name
originates from a filter or funnel that extracts only the essential information
out of a large set of data. In case of feature selection, filters select the subset
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SFeatSel solely based on properties of the feature data itself. This means that
filter approaches are independent from the actual machine learning algorithm.
A filter approach needs a metric that measures the relevance of each feature
or alternatively ranks them by importance. The most common approaches
and criteria are listed in [Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003], i.e.
• statistical correlation criteria such as the Pearson correlation coefficient,
which detects linear dependencies between variables and labels,
• simple classifiers that only use a single feature for training to measure
the predictive significance of each dimension and
• information theoretic metrics such as the data entropy to estimate the
amount of information in each feature.
An alternative approach is the usage of classifiers that internally consider
feature or variable importance ranking. The work of [Genuer et al., 2010] uses
random forests (see section 2.1.2) in combination with a relatively simple
method to obtain a robust and fast estimation of the variable importance.
Each feature is tested individually by permutating11 the feature values across
all training samples. The expected resulting increase of the classification error
is used as metric of importance. If a feature is important, a substitution of
this feature dimension with random values will significantly increase the error.
These metrics are averaged over all trees in the random forest and typically
normalized to a range of [0, 1] ⊂ R to obtain a value fFeatImp(j) ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R
for each feature 1 ≤ j ≤ Din. These importance metrics can be used to select
the most important features easily, e.g., with a simple threshold operation
j ∈ SFeatSel ⇔ fFeatImp(j) > 0.5 for 1 ≤ j ≤ Din . (3.7)
One major advantage of filters is that they are relatively fast. The com-
putation complexity is usually O(Din) as these criteria are individually cal-
culated for each feature. However, the disadvantages are obvious as combina-
tions of features and the interplay with the final12 classifier are not considered.
Two relatively simple examples in which filters would fail to select reasonable
variables can be found in figure 3.6. In the depicted scenarios single vari-
ables alone are rather useless, but the joint two-dimensional distributions are
useful.
Wrapper Approach
Wrapper algorithms (see figure 3.5 (b)) use the desired, e.g., machine learn-
ing algorithm itself as a black box and evaluate multiple variants of it to
11The feature values in the particular dimension are randomly ordered so that the con-
nection to the labels is lost.
12Some filters use the performance results of simple classifiers to estimate the importance
of features. However, normally other, more complex classifiers are selected for the actual
classification.
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(a) Scenario 1 (b) Scenario 2
Figure 3.6: Usefulness of single variables compared to a joint distribution.
In these two simple two-class scenarios a combination of two variables x1
and x2 can be useful (2D plot) while one variable alone is useless (1D axes).
Overlapping class regions in the projected axes x1 and x2 prevent a proper
distinction.
pick the best one. The name originates from the idea that this optimization
approach “wraps around” any algorithm that should be optimized. In case of
feature selection the wrapper algorithm evaluates the results of several fea-
ture subsets using, e.g., the average cross-validation accuracy. This leads to a
feedback loop structure, which can also be found in control systems. It is an
advantage that the interplay of mutual feature information and the classifier
is considered. However, trying all possible combinations in a “brute force”
manner is usually not feasible.
Several efficient, search-based heuristics have been proposed to find well-
performing solutions within a reasonable time. Popular greedy strategies are
sequential selection methods, which are subdivided into forward selection and
backward elimination. Forward selection methods start with an empty subset
and consecutively add items while backward elimination starts with the full
feature set and sequentially removes features. These principles are used in
the sequential forward and backward selection method which are abbreviated
as SFS and SBS, respectively. More sophisticated algorithms are provided by
the so-called floating extensions SFFS13 and SFBS14 [Pudil et al., 1994] that
use backtracking when the current search direction becomes suboptimal. All
these feature selection approaches are polynomial time algorithms.
Other, more sophisticated search heuristics can be applied as well. Most of
the optimization metaheuristics described in section 3.1, such as Evolutionary
Algorithms and particle swarms, are suitable. Many automatic optimization
frameworks make use of these metaheuristics – see the examples given in
section 3.2.5.
13SFFS stands for Sequential Floating Forward Selection.
14SFBS stands for Sequential Floating Backward Selection.
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3.2.3 Feature Preprocessing
Raw feature or measurement data is often suboptimal for the direct usage in
machine learning algorithms. Features may have completely different distri-
butions with different value ranges. Consider the following example with two
features. Feature x1 lies in the range of [0, 1] ⊂ R with a small standard devia-
tion while feature x2 is spreading within the range of [−10,000 , +10,000] ⊂ R.
If subtle changes in feature x1 are highly relevant, classifiers that rely on
canonical distances metrics will likely be disturbed by the large fluctuations
in feature x2. A practical example in the field of image processing are the
Hu-Moments [Hu, 1962], a rotation and translation invariant image feature.
The higher order moments tend to become very close to zero, e.g., smaller
than 10−6, which may cause numerical instabilities.
Several relatively simple feature preprocessing methods are established
that eliminate these issues of the feature data, e.g., rescaling to a value range
of [0, 1] ⊂ R or so-called pre-whitening to remove any inter-feature correlation
in the data. Appendix B lists all relevant feature preprocessing methods with
definitions and references. Feature preprocessing methods can be handled
within a unifying feature preprocessing interface
APreProc = (fPreProc,estimate, SParams,PreProc, fPreProc) . (3.8)
It consists of an estimation method
SParams,PreProc = fPreProc,estimate(TTrain) (3.9)
that extracts model parameters SParams,PreProc from the training dataset
TTrain, like minimum and maximum values for each dimension in case of
rescaling. These model parameters are used to finally preprocess the feature
vectors using
xPreProc = fPreProc(SParams,PreProc,x) . (3.10)
3.2.4 Model Selection
The term “model selection” originates from the field of statistics in which
probability distributions and their parameters need to be selected. However,
in the field of machine learning it is used in a more “fuzzy” way: machine
learning algorithms do not necessarily need to consider classical statistical
probability distributions. Therefore, model selection can be generalized to
the process of selecting a set of machine learning algorithms with the desired
properties for a given task. This can be achieved in three ways:
First, only a single classifier concept, like the SVM, is considered and is
tuned to the learning task – known as hyperparameter optimization. Secondly,
a portfolio of multiple classifiers, like kNN, SVM and random forest, is consid-
ered and one of them is selected, which is called algorithm selection problem.
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The third and most complex option is that a portfolio of classifiers is con-
sidered and additionally, the hyperparameters of the selected algorithm are
tuned as well. This is called algorithm configuration problem. The following
sections describe these three variants in detail.
Hyperparameter Optimization
The problem of hyperparameter optimization has long been recognized as an
important field in machine learning but it is still an issue of active research.
Section 2.2.4 describes the influence of hyperparameters and the necessity of
their optimization. The most common hyperparameters can be categorized
into three types:
• Continuous, real-valued hyperparameters can be defined as
HR =
(
hR, h
min
R , h
max
R
)
(3.11)
in which hR ∈ R is the actual hyperparameter value. The two values
hminR and hmaxR define reasonable constraints for the value with hminR ≤
hR ≤ hmaxR and hminR , hmaxR ∈ R.
• Integer hyperparameters are similar but their values are integers
HZ =
(
hZ, h
min
Z , h
max
Z
)
. (3.12)
The variable hZ ∈ Z is the hyperparameter value and lies between the
constraints hminZ ≤ hZ ≤ hmaxZ with hminZ , hmaxZ ∈ Z.
• Categorical hyperparameters define an item out of a discrete set
HS = (hS, SCat) (3.13)
with hS ∈ SCat and the order of the items in the set is not important.
This type of hyperparameters is used for different options in algorithms,
e.g., the choice of distance metrics in the kNN classifier.
Constraints for numerical hyperparameters are particularly useful to speed
up the optimization process by focusing only on reasonable values.
The problem of hyperparameter optimization can be formulated as follows.
An algorithm A has a set of NHyp(A) hyperparameters
SH,A = {H1, H2, . . . , HNHyp(A)} with Hj ∈ {HR, HZ, HS} , (3.14)
which can be a combination of real-valued, integer and categorical types. The
objective function
gObj,Hyper(A, SH,A, TTrain) = g ∈ RNMetrics (3.15)
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estimates the generalization of the algorithm A considering the interplay of
the training dataset TTrain and all hyperparameters. This is basically the
same optimization problem definition which is described in section 3.1, but
here the input parameters of the objective function are more specific.
The problem of hyperparameter optimization is usually difficult because
of its combinatorial complexity and typically non-smooth objective functions
(see section 5.2). In the following, different approaches to tackle the hyper-
parameter optimization problem are presented.
Simple Search Heuristics
Even today, in a considerable fraction of publications for practical applica-
tions of machine learning, classifiers are used without hyperparameter tuning.
Manual hyperparameter tuning is also applied sometimes, however, it is inef-
ficient even for a small number of hyperparameters. The simplest automation
of this time-consuming manual work is the usage of grid search, which sam-
ples the hyperparameter values on a discrete grid. This method is very easy
to implement with a few lines of code in every programming language. How-
ever, for a large number of hyperparameters this approach becomes infeasible
because of the combinatorial explosion. Theoretical considerations and prac-
tical experiments in [Bergstra and Bengio, 2012] show that random search is
more efficient than grid search for larger search spaces. For most cases of hy-
perparameter optimization these naïve solutions are suboptimal. Therefore,
metaheuristics are used for a more efficient optimization.
Evolutionary Optimization
Evolutionary Algorithms have proved to be efficient for the optimization of
multiple hyperparameters and can be extended to solve even more complex
search problems. The authors of [Fröhlich et al., 2003], [Huang and Wang,
2006] and [Huang and Chang, 2007] successfully use Evolutionary Algorithms
to optimize multiple hyperparameters of the SVM, namely the regularization
parameter creg and kernel parameters γGauss, along with the selection of fea-
tures. The main differences lie in the coding schemes of hyperparameters and
features. In [Åberg and Wessberg, 2007] this approach is extended to multiple
classifiers, and tuned linear regression models are compared with non-linear
artificial neural networks.
Other Metaheuristics
Besides Evolutionary Algorithms, other metaheuristics have been applied for
multi-aspect machine learning optimization. The work of [Lin et al., 2008a]
uses simulated annealing for simultaneous feature selection and hyperparam-
eter optimization of the SVM. In [Lin et al., 2008b] the same authors also
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successfully apply a particle swarm optimization approach to the same prob-
lem.
3.2.5 Algorithm Selection and Configuration
Usually, when not only a single classifier is considered but a portfolio of mul-
tiple algorithms, the problem is called algorithm selection and configuration
problem. This issue especially arises in machine learning as there is no perfect
learning algorithm due to the no-free-lunch theorem (see section 2.2.3). Algo-
rithms are often selected manually based on personal knowledge, reputation
or availability in program libraries. Furthermore, a lack of time often pre-
vents the trial of alternatives. However, there is a large performance potential
when several algorithms are compared. It is obvious that naïve approaches
such as grid search are not efficient for such problems.
Metalearning
Pure search-based frameworks principally forget about the results of all pre-
viously solved problems and require the full amount of optimization runtime
for each new problem. In contrast, metalearning uses knowledge of previ-
ous tasks for algorithm recommendation systems. A set of previously solved
learning tasks and the knowledge of the best performing algorithms for each
task are exploited to learn a meta classifier. This is usually done by deriving
meta features from the training datasets such as statistical properties, e.g.,
the number of samples and dimensions, or so-called landmarking features15.
Finally, the meta classifier learns the connection of the meta features to the
best performing algorithms.
The work of [Reif et al., 2012] discusses several metalearning based al-
gorithm recommendation systems that predict the performance of multiple
classifiers with their hyperparameters. The focus of their work is the selec-
tion of meta features to achieve the best prediction of the actual classifier
performance. This prediction can be used to select the best algorithm for a
given dataset.
It is worth noting that the selection of meta features to predict the classi-
fier performance should not be confused with feature selection of the dataset.
There is no straightforward way to tackle the problem of feature selection of
the dataset with the help of metalearning.
15Landmarking features use the performance, e.g., the accuracy, of simple and fast learn-
ing algorithms on the training datasets as a feature. These features are expected to be
correlated to the problem complexity.
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Bayesian Optimization
Bayesian optimization in form of sequential model-based optimization has re-
cently become more popular for the optimization of complex search problems.
The Auto-WEKA framework [Thornton et al., 2013] for the WEKA library
solves the combined algorithm selection and hyperparameter optimization
problem. They consider 39 different classifiers with all relevant hyperpa-
rameters in a hierarchical structure. Furthermore, a preprocessing step of
different filter-based feature selection methods is involved. The main goal is
to provide an interface which requires minimal user knowledge to choose a
powerful machine learning system. As this idea is very similar to the goals
of this work and the set of optimized aspects is large, the performance of
the Auto-WEKA framework is compared to the proposed framework in the
evaluations (see chapter 7).
Another very recent framework that uses Bayesian optimization in combi-
nation with metalearning is the auto-sklearn framework [Feurer et al., 2015b].
It automatically adapts multiple data preprocessing methods and classifiers
from the scikit-learn machine learning framework [Pedregosa et al., 2011].
Evolutionary Algorithms
In [Ansótegui et al., 2009] Evolutionary Algorithms are used for general pur-
pose algorithm configuration. The proposed algorithm uses several extensions
of standard Evolutionary Algorithms to be able to handle complex optimiza-
tion problems with heterogeneous hyperparameters and variable dependen-
cies16. These variable dependencies are tackled with a tree structure that
defines a special cross-over operator. Furthermore, the concept of genders is
introduced to the Evolutionary Algorithm that allows multiple gender-specific
fitness functions for multi-objective optimization. The work of [Ansótegui
et al., 2009] proves that special Evolutionary Algorithms are potentially able
to solve complex algorithm configuration problems. However, they have not
been used in the machine learning context to optimize such complex algorithm
combinations comparable to, e.g., the Auto-WEKA framework.
Local Search
The ParamILS framework [Hutter et al., 2009] is a general purpose solver
for the development and application of algorithms with a large number of
hyperparameters. The approach is based on local search from a set of initial
solutions. The key of the ParamILS framework is that the time spent for
evaluating each configuration is limited to optimize the runtime. The system
16An example for dependent variables is a hyperparameter of an algorithm which is only
active when the particular algorithm is selected.
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is successfully used for problems such as the propositional satisfiability prob-
lem (SAT), protein folding or university time-tabling. However, there are no
reports on applications of the ParamILS framework in the field of machine
learning.
3.3 Representation Learning
The performance of machine learning algorithms is highly dependent on the
suitability of the chosen features for a specific task. The features are the
representation of the instances, which is the only information that is visible
to the classifier algorithm when decisions are made. In many cases low-level
data, such as sensor measurements or image data, needs to be used and the
task is to correlate the raw data with desired class labels.
Figure 3.7 (a) shows typical raw data which is usually high-dimensional,
noisy and the connection between the classes is complex and also hard to
visualize. The typical approach is to manually choose or develop task-specific
features or models that find better explanations for the data. This modeling
is usually only possible with a lot of domain specific expertise. Depending
on the complexity of the task, the quality of the raw data and the suitabil-
ity of the chosen features, more useful representations such as depicted in
figure 3.7 (b) or (c) are achievable. In case of classification, the aspect of
discriminative features is essential for the performance of the system. The
required complexity of a classifier model directly depends on the complexity
of the data distribution and the boundaries between the classes. As complex,
highly non-linear classifiers tend to overfit and become unstable, a linearly
separable representation like in figure 3.7 (c) would be ideal.
Furthermore, the aspect of the representational bias (see section 2.2.2) has
to be discussed in this regard. A suitable representation must not only explain
the training data but also generalize to unseen samples. The risk of selecting
an unsuitable representation is especially large for learning tasks with only
few training samples and noisy features. This aspect is also connected to the
feature selection problem (see section 3.2.2) as the removal of certain features
might also remove information that would be necessary to classify unseen
samples properly.
The research field of representation learning aims at automatically learn-
ing a better feature representation out of low-level data. An overview of the
field is given by [Bengio et al., 2013] and one central aspect is to understand
the general concepts of learning that explain abstract, underlying factors in-
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(a) high-dimensional,
high complexity
(b) low-dimensional,
medium complexity
(c) low-dimensional,
linearly separable
Figure 3.7: Different complexity levels of feature representations for a two-
class classification problem.
side of data. These concepts are usually defined as priors17 that should be
universally valid across different learning domains. The authors of [Bengio
et al., 2013] provide an overview of possible properties of such general purpose
priors:
• Smoothness: A very basic assumption is that similar inputs lead to
similar output values of a learned model, i.e. x1 ≈ x2 ⇔ fmodel(x1) ≈
fmodel(x2). This prior is used in most machine learning algorithms but
it is obviously too simple to be the only principle.
• Hierarchy and abstraction: This concept implies that data can be ex-
plained with different models in a hierarchy that leads to more abstract
features in higher levels within the hierarchy. These concepts are used
in deep18 neural networks, which typically consist of hierarchical layers.
• Semi-supervised learning: This principle describes the usefulness of
feature vectors without labels in combination with a usually smaller
amount of labeled data. It is often the case that vast amounts of un-
labeled data are available, which can improve the model of the feature
distribution and thus help to explain the underlying concepts.
• Transfer learning: These concepts assume that explaining factors are
shared across different datasets and problems. This is even more ab-
stract than semi-supervised learning as the feature distributions may
be completely different.
• Clustering and manifolds: These concepts make assumptions how the
data is distributed in the feature space. Clustering exploits the fact that
17The term prior originates from the field of stochastic and refers to the choice of a
specific probability distribution such as a Gaussian normal distribution. The term prior
can also be interpreted as an assumption or model which is not limited to probability
distributions.
18Deep learning uses large and deep network structures that learn more and more abstract
concepts on each layer.
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data with similar meaning tend to agglomerate in the same regions in
the feature space. The concept of manifolds assumes that the data is
embedded in regions with a lower dimensionality than the feature space
(see section 3.3.2).
• Sparsity and simplicity: This concept makes assumptions regarding the
properties of the derived representations themselves. Sparsity assumes
that only a few factors of the representation are different from zero si-
multaneously. Simplicity implies that the dependencies between factors
are simple, i.e. linear.
So far these principles of representation learning are rather theoretical
and abstract and it is not yet obvious how to make use of them for real-world
applications. What is needed are practically and constructive approaches
that lead to a higher performance for machine learning algorithms.
The field of automatic feature construction provides this practical aspect
and is therefore particularly interesting. A perfect feature construction algo-
rithm would be able to automatically transform low-level features like shown
in figure 3.7 (a) to a representation whose complexity is somewhere between
figure 3.7 (b) and (c). Such a transformation could be used as a preprocessing
step and would basically move parts of the “intelligence” away from the clas-
sifier. Manifold learning, dimensionality reduction methods and feature trans-
forms are promising realizations of automatic feature construction, which are
discussed in the following. First, section 3.3.1 presents recent findings about
biological evidences for manifold-like representations and dimensionality re-
duction in the human brain, which serves as a motivation for representation
learning. Section 3.3.2 presents an overview of practically useful algorithmic
approaches to feature construction.
3.3.1 Manifold-like Representations in the Brain
Many machine learning approaches are inspired by structures that appear in
the brain, e.g., artificial neural networks that make use of simple neuronal
cell models. Simple, but highly interconnected neuron models can perform
complex learning tasks (see section 2.1.2). However, the exact functionality
of the brain is not fully understood yet.
One particular example is the human vision system that has extraordi-
nary pattern recognition abilities. We can effortlessly see, recognize and dis-
tinguish tens of thousands objects like letters, numbers, cars, or faces within
the fraction of a second. We can also learn new categories of classes of ob-
jects quickly just by seeing very few examples. Even more remarkable is the
fact that the visual recognition is widely invariant to the huge variation of
appearances which are possible for each object. These variations can be cat-
egorized as positioning, scaling, orientation, background context or clutter,
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Figure 3.8: Flow of visual information in the macaque monkey brain from
the retina to the visual cortex (V1, V2, V4) to the inferior temporal cortex
(IT) according to [DiCarlo et al., 2012].
partial occlusion as well as different shading or colors of the perceived objects
[DiCarlo et al., 2012]. This invariance is highly related to the desired high
generalization capabilities of machine learning systems.
The ability of invariant object recognition is defined as the accurately
identification of an object from all other possible objects. The first aspect is
the detection of relevant objects. In order to achieve this, the vision system
performs visual search, a fast preattentive mechanism to filter out distract-
ing or uninteresting items [Wolfe, 1994]. The eyes quickly move around in
saccades19 to scan the scene for relevant objects or structures. There is a sci-
entific consensus that visual search is based on simple features such as color,
edges, orientation or movements and is realized in the early vision areas.
Study of the Monkey Brain
The species of humans, the homo sapiens, belongs to the primate order and
our brain’s general structure partly resembles those of nonhuman primates
such as monkeys. The brain of the rhesus macaque monkey is the currently
best model to understand the human brain and has widely been studied
[DiCarlo and Cox, 2007]. Like humans, the perception of monkeys highly
relies on vision and a huge part of their brain is dedicated to process visual
stimuli and object recognition. Figure 3.8 shows the schematic structure of
the visual system and their locations in the brain of the macaque monkey.
The photons of the light reflected by an object are projected to the retina
and stimulate around 100 million retinal photoreceptors. These signals are
processed by around one million retina ganglion cells and these stimuli are
19Saccades are the movements of the eyes between glancing at fixed points.
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Figure 3.9: Feedforward processing of visual information in the visual system
of the macaque monkey brain during object recognition according to [DiCarlo
et al., 2012]. The approximate dimensionality (M = million) of the neural
representations after each stage is visualized with the size of the squares
underneath.
sent to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) – located in the thalamus20 –
in form of spiking patterns. After being sent to the LGN the signals are
transmitted to the visual cortex, more precisely to the subareas V1 , V2 and
V4. Finally, the inferior temporal cortex (IT) processes the signals from the
visual cortex. The IT area has been identified to be crucial for the object
recognition task in the brain as this area shows a high activity when objects
are visually perceived.
The general understanding of the object recognition problem is the fol-
lowing. Whenever an image of an object is perceived by the retina, the visual
system has to transform this high-dimensional stimulus in form of millions
of “pixels” into read-out21 or classifier neurons that are activated when the
object is recognized [DiCarlo and Cox, 2007]. Figure 3.9 shows the feedfor-
ward information processing from the retina to the IT representation. The
representation dimensionality of each stage is estimated based on neuronal
densities [Collins et al., 2010] and gives a rough insight into the processing
complexity. The dimensionality of the early retina and LGN signals is in-
creased by factor 37 in the V1 representation. One explanation is that a
feature generation process takes place that generates features with a certain
degree of redundant information. Looking further, the dimensionality of the
representation is decreased consecutively within the visual cortex to around
15 million after V4 and, finally, the IT area has only 10 million neurons.
20The thalamus is situated in the center of the brain. It is responsible for multiple
functions and can be understood as a “hub” that distributes information between different
brain areas.
21This concept is related to the so-called “grandmother cell”, which is a hypothetical
neuron in the brain that is activated when a specific person is perceived [Gross, 2002].
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Figure 3.10: Simplified visualization of two object manifolds (keys and pens)
in different areas in the visual system. A manifold is formed by the neural re-
sponse patterns of an object undergoing identity preserving transformations.
Manifolds of early visual areas (a) – retinal ganglion cells, LGN, V1 – are
highly folded and tangled, while the response patterns in the IT space (b)
can be separated using a linear decision boundary.
Manifold Untangling Theory
A relatively new approach to understand the brain’s functionality is the hy-
pothesis of “untangling object manifolds” as described in [DiCarlo and Cox,
2007] and [DiCarlo et al., 2012]. The activity of a single neuron is determined
by its spiking rate, which can be interpreted as a real-valued number. Given
a population of NNeurons neurons, e.g., all neurons in the V1 area, the signal
or response of the population can be seen as an NNeurons-dimensional vector.
In the earliest stage of visual signal processing an object is perceived as an
image with a pixel representation. A high-resolution pixel-like representation
is extremely high-dimensional and consists of low-level data. When viewing
an object in different poses or under different conditions – the so-called iden-
tity preserving transformations – the pixel pattern is likely never the same
on the retina. When all the activation patterns of an object undergoing all
possible transformations are analyzed in the response vector space, they lie
on a relatively low-dimensional manifold curve.
Figure 3.10 (a) shows manifold curves for two different objects, keys and
pens, as simplified one-dimensional lines. In reality the dimensionalities of
these vector spaces lie in the range of millions. In early areas of the visual
system manifolds of different objects are highly curved and tangled but do
not intersect each other. Interestingly, evidence has been found that in the IT
response vector space the manifolds are “untangled” and flattened as figure
3.10 (b) shows. In [Hung et al., 2005] the spiking activity of the IT area
of the macaque monkey has been measured using multi-unit activity (MUA)
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recording22 while objects have been shown to the animals. These signals could
be used to train a linear classifier to categorize objects with an accuracy of
94% and non-linear classifiers did not perform any better. However, simple
linear classifier models fail when earlier stages of the visual system are used
since the problem is highly non-linear in these representations.
To summarize, invariant object recognition is a complex problem and the
exact processing in the brain is not yet understood. The brain uses several
stages of neuronal signal processing to perform object recognition. According
to the object manifold hypothesis presented in [DiCarlo and Cox, 2007] the
brain uses transforms to change the representation of highly tangled manifolds
to simpler and flattened manifolds. It is not yet evident how the brain achieves
these transforms and how artificial models could look like. However, the key
lies in changing the representation from a complex, highly non-linear problem
to a simpler, linear one. Furthermore, the deep and feedforward structure of
the brain after the V1 area shows a consecutive dimensionality reduction even
if the dimensionalities are still extremely high.
3.3.2 Manifold Learning and Dimensionality Reduction
Manifold learning describes a family of linear and non-linear dimensionality
reduction techniques. The idea is to exploit the topological properties of
data distributions to find a lower-dimensional and simpler representation of
the high-dimensional data. Manifolds can basically be interpreted as geomet-
rical distributions with a lower dimensionality than the vector space they are
embedded in. Consider the following two examples of manifolds in a three-
dimensional space. Figure 3.11 (a) shows points that are distributed on a
two-dimensional linear plane that could be mapped into a two-dimensional
coordinate map depicted in figure 3.11 (c) without losing information about
the distribution. Figure 3.11 (b) shows an example of a non-linear manifold
known as “Swiss roll”23 dataset. Humans can quickly see that this shape
could be unrolled to a two-dimensional plane as in figure 3.11 (c).
The task for a manifold learner would be to transform high-dimensional
data shown in figure 3.11 (a) and (b) to a lower-dimensional representation
depicted in figure 3.11 (c). Manifold learning has basically two applications
with different goals:
22Multi-unit activity (MUA) recording is a measurement method to monitor electrical
activity in discrete cell areas using electrodes. The brain activity of a specific region can
be measured by implanting these sensors onto the brain tissue that should be analyzed
[Windhorst and Johansson, 1999].
23The Swiss roll dataset is a popular artificial benchmark and is generated using a map-
ping of [r1, r2] 7→ [x1, x2, x3] with r1 ∈ [3pi/2, 9pi/2] ⊂ R, r2 ∈ [0, 30] ⊂ R, x1 = r1 cos r1,
x2 = r1 sin r1 and x3 = r2.
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Figure 3.11: Examples of points on linear and non-linear manifolds in 3D with
the corresponding underlying 2D coordinate map. Note that the shading of
the sampled points indicates the mapping between the manifolds (a) and (b)
to the 2D coordinate map (c).
1. Visualization helps to understand the distribution and explanatory fac-
tors of data in case of manual analysis. However, visualization is natu-
rally limited to low-dimensional data – typically less than four dimen-
sions24 are used. In this case, manifold learning can be used to reduce
the dimensionality to display the most important factors in a few di-
mensions.
2. Feature construction describes the automatic generation of a more suit-
able feature set, which is strongly related to representation learning. A
representation based on the structure of a lower-dimensional manifold
might not only be more understandable for humans but also potentially
more useful for machine learning algorithms. Furthermore, the negative
effects of the curse of dimensionality are dampened, if the dimensional-
ity is reduced considerably.
Manifold Learning Definitions
Overviews of the field of manifold learning can be found in [Ma and Fu, 2011]
and [Van der Maaten et al., 2009]. However, the exact definitions of manifold
learning are not consistent in literature. First, the term manifold itself needs
to be defined in a useful way. The term manifold was introduced by Georg
Friedrich Bernhard Riemann (1826 – 1866) and originates from the German
word Mannigfaltigkeit. Mathematically strict definitions can be found in [Ma
and Fu, 2011] that basically consider properties ofDlow-dimensional subspaces
that are embedded into a Dhigh-dimensional space with Dhigh ≥ Dlow. For the
24Four or more dimensions can be visualized with a 3D plot and the usage of colors or
different marker types.
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(a) Learning a manifold M
from data points
(b) Euclidean and geodesic
distance
(c) Low-dimensional space
based on the manifoldM
Figure 3.12: Visualization of the main steps of idealized manifold learning.
The transformed coordinates are denoted as xˆ.
sake of simplicity, the following definitions are restricted for standard real-
valued coordinate spaces (RD) as they practically appear in machine learning.
• Topological manifolds are generalizations of curved surfaces in three-
dimensional spaces. These spaces can be considered as sets that have
at least local25 properties of Dlow-dimensional Euclidean spaces. Topo-
logical manifolds in the same vector space are considered as disconnected
when the intersection of them is empty.
• A Riemannian manifold M is a topological manifold that is smooth
in terms of being differentiable to any order. This property allows the
definition of useful metrics on the manifold itself.
• A metric on a Riemannian manifoldM is denoted as dM(x(1),x(2)) and
is defined as the length of a one-dimensional and differentiable curve
entirely on the manifold that connects any two points x(1),x(2) ∈M.
• Geodesics describe the shortest curve between two points on a mani-
fold and the corresponding length of the curve is called geodesic dis-
tance. Geodesic distances are of special interest as they are potentially
more meaningful for machine learning applications than, e.g., standard
Euclidean distances in Dhigh dimensions. Figure 3.12 (b) depicts the
difference of the geodesic and the Euclidean distance.
The model parameters of an abstract manifoldM have to be estimated by
analyzing the distribution of the feature vectors in the training dataset. This
process is visualized in figure 3.12 (a) in which the samples are used to esti-
mate a geometrical model ofM. Once this model is available in figure 3.12
(b), the geodesic distance dM can be estimated. This is used by many mani-
fold learning algorithms to project the points into a lower-dimensional space
depicted in figure 3.12 (c). The geodesic distance is the shortest Euclidean
distance within the new coordinate space.
25Some parts of a set of vectors have other properties than the rest of the vectors.
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Generalizations for Dimensionality Reduction
In practice there are basically two issues with the strict and rather theoretic
definition of manifold learning. First of all, real-world data is usually noisy
and can have arbitrary complex distributions, which make the strict Rieman-
nian assumptions unsuitable. Secondly, there are other dimensionality reduc-
tion techniques that directly transform points into a lower-dimensional space
without calculating manifolds or geodesic distances explicitly. In a review of
dimensionality reduction techniques [Van der Maaten et al., 2009] the author
weakens the necessary assumptions for practical dimensionality reduction al-
gorithms such that the manifolds may be non-Riemannian and thus contain
discontinuities or several disconnected submanifolds. Consequently, a more
general definition is needed that can be used as a unifying interface for any
manifold learning, feature transform or dimensionality reduction algorithm.
A feature transform interface is defined as a tuple of
ATrans = (fLearnTrans, SH,ATrans , STransParams, fTransform) (3.16)
consisting of the following components:
• A function fLearnTrans that is responsible for learning model parameters
of the manifold or feature distribution based on the training dataset
and the set of hyperparameters SH,ATrans that controls the learning al-
gorithm.
• The set STransParams contains arbitrary model parameters that are nec-
essary to store the manifold or transformation derived from the training
data.
• The function fTransform is needed to transform sample vectors from the
input feature space into the typically lower-dimensional target feature
space.
The functionality of this interface is defined by two equations. First, the
learning process is described as
STransParams = fLearnTrans(TTrain, Dlow, SH,ATrans) (3.17)
and uses the training dataset TTrain, the target dimensionality Dlow as well
as the hyperparameter values SH,ATrans . The target dimensionality Dlow is an
important hyperparameter for almost all feature transforms and is therefore
listed separately. In the optimal case Dlow should be equal to the intrinsic
dimensionality of the manifold. However, this intrinsic dimensionality is usu-
ally not known for real-world datasets. Therefore, the target dimensionality
has to be estimated in a range of 1 ≤ Dlow ≤ Dhigh.
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The learned set of model parameters is used to transform a vector x ∈
RDhigh into the new space using
xˆ = fTransform(STransParams,x) ∈ RDlow . (3.18)
The feature transform function fTransform is also known as out-of-sample
extension or embedding. This is an important aspect of all dimensionality
reduction techniques that should be used for machine learning because pre-
viously unseen samples must be considered as well. Otherwise, these feature
transforms would lead to a system that could only recognize the training
dataset. The next section discusses several algorithms as well as the influ-
ence of properties of their out-of-sample extension.
Feature Transform Algorithms
Numerous different approaches have been proposed within the past decades
that fit to the proposed feature transform interface. It would exceed the
scope of this work to describe even the most relevant algorithms in detail so
that the reviews of [Ma and Fu, 2011], [Van der Maaten et al., 2009] and
[Lin and Zha, 2008] are referenced at this point. There is also no consensus
about a straightforward taxonomy of feature transform methods as they have
been developed for completely different applications such as visualization,
statistics or machine learning. Instead, the following central properties of
feature transform algorithms can be pointed out:
• Type of optimization problem: One possible categorization is proposed
by [Van der Maaten et al., 2009], which distinguishes between the type
of optimization problem that needs to be solved in the learning functions
fLearnTrans. Figure 3.13 depicts the proposed hierarchy that is split up
into convex and non-convex optimization problems.
Feature transforms with convex optimization problems often consider
distance matrices that contain pairwise distance metrics between all
feature vectors of the training dataset
D =

d(x(1),x(1)) d(x(1),x(2)) . . . d(x(1),x(NT ))
d(x(2),x(1)) d(x(2),x(2)) . . . d(x(2),x(NT ))
... ... . . . ...
d(x(NT ),x(1)) d(x(NT ),x(2)) . . . d(x(NT ),x(NT ))
 ∈ RNT×NT .
(3.19)
In many algorithms an eigendecomposition26 of this matrix – also known
as spectral analysis – is performed. Examples of these transforms are
Local Linear Embedding (LLE) [Roweis and Saul, 2000] and Isomap
26An eigendecomposition of a matrix calculates its eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
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Figure 3.13: Taxonomy of dimensionality reduction techniques according to
[Van der Maaten et al., 2009], which is based on the type of the optimization
problem. One important example algorithm is listed in brackets under each
category (see appendix C for the abbreviations).
[Tenenbaum et al., 2000]. This eigendecomposition can be either full
spectral (analyze the global structure of the manifolds) or sparse spectral
(focus on local structures).
• Linearity: Linear dimensionality reduction methods basically learn a
linear projection matrix that transforms high-dimensional vectors to
the low-dimensional space using
xˆ = x ·Wlin and Wlin ∈ RDhigh×Dlow . (3.20)
Important examples of linear projections are, e.g., the Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) [Pearson, 1901] or the Linear Discriminant Anal-
ysis (LDA) [Fisher, 1936]. In contrast, non-linear methods perform
transformations that cannot be expressed as such a matrix.
Linear transforms have the general advantage that the projection itself
can be processed very fast. However, the learning of the projection
matrix Wlin can be of arbitrary complexity. Furthermore, simple and
popular methods such as PCA tend to be very robust to noise within
the training data. On the other hand, linear models might be too simple
to describe the distribution of real-world datasets appropriately.
• Supervision: Most algorithms are unsupervised, so they build a model
of the feature vector distribution that is independent from any labels.
In the application of supervised classification, the labels y(i) provided
in the training dataset are simply ignored. Unsupervised methods can
make use of vast amounts of unlabeled data which is a central aspect
of deep learning approaches. On the other hand, the label distribution
can have a significant impact on the usefulness of the feature transform
as depicted in figure 3.14.
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(a) Dataset A (b) Dataset B
(c) PCA projection of A (d) PCA projection of B
Figure 3.14: Usefulness of an unsupervised PCA projection depending on the
class label distribution. Note that the class labels are swapped from right-
left to top-bottom between the datasets A and B. The projection in figure
(c) simplifies the classification problem while the one in figure (d) is almost
unusable as the class regions are overlapping.
• Out-of-sample extension: An out-of-sample extension of feature trans-
forms is absolutely needed to process unseen samples for classification
tasks. Unfortunately, not all feature transforms provide a straightfor-
ward way to embed new samples. Three categories of out-of-sample
extensions can be distinguished:
(a) Direct out-of-sample extension: This group contains feature trans-
forms that provide a straightforward and usually fast way to em-
bed new feature vectors into the low-dimensional space. These
nice properties are provided by linear and so-called parametric
methods. Linear methods are the simplest as they just require
a matrix multiplication, like PCA. Parametric methods are usu-
ally more complex but have a straightforward transformation func-
tion fTransform based on learned model parameters. Examples are
dimension-reducing feedforward neural networks such as Autoen-
coders [Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006].
(b) Approximation out-of-sample extension: Some feature transforms
do not originally provide a practically useful way to embed pre-
viously unseen feature vectors into the new space. Instead, ap-
proximations have been proposed for some methods that allow an
out-of-sample extension. Important examples are methods that
rely on a spectral eigendecomposition of a distance matrix between
the training samples, e.g., LLE and Isomap. The authors of [Ben-
gio et al., 2004] provide an approximation based on the Nyström
method that basically assumes the convergence of the eigenvectors
for a sufficiently large amount of training data.
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(c) No out-of-sample extension: There is a variety of feature trans-
forms which has been developed for visualization purposes and
can be considered as “dead end” for machine learning due to the
lack of a parametric extension function fTransform. An example
is Sammon’s Mapping [Sammon, 1969]. In order to exploit a po-
tentially useful representation for classification, a rather naïve non-
parametric out-of-sample extension based on nearest neighbors can
be used, which is provided by [Van der Maaten et al., 2009] and
[Van der Maaten, 2014]. It requires the storage of the complete set
of untransformed vectors and their corresponding mapped vectors
{(x(i), xˆ(i))}. The index i∗ has to be found so that x(i∗) of the un-
transformed vectors has the minimum Euclidean distance to the
new sample x. Then a linear transformation matrix
Wextension = (x(i
∗) −meanVector(x(i∗)))+·
(xˆ(i∗) −meanVector(xˆ(i∗))) (3.21)
is derived in which x+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse27 and
meanVector(x) = [mean(x),mean(x), . . . ,mean(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
D times
] ∈ RD (3.22)
is a vector containing the mean of all components of a vector x ∈
RD. This transformation is used to describe the difference vector
of the untransformed feature space in the lower-dimensional target
space. The embedding of x into the manifold space is realized by
xˆ = (meanVector(xˆ(i∗)) + (x−meanVector(x(i∗))) ·Wextension)>.
(3.23)
This method works for any feature transform, however, the very
naïve approach will certainly cause estimation errors because it
relies on nearest neighbors based on the Euclidean distance. Addi-
tionally, it is rather slow due to the neighbor search and the need
to store the whole training dataset and its transformed vectors.
To achieve a unifying definition for the out-of-sample extension, the
transform function fTransform is defined as either the direction exten-
sion, the approximation method or the naïve nearest neighbor estima-
tion, depending on the availability.
Appendix C lists numerous feature transformations, which are used within
this work, as well as references and their central properties.
27The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse is usually applied to matrices to solve, e.g., over-
determined linear equation systems. When applied to a non-null vector, the result is the
(conjugate) transposed vector which is divided by the squared vector length (or magnitude)
of the input vector.
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Practical Application and Weaknesses
Many, especially non-linear, feature transforms show very impressive perfor-
mances on artificial datasets such as the Swiss roll. However, the properties
of real-world datasets often complicate the practical application and it is pos-
sible that the generated features are less useful for machine learning than
the low-level input data. The results of experiments on real-world datasets
in [Van der Maaten et al., 2009] prove that most of the feature transform
algorithms do not lead to an improved classification performance. This can
be explained with the following list of possible weaknesses:
• No-free-lunch theorem: There are numerous algorithms proposed for
feature transforms based on completely different models. There is likely
no best feature transform algorithm that optimally performs for all
datasets.
• Estimation of the target dimensionality: The estimation of the intrinsic
dimensionality of the manifold can fail and an, e.g., unsuitably low-
dimensional representation can be generated that loses important in-
formation.
• Suboptimal hyperparameters: Like classifiers, many manifold learning
algorithms have specific hyperparameters that have a huge impact on
the resulting transform. The use of suboptimal hyperparameter values
can tremendously degrade the performance.
• Sensitivity to noise and outliers: Many algorithms are highly influenced
by violations of the smooth manifold assumptions.
• Numerical problems during optimization: As the data is noisy, e.g., ill-
conditioned eigenvector problems can occur that lead to unstable or
even unusable solutions.
• Curse of dimensionality: Ironically, feature transforms with the goal of
dimensionality reduction can also suffer from negative effects of high-
dimensional feature spaces as they also incorporate, e.g., Euclidean dis-
tance metrics.
Even though the list of problems is rather long, the usefulness of manifold
learning and feature transforms for machine learning tasks is reported, e.g.,
in [Kim et al., 2005] and [Fukumizu et al., 2004]. Figure 3.15 presents quite
impressive results for the popular MNIST dataset [LeCun and Cortes, 2010]
for handwriting recognition. This dataset contains 28 × 28 pixel grayscale
images of handwritten digits (0, 1, ..., 9). When this image data is used as
feature vector, a 784 dimensional feature space is obtained. In this example,
three feature transforms, namely PCA, an Autoencoder and the paramet-
ric stochastic neighborhood embedding (t-SNE) [Van der Maaten, 2009], are
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(a) PCA (b) Autoencoder (c) t-SNE (parametric)
Figure 3.15: Application of three feature transformations on 10,000 images
from the MNIST dataset, taken from [Van der Maaten, 2009]. The data is
transformed from 784 into two dimensions. Each point represents a digit
while there is a different color for each class.
used to visualize 10,000 images in two dimensions. The popular PCA fails to
produce a reasonable representation as the class regions are strongly overlap-
ping; also the Autoencoder shows partly overlapping regions. The parametric
t-SNE transform produces a well usable representation with nicely separated
clusters. Note that all of these feature transforms are unsupervised and a rep-
resentation as the one in figure 3.15 (c) is well suited even for rather simple
classifiers.
Comparison to Visual Object Recognition and Kernel Methods
An interesting observation is that the concept of manifold learning has some
relations to the manifold untangling hypothesis in the brain discussed in sec-
tion 3.3.1. There is evidence that a process of flattening and unfolding highly
tangled manifolds into simpler representations takes place in the brain (see
figure 3.10). This principally resembles the unfolding process of manifold
learning, which is shown in figure 3.11. Additionally, the dimensionalities are
reduced in both cases. However, the main differences are the tremendously
higher dimensionalities of the neuronal populations in the brain.
The concept of dimensionality reduction seems to be contrary to the idea
of kernel methods [Vert et al., 2004] that are successfully applied in, e.g., the
SVM (see section 2.1.2). Most kernel methods implicitly transform the fea-
ture data into a higher-dimensional space – Gaussian kernels even use feature
spaces of infinite dimensionality28. The idea is that inside of these high-
dimensional spaces the classification problem becomes linearly separable. It
is worth noting that some manifold learning algorithms internally use ker-
28The Gaussian kernel has a dimensionality of infinity because it contains the exponential
function (see equation 2.15 in section 2.1.2) – the Taylor series expansion of exp(x) contains
infinitely many items, e.g., at x0 = 0 the expansion equals
∑∞
n=0
xn
n! . However, due to the
kernel trick the higher-dimensional feature space never needs to be calculated explicitly.
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Curse of dimensionality ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗
– general negative effects ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗∗
– noisy or irrelevant features ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗
– small training sample sizes ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Bad generalization due to bias-
variance dilemma, overfitting
∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗
Bad generalization due to the
representational bias
∗∗
Suboptimal learning algorithm ∗∗ ∗∗
Suboptimal hyperparameters ∗∗ ∗∗
Table 3.1: Matrix of central machine learning challenges with corresponding
solutions. The meaning of the scale is: ∗∗ = very helpful, ∗ = potentially
helpful.
nel methods, e.g., Kernel-PCA [Schölkopf et al., 1998] or Kernel-LDA [Mika
et al., 1999], but the target feature space is lower-dimensional than the input
space.
3.4 Discussion
This chapter presents two aspects of solutions for machine learning chal-
lenges. First, in section 3.2 a portfolio of established solutions is presented
that tackle different parts of the challenges. This “classical” portfolio con-
tains cross-validation, algorithm selection, hyperparameter optimization, fea-
ture selection and preprocessing. Secondly, the field representation learning is
motivated and discussed in section 3.3. Automatic feature construction tech-
niques are applied to learn better features out of low-level data. A unifying
feature transform interface is introduced that handles any manifold learning,
feature data transform and dimensionality reduction method.
3.4.1 Comparison of Challenges and Solutions
Table 3.1 shows a matrix of machine learning challenges and potential so-
lutions for each aspect. Model selection methods, consisting of algorithm
selection and hyperparameter optimization, are helpful in resolving gener-
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alization issues. These are caused either due to the selection of unsuitable
features, algorithms or an overfitting to the training dataset. Cross-validation
should be used in every case to estimate the generalization performance. This
prevents the selection of such unsuitable algorithm and hyperparameter com-
binations. Furthermore, cross-validation also helps to select useful features
to cope with generalization issues caused by the representational bias.
The curse of dimensionality contains several aspects that are most effec-
tively solved with feature selection, preprocessing and representation learning.
Feature transforms, one aspect of representation learning, can principally be
more effective in dimensionality reduction than feature selection as a trans-
form extracts information from all dimensions and compresses it. Consider
the example in figure 3.15 in which the 784 dimensional image data is trans-
formed into two most relevant dimensions – a selection of two single features
from the raw pixel data will likely never be that useful. On the other hand,
especially non-linear feature transforms can be sensitive to noisy features and
fail.
Additionally, algorithm selection can also be helpful to deal with the curse
of dimensionality when the classifier portfolio contains methods with internal
feature relevance consideration such as random forests. Furthermore, hyper-
parameter optimization can be useful with noisy features when the smooth-
ness of the decision boundary can be tuned, e.g., with the kernel width γGauss
for the SVM or the number of neighbors NNeigh in the kNN classifier.
3.4.2 Motivation for a Holistic Solution
Even though powerful solutions and methods have been developed and es-
tablished, the overview in table 3.1 clearly shows that no solution alone is a
remedy against all challenges at the same time. The challenges can occur in
any combination or even altogether. This considerably motivates a holistic
approach which contains all aforementioned solutions. However, a manual
incorporation of all these aspects is even infeasible for experts. Therefore, a
fully automated framework is needed to provide the best possible combination
of machine learning solutions within a reasonable amount of time.
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Chapter 4
The AROMS-Framework
This chapter proposes the Automatic Representation Optimization and Model
Selection Framework, abbreviated as AROMS-Framework, which is the main
contribution of this work. It is basically a holistic framework that automati-
cally configures suitable algorithm combinations for classification tasks. For
the sake of clarity the whole AROMS-Framework is subdivided into several
chapters, i.e. chapters 4 – 6. In this chapter the general concept is motivated
and the central structure, the classification pipeline, is presented.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.1 the requirements that
lead to the main design principles of the framework concept are analyzed.
An overview of the proposed AROMS-Framework is given in section 4.2.
The classification pipeline is introduced in section 4.3 and its input data is
discussed in section 4.4. The pipeline elements along with their motivation
and functionality are described in section 4.5. The classification pipeline is
adapted using a set of variables denoted as the pipeline configuration, which
is discussed in section 4.6. Finally, section 4.7 provides an overview of the
implementation of the AROMS-Framework.
4.1 Framework Requirements and Concept
Every machine learning task is individual regarding its feature distribution,
class structure and generalization problem. A holistic approach to optimize
machine learning has to deal with all of the typical challenges (see section
2.2), which can be summarized as:
• the curse of dimensionality arising from high-dimensional feature spaces,
few training samples and noisy features,
• the nonexistent general purpose machine learning algorithm with opti-
mal hyperparameters for every task (no-free-lunch theorem),
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• the trade-off between generalization and overfitting, regarding the algo-
rithm tuning, but also the feature selection due to the representational
bias (see section 2.2.2).
The proposed AROMS-Framework comprises a fusion of the “classical”
solutions, discussed in section 3.2, as well as methods from the field of rep-
resentation learning, presented in section 3.3. Three main principles can be
extracted from this large amount of solutions, namely
• dimensionality reduction,
• automatic algorithm portfolio selection and
• automatic hyperparameter optimization.
These principles are the foundation of the general design concept of the
AROMS-Framework which are motivated and explained in the following.
4.1.1 Dimensionality Reduction
One important principle is dimensionality reduction. Its aim is to achieve
a more suitable representation without losing important information. This
aspect is also biologically motivated (see section 3.3.1) and can be subdivided
into two parts.
First, the removal of irrelevant information is crucial for well generaliz-
ing machine learning algorithms. Features that contain relevant information
may also be noisy, but a classifier model can potentially make use of the in-
formation. However, in combination with few training samples the chance of
averaging out the noise decreases and the risk of overfitting to a wrong model
based on noise increases. The principle of neglecting irrelevant information
can also be found in the preattentive stage of the human vision system that
first focuses on important areas in the field of vision.
The second aspect in dimensionality reduction are feature transforms
based on representation learning techniques. Rather than simply remov-
ing dimensions, these feature transforms have the potential to find a usually
lower-dimensional representation by analyzing the, e.g., geometrical proper-
ties of the feature distribution. With a suitable feature transform complex
feature distributions can be simplified so that, e.g., linear classifiers perform
well. This principle resembles the “manifold untangling” theory in the brain
(see section 3.3.1) when performing object recognition. Evidence is found
that the brain uses multiple, consecutive neural representation transforms to
achieve its extraordinary recognition abilities.
4.1.2 Automatic Portfolio-based Algorithm Selection
The no-free-lunch theorem states that there is no general purpose machine
learning algorithm. Some algorithms such as support vector machines (SVM)
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the proposed AROMS-Framework and its subdivision
into three chapters.
show an excellent performance on a wide range of classification tasks. How-
ever, there is no straightforward way to predict which classifier performs best
for a given task. The same aspect is true for feature transforms and also
preprocessing algorithms. So the framework needs to contain portfolios of
algorithm alternatives for each processing stage. The selection of these al-
gorithms needs to be fully automatic so that the final performance does not
depend on the knowledge or time budget of the user of the framework.
4.1.3 Automatic Hyperparameter Optimization
Most machine learning algorithms can be controlled by a set of different
hyperparameters. These hyperparameters have a great effect on the learning
behavior and need to be tuned for each learning task to achieve the best
performing algorithm. Thus, all hyperparameters of the involved algorithms
should be optimized automatically. The need for manual work has to be
minimized as much as possible.
4.2 Overview of the AROMS-Framework
The AROMS-Framework has to include numerous aspects and requirements
into a computational framework. In order to be able to present all aspects in
a reasonable way, the framework is subdivided into different parts and three
chapters. An overview of these parts of the framework can be found in figure
4.1.
The classification pipeline is the core structure of the whole framework
and is described in section 4.3 within this chapter. It contains all machine
learning algorithms and other processing steps. The configuration of the clas-
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sification pipeline allows the adaptation of the pipeline’s degrees of freedom
consisting of feature selection, algorithm and hyperparameter determination.
The configuration can be understood as a global hyperparameter set for the
pipeline.
The automatic adaptation of the pipeline configuration to a given learn-
ing task is an optimization problem which is discussed in chapter 5. First,
a suitable optimization metric has to be determined that estimates the gen-
eralization performance of the classification pipeline with all its components.
The actual optimization algorithm uses this metric to adapt the configuration
in a feedback loop with the classification pipeline and the training dataset.
Chapter 6 presents extended optimization analyses that are based on the
results of the optimization algorithm. Usually, many reasonably well working
configurations are evaluated to find the best one. The goal of these extensions
is to make use of these results. One application is the construction of multi-
pipeline classifiers with improved generalization capabilities. Additionally,
suitable visualization techniques are discussed that investigate the statistical
properties of the configuration distribution. This allows a gain of knowledge
about the classification problem and its solutions.
4.3 Classification Pipeline
This section as well as the following ones describe the classification pipeline
structure. The term “pipeline” is used because it is based on the pipes and
filters design pattern introduced by [Buschmann et al., 1996]. This pattern is
applicable for systems that process streams of data with several consecutive
processing steps that are encapsulated in so-called filters. The data is passed
to the next filter through a pipe and the whole structure resembles a pipeline
with feedforward processing. Figure 4.2 shows the general structure of the
classification pipeline and its four pipeline elements, i.e.
1. the feature selection element EFeatSel,
2. the feature preprocessing element EPreProc,
3. the feature transform element ETrans and
4. the classifier element EClassifier.
A classification pipeline is formally defined as the set of pipeline elements
Θ = {EFeatSel, EPreProc, ETrans, EClassifier} . (4.1)
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each pipeline element. Note that the feature preprocessing element does not
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4.3.1 General Processing Overview
At first, the feature selection element should select a subset of relevant fea-
tures and thus removes irrelevant ones that could potentially disturb all fur-
ther algorithms. This is the first step of dimensionality reduction within the
framework. Secondly, the feature preprocessing element performs rather sim-
ple processing on the feature vectors with the aim to optimize the data for
machine learning. Thirdly, the feature transform element applies the feature
transform, which is the second dimensionality reduction step in the frame-
work. Finally, the classifier element performs the classification based on the
processed feature data – after feature selection, preprocessing and transform.
The name of the proposed framework, Automatic Representation Opti-
mization and Model Selection Framework (AROMS), is directly related to
the functionality of the classification pipeline: First, the aspect of repre-
sentation optimization is covered by the first three pipeline elements as the
feature representation is changed by means of feature selection, preprocess-
ing and transform. Secondly, the aspect of model selection is included in
multiple ways as well. The “classical” classifier models are certainly situated
within the classifier element. However, also the feature preprocessing and
feature transform algorithms also contain model functions that are selected
and adapted. Lastly, the aspect of automatism is covered with the automatic
adaptation of the pipeline configuration (see chapter 5).
4.3.2 Classification Pipeline Modes
The classification pipeline offers two modes, namely the training mode and
the classification mode, which are depicted in figure 4.3.
First, the training mode is needed to set up the pipeline for classification
Θ = fTrainP ipeline(θ, TTrain) (4.2)
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the two modes of the classification pipeline. In the
training mode (a) the pipeline’s algorithms are trained and their internal
model parameters are stored in the state variables. In the classification mode
(b) the trained pipeline is used to assign a class label to an input instance
vector.
in which the input is a pipeline configuration θ and a training dataset TTrain.
The configuration controls the pipeline’s components and hyperparameters
that influence the learning behavior – it is fully defined later in section 4.6.
In this mode each pipeline element adapts its models and internal model
parameters to the training dataset. These model parameters, such as network
weights, are stored in the state variables.
In the classification mode a trained pipeline Θ is used to classify previously
unseen instance vectors x with the function
y = fProcessP ipeline(Θ,x) ∈ SClasses . (4.3)
The feature vector x is processed by the pipeline elements that use the models
stored in the state variables. The plot in figure 4.2 shows the expected two-
stage dimensionality reduction process of the feature space – in the feature
selection and feature transform element. Finally, a one-dimensional class label
y is the output of the pipeline.
The precise functionality of each pipeline element in the training and
classification mode is explained in particular within the sections 4.5.1 – 4.5.4.
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4.4 Input Data
Before the components of the classification pipeline can be described in detail,
the input data for the AROMS-framework has to be defined. The “classical”
definition of the supervised classification problem can be found in section
2.1. It is based on labeled feature vectors out of an Din-dimensional feature
space. However, in practical applications different kinds of feature sources,
e.g., multiple sensors and multiple feature descriptors are combined. These
feature sources need not necessarily be one-dimensional and therefore, the
concept of feature groups is introduced. The data format for the AROMS-
Framework consists of a set of NGroups feature groups
SFeatGroups = {featGroup(1), featGroup(2), . . . , featGroup(NGroups)}
(4.4)
in which
featGroup(l) = (xGroup,l, DGroup,l, RGroup,l) (4.5)
is a tuple of a sub feature vector xGroup,l ∈ RDGroup,l and a description text
RGroup,l with the feature name. All sub feature vectors are concatenated to
obtain the input feature vector
xin =
[
xGroup,1,xGroup,2, . . . ,xGroup,NGroups
]
(4.6)
having a total dimensionality of the sum of sub dimensionalities
Din =
NGroups∑
l=1
DGroup,l . (4.7)
The connection between the feature group index and the component index of
xin has to be stored for the statistical analyses of the extended optimization
analyses (see chapter 6).
To give an example for this data structure, consider a typical image-based
classification task with three feature groups
• the object area in pixels (one dimensional),
• the mean gray value of the object (one dimensional),
• an LBP descriptor (256 dimensional, see section 2.2.1).
This leads to a feature group set with NGroups = 3 for an example instance
object of
SFeatGroups = {(xGroup,1 = [150], DGroup,1 = 1, RGroup,1 = ‘object size’),
(xGroup,2 = [200.5], DGroup,2 = 1, RGroup,2 = ‘mean gray value’),
(xGroup,3 = [3, 20, 7, . . .], DGroup,3 = 256, RGroup,3 = ‘LBP descriptor’)}
(4.8)
with a total dimensionality of Din = 1 + 1 + 256 = 258.
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4.5 Pipeline Elements
The classification pipeline consists of four pipeline elements, namely the fea-
ture selection, feature preprocessing, feature transform and classifier element,
whose functionality is presented in the following subsections.
4.5.1 Feature Selection Element
The first pipeline element is the feature selection element EFeatSel, which
is responsible for the first step of dimensionality reduction in the AROMS-
Framework. The feature selection is realized by the determination of a set of
element indices of the concatenated feature vector xin ∈ RDin . The set of all
possible subsets depends on the dimensionality Din of the feature vectors:
SAllFeatCombi = P({1, 2, . . . , Din}) \ ∅ . (4.9)
The empty subset is excluded as there has to be at least one feature to allow
a classification. The total number of subsets is given by
|SAllFeatCombi| = 2Din − 1 (4.10)
elements. For example, if Din = 3 then seven index subsets are possible,
namely
SAllFeatCombi = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {1, 2, 3}} . (4.11)
Training Mode
In the training mode a feature index subset
SFeatSubSet = {j1, j2, . . . , jDFeatSel} ∈ SAllFeatCombi (4.12)
is determined leading to a dimensionality of
DFeatSel = |SFeatSubSet| ≤ Din. (4.13)
Clearly, the dimensionality of the feature space is reduced in all cases in which
the full feature set not is selected:
DFeatSel < Din ⇔ SFeatSubSet 6= {1, 2, . . . , Din} . (4.14)
The choice of this subset has a great impact on the classification perfor-
mance of the whole pipeline and the number of possible combinations grows
exponentially with the number of input dimensions Din (see equation 4.10).
The feature subset SFeatSubSet has to be adapted for each learning task and
therefore it is included in the pipeline configuration (see section 4.6).
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Once a feature subset SFeatSubSet is selected, it is stored in the state vari-
ables. The feature subset selection is performed by concatenating the selected
feature dimensions
x(i)FeatSel =
[
x
(i)
j1 , x
(i)
j2 , . . . , x
(i)
jDFeatSel
]
∈ RDFeatSel (4.15)
in which the elements x(i)j originate from the full input feature vector xin.
All feature vectors of the training dataset are processed and a new training
dataset
TFeatSel =
{(
x(i)FeatSel, y(i)
)}
. (4.16)
with 1 ≤ i ≤ NT is obtained to be passed to the next pipeline element.
Classification Mode
In the classification mode a feature vector x ∈ RDin is passed to EFeatSel.
The determined feature subset SFeatSubSet is taken from the state variables
and the feature subset selection in equation 4.15 is performed. The output is
a feature vector xFeatSel ∈ RDFeatSel .
4.5.2 Feature Preprocessing Element
The second pipeline element is the feature preprocessing element EPreProc
that optimizes the feature data for any further machine learning algorithm.
Relatively simple preprocessing steps such as, e.g., feature scaling (see sec-
tion 3.2.3) can effectively improve the classification performance in cases of
different value ranges of the features. However, it is not obvious which prepro-
cessing method leads to the best classification performance. Therefore, the
design principle of portfolio-based algorithm selection is employed in EPreProc
with a portfolio set of NPreProc preprocessing methods
SPreProc = {APreProc,1, APreProc,2, . . . , APreProc,NPreProc} (4.17)
that fit to the feature preprocessing interface APreProc described in section
3.2.3. The feature preprocessing algorithms are listed in appendix B. Even
though feature preprocessing usually improves the generalization, it might be
the case that the unprocessed data works even better. Therefore, the identity
function – or no preprocessing – is also included in the set SPreProc.
Training Mode
In the training mode a preprocessing function APreProc ∈ SPreProc has to
be selected from the portfolio. This selection is included in the pipeline
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configuration (see section 4.6). Once a preprocessing method APreProc is
determined, the corresponding model parameter estimation function
SParams,PreProc = fPreProc,estimate(TFeatSel) (4.18)
is applied using the training dataset TFeatSel which is received from the pre-
vious feature selection element. The result is the set of model parameters
SParams,PreProc, which contains, e.g., minimum and maximum values for each
dimension in case of rescaling. These preprocessing model parameters are
stored in the state variables. Feature vectors are processed with the prepro-
cessing function from the selected method APreProc, i.e.
x(i)PreProc = fPreProc(SParams,PreProc,x
(i)
FeatSel) (4.19)
and put to a new dataset
TPreProc =
{(
x(i)PreProc, y(i)
)}
(4.20)
with 1 ≤ i ≤ NT , which is passed to the next pipeline element. Note that the
dimensionality is not changed by the proposed preprocessing methods and
thus x(i)PreProc ∈ RDFeatSel .
Classification Mode
In the classification mode incoming vectors xFeatSel from the feature selection
element are processed with the selected preprocessing function according to
equation 4.19 and passed to the next pipeline element as xPreProc.
4.5.3 Feature Transform Element
The feature transform element ETrans is the third pipeline element and it is
responsible for the second stage of dimensionality reduction in the AROMS-
Framework. The ETrans pipeline element uses representation learning meth-
ods based on the feature transform interface which is presented in section
3.3.2. The potential benefits of feature transforms are two-fold: First, most
transforms reduce the dimensionality of the feature space and thus help to
circumvent the curse of dimensionality. Secondly, the feature representation
can be improved so that simpler classifier models perform better. At best,
both benefits can be achieved with the same feature transform.
The design principle of portfolio-based algorithm selection is considered
with a portfolio of NTrans feature transform interfaces
STrans = {ATrans,1, ATrans,2, . . . , ATrans,NTrans} . (4.21)
The feature transforms in this portfolio are listed in appendix C. Even though
feature transforms have the potential to improve the classification process,
it might be the case that no transform is able to build a suitable model.
Therefore, the identity function – or no transform – is also included in the
set STrans. In this special case, no dimensionality reduction is performed.
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Training Mode
In the training mode a specific feature transform interface ATrans ∈ STrans
needs to be chosen. The training process requires the target dimensional-
ity Dlow, which is determined with Dlow = DTrans ∈ N. The previous
pipeline element EPreProc passes feature vectors with a dimensionality of
DFeatSel. Therefore, the target dimensionality needs to fulfill the constraints
of 1 ≤ DTrans ≤ DFeatSel as the dimensionality cannot be increased. Finally,
the corresponding hyperparameter values SH,ATrans (see section 3.2.4) of the
feature transform have to be selected. The selection and parameterization
of the feature transform interface are included in the pipeline configuration
(see section 4.6). After that, the selected feature transform is trained by the
corresponding manifold learning function in ATrans, i.e.
STransParams = fLearnTrans(TPreProc, DTrans, SH,ATrans) (4.22)
using the training dataset TPreProc that is passed from the previous feature
preprocessing element. The result is the set of learned model parameters
STransParams, which is stored in the state variables of ETrans. The model is
used to entirely transform the training dataset TPreProc for the next and last
pipeline element – the classifier: Each vector is transformed by the feature
transform function that corresponds to the selected method ATrans, i.e.
x(i)Trans = fTransform(STransParams,x
(i)
PreProc) . (4.23)
The dimensionality of the feature vectors is in most cases reduced to x(i)Trans ∈
RDTrans . Note that some feature transforms, e.g., LDA and LMNN (see ap-
pendix C), ignore the target dimensionality DTrans. In this case, the resulting
output dimensionality of the transform is used. The resulting dataset contains
all transformed vectors with
TTrans =
{(
x(i)Trans, y(i)
)}
(4.24)
and 1 ≤ i ≤ NT .
A general problem of feature transforms in real-world applications is that
the resulting lower-dimensional features have no guarantee to be numerically
stable. Especially non-linear transforms can become unstable and produce
extremely large or small values when the hyperparameters are unsuitable.
Experiments have shown that values between ±10200 can occur frequently,
even though the previous pipeline element applies a preprocessing method like
rescaling on the data. Such unstable features can likely disturb the following
classifier algorithms and even cause frequent program crashes of normally
stable program libraries. In order to prevent these problems, a rescaling of
the transformed features to a range of [0, 1] ⊂ R is performed when a feature
transform other than the identity is chosen. The actual rescaling is similar
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to the rescaling in the feature preprocessing element (see section 4.5.2). The
transformed dataset is used to estimate the minimum and maximum values
of each new feature dimension
SParams,Rescaling = fRescaling,estimate(TTrans), (4.25)
which are needed to rescale the data with
x(i)Trans′ = fPreProc(SParams,Rescaling,x
(i)
Trans) . (4.26)
Finally, the transformed and rescaled output training dataset is defined as
TTrans′ =
{(
x(i)Trans′ , y(i)
)}
(4.27)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ NT and it is passed to the classifier pipeline element.
Classification Mode
In the classification mode incoming feature vectors of the preprocessing el-
ement are transformed using the transform function and the stored model
parameter set in
xTrans = fTransform(STransParams,xPreProc). (4.28)
After that, if a feature transform other than the identity is chosen, the features
are rescaled using
xTrans′ = fPreProc(SParams,Rescaling,xTrans) (4.29)
and are passed to the classifier pipeline element.
4.5.4 Classifier Element
The final pipeline element is the classifier element EClassifier, which predicts
class labels for feature vectors. A suitable classifier has to be chosen to work
with the feature vectors that have been processed by the previous pipeline
elements. There are many classifier concepts, which are discussed in section
2.1.2, and a unifying interface is needed to handle them conveniently within
the AROMS-Framework. The classifier interface is defined as a tuple
AClass = (ftrainClass, SH,AClass , SModel,Class, fClassifier) (4.30)
consisting of a training function ftrainClass, a set of classifier specific hyperpa-
rameters SH,AClass (see section 3.2.4), the resulting classifier model SModel,Class
and a classification function fClassifier. The classifier training process builds
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a model using the training data TTrans′ from the feature transform element
and the hyperparameter values
SModel,Class = ftrainClass(TTrans′ , SH,AClass). (4.31)
The classifier model SModel,Class is a set with arbitrary variables, e.g., net-
work weights in case of artificial neural networks, depending on the classifier
concept. The classification function
y = fClassifier(SModel,Class,xTrans′) ∈ SClasses (4.32)
assigns a label y to a feature vector from the feature transform element based
on the trained model SModel,Class.
The design principle of portfolio-based algorithm selection is incorporated
with a portfolio set of NClassifiers classifiers
SClassifiers = {AClass,1, AClass,2, . . . , AClass,NClassifiers} . (4.33)
Note that each classifier has individual training functions, hyperparameters
and classification functions. The classifiers that are used within this work are
listed in appendix D.
Training Mode
In the training mode a suitable classifier AClass ∈ SClassifiers and its hyperpa-
rameter values SH,AClass need to be selected, which are included in the pipeline
configuration (see section 4.6). This classifier is trained using ftrainClass (see
equation 4.31) that corresponds to the selected classifier AClass. The training
dataset TTrans′ is received from the feature transform element. Note that the
feature vectors are processed by many algorithms at this point of the pipeline
– a feature subset is selected, a preprocessing method and a feature transform
are applied. After training, the resulting classifier model SModel,Class is stored
in the state variables.
Classification Mode
In the classification mode a feature vector xTrans′ from the feature transform
element is received and passed to the trained classifier. The classification
function fClassifier that corresponds to the selected classifier AClass and the
learned classifier model SModel,Class are used according to equation 4.32. The
resulting class label y is the final output of the pipeline and can be used for
the desired application or evaluation purposes.
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4.6 Pipeline Configuration
The proposed classification pipeline and its four pipeline elements have several
degrees of freedom to adapt to a classification task. These variables are
summarized in the pipeline configuration θ that controls the behavior of the
pipeline elements and can be seen as the global hyperparameter of the whole
classification pipeline. The pipeline configuration is defined as a tuple
θ =
 SFeatSubSet︸ ︷︷ ︸
feature selection
, APreProc︸ ︷︷ ︸
preprocessing
, ATrans, DTrans, SH,ATrans︸ ︷︷ ︸
feature transform
, AClass, SH,AClass︸ ︷︷ ︸
classifier

(4.34)
consisting of
• the feature subset SFeatSubSet,
• the feature preprocessing method APreProc,
• the feature transform method ATrans and the corresponding
• feature transform hyperparameters SH,ATrans as well as the
• target dimensionality DTrans,
• the classifier AClass and the corresponding
• classifier hyperparameter values SH,AClass .
The set of all possible pipeline configurations for a learning task is de-
noted as Sθ(TTrain). It depends on the learning task because the set of all
possible feature subsets SAllFeatCombi is defined by the dimensionality Din and
SFeatSubSet ∈ SAllFeatCombi (see section 4.5.1).
Consider the following toy example of a pipeline configuration with Din =
5 feature dimensions in the training dataset. A valid configuration for the
classification pipeline would contain the following items: The feature subset is
SFeatSubSet = {1, 3} to select the first and the third feature of the concatenated
feature groups. The selected feature preprocessing method is rescaling, the
feature transform is the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with a target
dimensionality of DTrans = 1 and no hyperparameters. The linear SVM
classifier is chosen with its hyperparameter value creg = 10.
4.7 Framework Implementation Overview
The AROMS-Framework is implemented in Matlab and its source code is
published on GitHub1 in [Bürger, 2016]. Matlab provides a very high level
programming language that allows a fast development of complex systems.
1GitHub is a web-based service for collaborative software development especially for
open source projects. The service can be found at https://github.com.
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However, its computational efficiency is partly lower compared to other pro-
gramming languages such as C or C++. One of the main reasons for this
choice is the availability of the Matlab Toolbox for Dimensionality Reduction
[Van der Maaten, 2014], which is used in the feature transform pipeline el-
ement. The toolbox includes more than 30 different manifold learning and
feature transform algorithms (see appendix C). No other programming lan-
guage or program library contains such a large collection of implementations
of these algorithms.
The framework implementation follows object oriented programming con-
cepts. Figure 4.4 shows a UML2 class and package diagram of the central
classes of the framework. The structure of the packages is mainly based on
the three parts of the AROMS-Framework, i.e. the classification pipeline,
the pipeline configuration adaptation and the extended optimization analy-
ses. However, for implementation reasons, some additional subdivisions are
made in the package structure. These are explained in the following.
The first package FrameworkBase contains the main classes which control
the whole framework. The class AROMSFrameworkController receives the
input of one or several ClassificationJob structures3 consisting of a classifica-
tion problem in form of a training dataset. The training dataset is a structure
with the following fields:
• The field dataSetName contains the name of the dataset in form of a
string that is used to generate statistics.
• The field instanceFeatures is a structure which contains the feature
groups SFeatGroups (see section 4.4) for multiple instances. Every fea-
ture group featGroup(l) with 1 ≤ l ≤ NGroups corresponds to one field
in the instanceFeatures structure whose name string is equal to the de-
scription text RGroup,l of the feature group. The data of that field stores
the actual feature vectors of NT instances in form of a matrix
XGroup,l =

x(1)Group,l
x(2)Group,l
...
x(NT )Group,l
 ∈ RNT×DGroup,l (4.35)
using the double-precision floating-point format. The ith row ofXGroup,l
is the feature vector of the ith instance of the lth feature group. The
2UML (Unified Modeling Language) is graphical modeling language to specify software
structures. An introduction can be found in comprehensive books such as [Booch et al.,
2005].
3A structure in Matlab – and also in many other programming environments – contains
fields with data that are referenced by a name string. These fields can contain arbitrary
kinds of data, e.g., strings, matrices or structures.
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feature group dimensionality DGroup,l is equal to the number of columns
in XGroup,l.
• The targetClasses field contains the ground truth labels of the instance
vectors. They are represented in form of a column vector
y =

y(1)
y(2)
...
y(NT )
 ∈ NNT×1 (4.36)
in which the ith row is the numeric class label index y(i) of the ith
instance. Note that the targetClasses field is only required for training
and test datasets in which the ground truth labels are needed for the
pipeline training and evaluation. If new instances should be classified,
the field can be empty.
• The classNames field contains a list with the names of the NClasses
classes in form of strings. The class names are useful to generate well
understandable statistics.
Furthermore, each ClassificationJob also contains specific metaparameters
for the AROMS-Framework (see appendix E) that influence, e.g., the opti-
mization algorithms. Most of these metaparameters are needed for testing
and evaluating parts of the AROMS-Framework itself (see chapter 7). End
users do not need to pass any AROMS-Framework metaparameters; in this
case, the standard metaparameters, listed in appendix E, are used. The valid-
ity of the metaparameters are checked by the FrameworkParameterController,
which also fills missing values.
The FrameworkPipeline package contains all classes that are needed for
the classification pipeline. The abstract class PipelineClass comprises an ar-
bitrary number of abstract pipeline elements of type PipelineElement. This
software structure theoretically allows to handle any kind of data processing
pipeline. The ClassificationPipeline is a subclass of the PipelineClass and
owns the four pipeline element objects, i.e. FeatureSelectionElement, Fea-
turePreProcessingElement, FeatureTransformElement and ClassifierElement.
These are subclasses of the abstract class PipelineElement because they share
the same interface to receive and pass data inside of the pipeline. The only
differences between the subclasses are the specific functionalities to process
the data.
The FrameworkOptimization package contains all classes that are related
to the pipeline configuration adaptation (see chapter 5). The FrameworkOpti-
mizationController controls an instance of an optimization algorithm, which
inherits from the abstract class OptimizationStrategy. The subclass Strat-
egyEvolutionary contains the Evolutionary Algorithm that is presented in
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Figure 4.4: Simplified UML class diagram presenting the central parts of the
implementation of the AROMS-Framework. Lines without a special symbol
denote an association of the classes. The filled diamond symbols denote a
composition relationship and the triangles denote a class generalization.
chapter 5. Other optimization strategies can be easily implemented as a sub-
class of OptimizationStrategy. A baseline grid search approach is implemented
in the subclass StrategyGridSearch that is used as a comparison benchmark in
the evaluations (see chapter 7). The results of the optimization process itself
are handled by the OptimizationResultController class. All results like the
accuracy and configuration trajectory as well as time evaluations are stored
by this class.
The extended optimization analyses, presented in chapter 6, are divided
into two packages. First, the OptimizationStatistics package contains all
classes that use the results of the optimization process provided by the class
OptimizationResultController for the generation of statistics. Text-based and
graphical statistics are provided which are implemented in the classes Statis-
ticsTextBased and StatisticsPlots, respectively. The system can automati-
cally generate comprehensive statistics for multiple classification jobs with
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different datasets and AROMS-Framework metaparameters. An example are
two-dimensional tables in which the datasets are listed in rows whereas meta-
parameter values are listed in columns. The data part of the table contains
specific performance values for each dataset/parameter combination, e.g., ac-
curacy values with standard deviations from the corresponding experiment
repetitions. The tables and graphical statistics are automatically exported in
formats that can directly be used for scientific publications, e.g., LaTeX4 and
PDF5 files.
Secondly, the multi-pipeline classifier is realized in the MultiPipelineClas-
sifier package using the MultiPipelineClassification class. This class also uses
the optimization trajectory information provided by the OptimizationResult-
Controller class. Multiple objects of class ClassificationPipeline are generated
and used for the multi-pipeline classifier.
4LaTeX is a platform independent word processing system that is widely used in aca-
demic fields.
5The Portable Document Format (PDF) is a platform independent file format which is
also suitable for graphics.
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Chapter 5
Pipeline Configuration
Adaptation
The classification pipeline of the AROMS-Framework, presented in the pre-
vious chapter, contains a highly adaptable set of machine learning algorithms
for arbitrary classification tasks. The pipeline configuration allows the selec-
tion of the feature set, altogether three algorithms and their corresponding
hyperparameters. However, the large degree of adaptability comes with the
challenge to find a good configuration for a given task within a reasonable
time. The problem is that on the one hand, there is no straightforward way
to guess the best configuration directly and on the other hand, it is obvious
that a brute force approach – trying all possible combinations – is infeasible.
Machine learning experts are faced with exactly the same problem when
designing a classification system. Obviously, a naïve approach like choosing a
well-known standard classifier, e.g., the Support Vector Machine (SVM), and
leaving all hyperparameters at their standard values will likely give a subop-
timal result. A more sophisticated methodology would be to tune the most
important hyperparameters with grid search, which might already signifi-
cantly improve the performance. However, grid search is not efficient enough
to optimize a large number of hyperparameters in combination with multiple
algorithms.
This chapter discusses suitable approaches to adapt the pipeline configu-
ration automatically to a given learning task and it is organized as follows.
First of all, the generalization performance of a given configuration needs to
be estimated in order to rank them by their “quality” for a specific task.
This is done with an adapted version of cross-validation which is presented
in section 5.1. Section 5.2 defines the configuration adaptation problem as an
optimization problem and analyzes its properties. Section 5.3 discusses suit-
able algorithms to tackle this optimization problem. Evolution Strategies, a
variant of Evolutionary Algorithms, turn out to be suitable for such difficult
optimization tasks. However, certain extensions of the standard Evolution
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Strategies need to be developed which are described in section 5.4. Based
on this approach an optimization algorithm for the configuration adaptation
problem is presented in section 5.5. Finally, section 5.6 proposes several vari-
ants of the basic optimization algorithm to investigate the interplay of the
pipeline components.
5.1 Pipeline Generalization Estimation
The automatic selection of a good configuration leading to a well generalizing
classification pipeline is one of the main goals of the AROMS-Framework.
The first question is whether a filter or wrapper approach (see section 3.2.2)
should be chosen to achieve this aim.
Of course, a filter approach which directly suggests a good configuration
by simply analyzing statistical properties of the feature distribution in the
dataset TTrain, would be tempting. However, existing filter approaches are
limited to the feature selection problem. And even this aspect is problematic
as the interplay of the algorithms in the classification pipeline is complex.
The usefulness of a single feature is very hard to predict: A feature dimension
may be redundant and therefore a filter approach would remove it. But this
particular dimension might have been useful to improve the estimation of a
manifold learning algorithm in the feature transform pipeline element. Any
further prediction of suitable algorithms for a given dataset TTrain using a
filter approach seems to be infeasible.
Consequently, a wrapper approach is needed that trains multiple classifi-
cation pipelines and evaluates the actual performance. The aspect of model
validation is of central interest here. The actual model is the trained classifi-
cation pipeline Θ = fTrainP ipeline(θ, TTrain) for a given training dataset TTrain
and a configuration θ. The goal is to predict the generalization performance of
the classification pipeline Θ on the test dataset TTest without actually involv-
ing the test dataset itself. This can be achieved with suitable generalization
estimators gObj,Gen(θ, TTrain) 7→ R+, which are discussed in the following.
5.1.1 Standard Cross-Validation
Cross-validation is a common way to estimate the generalization of classifiers
(see section 3.2.1). The standard variant is usually used to estimate the aver-
age accuracy of a single classifier on the validation datasets. The classification
pipeline can be seen as a complex classifier consisting of many components
and processing steps.
A naïve variant of cross-validation for the classification pipeline would
only consider the generalization of the classifier. First, the feature selection,
feature preprocessing and the feature transform would be trained and applied
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using the whole dataset TTrain. Then the highly processed dataset is sepa-
rated into training and validation datasets for the classifier. This naïve variant
is a suboptimal way to estimate the generalization of the whole pipeline as
especially the feature transform element has a huge impact on the data repre-
sentation. A highly non-linear problem might become linearly separable after
the transform – the “intelligence” can move from the classifier to the feature
transform. But on the other hand, if complex non-linear models are learned
during manifold learning, there is always the risk of overfitting. Furthermore,
a fraction of commonly used feature transforms is supervised, e.g., LDA or
LMNN (see appendix C), and so they make use of the true class labels. It can
be problematic when such feature transforms are learned with the full dataset
TTrain: Consider a supervised feature transform that projects all vectors of
class ω1 to the value 1, all vectors of class ω2 to 2 and so on. When all vectors
in TTrain are transformed in such a way, the representation would be “perfect”
in the sense that the classes would be trivially separable. However, there is
no guarantee that new instance vectors will be transformed in such a perfect
way since the true labels are not available. Therefore, the generalization of
the feature transform has to be estimated as well.
Additionally, the feature preprocessing also contains model parameters
that are learned from the feature data. For instance, even the simple feature
rescaling method to a value range of [0, 1] ⊂ R is very sensitive to noise and
outliers. A single large value in the feature data directly affects the minimum
and maximum values leading to suboptimal scaling factors. Consider the
following data of a feature dimension, e.g., x(i)1 for several instances with
1 ≤ i ≤ 6
[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 106] . (5.1)
The minimum value is 0 and the maximum value is 106 leading to rescaled
features x(i)rescaled,1 of
[0, 10−6, 2 · 10−6, 3 · 10−6, 4 · 10−6, 1] (5.2)
having most values very close to zero which might lead to numerical insta-
bilities. Therefore, it is also reasonable to check the generalization of the
preprocessing as well.
5.1.2 Holistic Cross-Validation
The previous section describes the necessity to incorporate all components of
the pipeline, especially the feature transform, into the cross-validation pro-
cess. This is achieved with an extended, holistic variant of cross-validation
as described in algorithm 1. The algorithm needs a training dataset TTrain
and a pipeline configuration θ. It returns an estimation of the generalization
in form of the average overall accuracy, which can be directly used as the
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Figure 5.1: Processing schema of the proposed holistic cross-validation to
estimate the generalization of all components of the classification pipeline.
Note that training and validation dataset are always processed separately
and no model parameters of any algorithm are estimated using the validation
dataset.
optimization objective function (see section 5.2 and 5.5.2). The principle is
similar to a standard cross-validation approach in which the dataset TTrain is
also divided into NCV disjoint parts resulting in 1 ≤ j ≤ NCV training and
validation dataset tuples {(TCV,Train,j, TCV,V alid,j)}. Then up to NCV evalu-
ation rounds are performed while in each round a classification pipeline is
trained with the training dataset TCV,Train,j and the configuration θ. It is im-
portant to note that all model parameters of all pipeline elements are trained
by the training dataset only. The validation dataset TCV,V alid,j is afterwards
processed separately through the trained pipeline and the predicted labels are
used to calculate the average overall accuracy. Figure 5.1 depicts the process-
ing stages of the training and validation datasets. Finally, the average overall
accuracy of all rounds is returned. Note that the earlyDiscarding function
can prematurely stop the cross-validation process (see section 5.1.3).
A rule of thumb in machine learning is the use of NCV = 10 cross-
validation rounds while usually only a classifier model is trained. However,
as multiple algorithms need to be trained and processed in the classification
pipeline, NCV = 5 is used to save computation time.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of holistic cross-validation, denoted as func-
tion holisticCV (θ, TTrain).
Data: training dataset TTrain and a pipeline configuration θ
Result: generalization estimation in form of the average overall
accuracy qOAcc,mean
1 j := 1
2 continue := true
3 accuracyV alues := Array[] // dynamic array
4 while continue do
// get training and validation datasets
5 TCV,Train,j := getTrainingDataset(TTrain, j)
6 TCV,V alid,j := getV alidationDataset(TTrain, j)
7 Θ := fTrainP ipeline(θ, TCV,Train,j) // train pipeline
// reset arrays of class label statistics
8 labelsPredicted := Array[NTCV,V alid,j ]
9 labelsTrue := Array[NTCV,V alid,j ]
// classify all instances in validation dataset
10 for 1 ≤ l ≤ NTCV,V alid,j do
// get prediction of pipeline on lth feature vector
11 labelsPredicted[l] := fProcessP ipeline(Θ,x(l)CV,V alid,j)
12 labelsTrue[l] := y(l)CV,V alid,j // true validation label
// calculate accuracy statistics
13 qOAcc,j := getOverallAccuracy(labelsTrue, labelsPredicted)
14 accuracyV alues[j] := qOAcc,j // append current accuracy
15 qOAcc,mean,j := mean(accuracyV alues) // mean so far
16 j := j + 1
// termination criteria
17 continue := j ≤ NCV ∧ ¬earlyDiscarding
// return accuracy values
18 qOAcc,mean := qOAcc,mean,j
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5.1.3 Processing Speedup with Early Discarding
There is a large potential to save computation time as a simple observation
reveals: It can be expected that a comparatively great number of configu-
rations will perform relatively poorly or at least inferiorly compared to the
current best solution during an optimization phase. This observation can be
used to define early discarding criteria that will stop the cross-validation pro-
cess for bad configurations as early as possible in order to save computation
time. The idea is related to so-called racing algorithms, e.g., Hoeffding Races
[Maron and Moore, 1994], which have been designed for efficient model se-
lection. Racing algorithms do not necessarily evaluate all instances from the
validation dataset. Instead, each instance is evaluated consecutively and the
performance metric, e.g., the average overall accuracy, is calculated after each
instance. The evaluation is stopped prematurely when the estimated perfor-
mance metric is significantly lower compared to the best known models. The
stop criterion is usually determined using statistical tests (see appendix F).
The more “aggressive” such a racing algorithm is, the larger the speedup po-
tential is. On the other hand, the risk of discarding good solutions increases.
It would be possible to use a racing algorithm for the evaluation of in-
stances of the validation dataset during the cross-validation process. How-
ever, the training mode of the proposed classification pipeline has a much
larger effect on the overall speed than the classification mode. During the
training a feature preprocessing model, a feature transform and a classifier
have to be trained. Especially the training process of many of the complex
non-linear feature transform algorithms (see appendix C) is computationally
expensive. Consequently, the speedup effect of a classical racing algorithm
would be marginal.
Therefore, an early discarding system is not used for the validation in-
stances, but during the cross-validation rounds themselves. This can be
achieved with two early discarding conditions that are formulated as follows:
1. At first, all configurations leading to classifiers that perform worse than
guessing1 are not promising. The threshold of guessing depends on the
number of classes and the first condition can be formulated as
discardGuess =
{
1 : qOAcc,j < 1NClasses
0 : else for ∃j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NCV } .
(5.3)
Note that this condition is true even when only a single cross-validation
round is affected while the following rounds could have improved the
mean accuracy value. It is assumed that classifiers that perform badly
at least once will not be very useful in practical applications.
1A classifier that randomly guesses class labels has a chance of 1/NClasses to predict
the correct label when the classes are equally probable. A real classifier should obviously
perform better.
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2. During the optimization process, multiple configurations are evaluated
and the accuracy statistics of the previously best solution is stored as
qOAcc,mean,best. A quite aggressive discarding criterion can be defined so
that the currently evaluated solution needs to be better or equal than
the last best solution. Otherwise, it is assumed that the current solution
is inferior and no more time should be wasted on further evaluations of
it. During the NCV cross-validation rounds, the current mean accuracy
qOAcc,mean,j estimation is calculated. The discarding criterion is simply
formulated as
discardAccuracyMean =
{
1 : qOAcc,mean,j < qOAcc,mean,best
0 : else (5.4)
for ∃j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NCV }. Consider the following example in which
qOAcc,mean,best = 0.85 and a new configuration that would achieve these
five accuracy values during the cross-validation: qOAcc,1 = 0.84, qOAcc,2 =
0.9, qOAcc,3 = 0.9, qOAcc,4 = 0.9 and qOAcc,5 = 0.9. The proposed crite-
rion discards the continuation of the evaluation process after the first
cross-validation round because the first accuracy value (0.84) is below
the last best accuracy value (0.85). This leads to a performance underes-
timation because the true average overall accuracy for this configuration
would be 0.888 – which is even better than the last best accuracy.
Finally, the two conditions are evaluated in the earlyDiscarding function
in algorithm 1 which returns true if any of the two conditions is true
earlyDiscarding = discardGuess ∨ discardAccuracyMean . (5.5)
If this is the case, the cross-validation is stopped after this round and the
average overall accuracy that has been estimated so far is returned as an
estimation for the generalization. Note that configurations for which at least
one of the two quite aggressive criteria has been true are not removed but
that their generalization performance will most likely be underestimated.
However, it is assumed that a sufficiently large number of configurations
will be evaluated during the optimization process and so it is likely that a
similar configuration will finally replace the last best one. The randomiza-
tion of the cross-validation dataset division for each configuration supports
this assumption. Furthermore, the skipping of cross-validation rounds does
not lead to an overoptimistic estimation of the generalization for practically
useful configurations. In case the average cross-validation accuracy of a con-
figuration is better or equal than the currently best one, the cross-validation
process is not stopped prematurely. Therefore, it is ensured that the general-
ization estimation of the overall best configuration is not biased by the early
discarding criteria.
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Figure 5.2: Visualization of the combinatorial and hierarchical configuration
adaptation problem with one selected configuration (dark items) out of all
possible combinations Sθ(TTrain) (bright items).
5.2 The Configuration Adaptation Problem
The configuration adaptation problem is stated as
θ∗ = arg max
θ
gObj,Gen(θ, TTrain) for ∀θ ∈ Sθ(TTrain) (5.6)
to find the best configuration θ∗ out of all possible configurations Sθ(TTrain)
with respect to an objective function gObj,Gen. The objective function needs to
estimate the generalization of the pipeline configurations and therefore, the
holistic cross-validation, proposed in the previous section, is used as objective
function, i.e.
gObj,Gen(θ, TTrain) = holisticCV (θ, TTrain) . (5.7)
5.2.1 Structural Analysis
Figure 5.2 depicts the full combinatorial and hierarchical structure of the con-
figuration adaptation problem and figure 5.3 shows the problem formulation
as a high-dimensional optimization problem in which each degree of freedom
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Figure 5.3: Visualization of the configuration adaptation problem as an op-
timization problem with a high-dimensional search space. Note that the ob-
jective function surface is only indicated as two-dimensional. A hypothetical
optimal solution is indicated with a triangle.
in θ is an optimization variable. This task is particularly challenging due to
several reasons:
• The greatest challenge is the extremely large number of possible con-
figurations (see section 5.2.2) due to the feature selection problem, that
introduces Din Boolean variables, one for each feature to be selected or
not. Additionally, the algorithm portfolios in the feature preprocessing,
feature transform and classifier element contribute to the combinatorial
explosion as well.
• The problem is hierarchical because of the hyperparameters that are
dependent on the selection of a specific algorithm. Hyperparameters
are only meaningful when the corresponding algorithm is selected.
• The configuration contains many different variable types such as binary
feature selection switches, categorical and numerical variables.
• The problem is very ill-posed and the objective function can only esti-
mate the expected generalization of a pipeline configuration.
• The interplay between the algorithms is complex, small changes (like
adding or removing a relevant feature or changing the preprocessing
algorithm) can cause tremendous changes in the feature distribution
for the classifier – and lastly degrade or improve the performance.
All components of a pipeline configuration θ are important. However,
the impact on the classification performance with respect to small changes is
expected to be different depending on the component:
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• Feature subset SFeatSubSet: The adding or removal of a single, very rel-
evant feature dimension can have a tremendous impact on the perfor-
mance while the modification of a few less relevant features is expected
to have few impact.
• Feature preprocessing APreProc: Datasets with very heterogeneous fea-
ture sources may lead to feature value ranges that differ in orders of
magnitudes. In this case the change of the preprocessing method has a
potentially huge impact.
• Feature transform ATrans: The feature transform usually changes the
representation significantly and thus its choice has a very strong impact
on the performance. One feature transform can be fairly useful for
classification while another one may even lead to a performance worse
than guessing – for the same learning task.
• Feature transform hyperparameters SH,ATrans : These hyperparameters
may have a large effect on the resulting transform, however, it depends
on the type:
– Categorical variables usually act as discrete “switches” to change
modes within the algorithms, which can have a large impact on
the performance.
– Numerical variables also have an impact, of course, but small
changes usually do not lead to huge differences.
• Feature transform target dimensionality DTrans: Small changes of the
target dimensionality are expected to influence the performance only
scarcely. Some additional but irrelevant dimensions usually do not cause
negative effects related to the curse of dimensionality. However, if the
dimensionality becomes too low, important discriminative information
might get lost.
• Classifier AClass: The choice of the classifier has a huge impact accord-
ing to the no-free-lunch theorem.
• Classifier hyperparameters SH,AClass : The impact is similar to the hy-
perparameters of the feature transform, which depends on the hyper-
parameter’s type (see above).
An example of the different impact “strength” of specific components of
the pipeline configuration on the classification performance is depicted in fig-
ure 5.4. The Statlog (Heart) dataset from the UCI2 machine learning reposi-
tory [Bache and Lichman, 2013] is used here as a relatively simple example.
The dataset originates from a medical application in which symptoms and
measurements of patients need to be correlated to the absence or presence
2University of California, Irvine.
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(a) PP: none, FT: none, Cl.: kNN (b) PP: none, FT: none, Cl.: SVM
(c) PP: rescaling, FT: none, Cl.: kNN (d) PP: rescaling, FT: none, Cl.: SVM
(e) PP: none, FT: PCA, Cl.: kNN (f) PP: none, FT: PCA, Cl.: SVM
Figure 5.4: Comparison of cross-validation accuracy “landscapes” depending
on different hyperparameter values and configurations (PP = Preprocessing,
FT = feature transform, Cl. = classifier). The Statlog (Heart) dataset from
the UCI machine learning repository [Bache and Lichman, 2013] is used.
of a serious heart disease. The configurations are evaluated with the average
overall accuracy from the holistic cross-validation method (see section 5.1)
using a grid search of the algorithms and hyperparameters.
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It can be observed that categorical variables generally cause very discrete
and abrupt changes in the accuracy distribution. This is especially the case
for the algorithm selections, such as the choice of the preprocessing algorithm
(none vs. rescaling), the feature transform algorithm (none vs. PCA) and
the classifier (kNN vs. SVM with a Gaussian kernel). However, the distance
metric of the kNN-classifier – a categorical hyperparameter – also shows a
very discrete impact on the accuracy.
The impact of numerical hyperparameters, especially of the SVM, on the
accuracy is rather smooth in most cases but may also cause steep peaks and
valleys within the accuracy “landscapes”. Note that the full configuration
adaptation problem cannot be visualized easily, e.g., the impact of different
feature subsets is not shown here, instead the full feature set is used.
In summary, even this simple example shows that the distribution of the
objective function based on cross-validation is complex with many disconti-
nuities. However, several partially smooth areas and plateaus around good
solutions exist having a similar range of accuracy values across different con-
figurations (around the value 0.8 in this case). This observation shows that
several good configurations exist and that many machine learning algorithms
are not extremely sensitive to changes regarding the hyperparameters or the
feature representation. On the other hand, there is the challenge of numerous
local optima of the objective function that could prevent finding the best, or
at least near-optimal configurations.
5.2.2 Complexity Analysis
The figures 5.2 and 5.3 already give an impression of the combinatorial ex-
plosion of the configuration adaptation problem. This section analyzes the
theoretical complexity of the problem. In the following, the number of pos-
sible combinations |Sθ(TTrain)| depending on the training dataset TTrain is
estimated. The complexity is derived starting with the algorithm and hyper-
parameter selection problem and ending with the feature selection problem.
The precise problem complexity cannot be described in a reasonable way
as, e.g., real-valued hyperparameters can have infinitely many different values
to choose from. Therefore, the hyperparameter selection problem is simplified
in the following way to obtain a lower estimate of the complexity. A coarse
grid sampling density is considered using NGridSamples = 3 sample points for
all hyperparameters regardless of their type. Note that this is a rather coarse
grid – the grid sampling in figure 5.4, e.g., uses 20 samples for each numerical
hyperparameter.
Two pipeline elements in the classification pipeline use hyperparame-
ters, namely the feature transform element ETrans and the classifier element
EClassifier. The algorithms in the feature preprocessing element EPreProc do
not have any hyperparameters and are thus not considered. The number of
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feature transform variants (algorithm and hyperparameter combinations) as-
suming grid sampling can be formulated as the sum of the product spaces
NHypCombis,Trans =
NTrans∑
j=1
N
NHyp,Trans,j
GridSamples (5.8)
in which NTrans denotes the number of feature transforms in the portfolio
and NHyp,Trans,j the number of hyperparameters of the jth algorithm. If a
method does not have any hyperparameter, then the sum is only incremented
by N0GridSamples = 30 = 1.
The number of classifier variants (classifiers and hyperparameter combi-
nations) can be treated in the same way using
NHypCombis,Class =
NClassifiers∑
l=1
N
NHyp,Class,l
GridSamples (5.9)
with NClassifiers as the number of classifiers in the portfolio and NHyp,Class,l
as the number of hyperparameters of the lth classifier.
Using these equations the first approximation of the number of combina-
tions can be expressed as
|Sθ(TTrain)| ≈
(
2Din − 1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Feature
selection
· NPreProc︸ ︷︷ ︸
Preprocessing
·NHypCombis,Trans ·Din︸ ︷︷ ︸
Feature transform,
target dimensionality
·NHypCombis,Class︸ ︷︷ ︸
Classifier
(5.10)
in which the product space of the feature subset selection problem, the number
of preprocessing algorithms, the number of feature transform variants with
the target dimensionality in the range of 1 ≤ DTrans ≤ Din (hence the factor
Din) and finally the number of classifier variants is considered.
However, the possible values of the target dimensionality DTrans for the
feature transform actually depend on the number of selected features DFeatSel
in the feature selection element EFeatSel as only a dimension reduction is
allowed for the feature transform. Considering this constraint of 1 ≤ DTrans ≤
DFeatSel ≤ Din, a second, more precise approximation for the number of
combinations can be defined as
|Sθ(TTrain)| ≈
Din∑
k=1
k ·
(
Din
k
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Feature selection,
target dimensionality
· NPreProc︸ ︷︷ ︸
Preprocessing
·NHypCombis,Trans︸ ︷︷ ︸
Feature
transform
·NHypCombis,Class︸ ︷︷ ︸
Classifier
(5.11)
combining the number of feature combinations with the constraints of the
target dimensionality. The term
(
Din
k
)
, “Din choose k”, describes how many
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different combinations of k features can be selected from Din total features
– this number is multiplied with k to include the number of possible values
for the target dimensionality 1 ≤ DTrans ≤ k. The sum over all 1 ≤ k ≤ Din
values takes the complete feature selection problem into account. However,
the overall complexity compared to the first approximation does only change
by a factor of 12 as an algebraic transformation reveals that
Din∑
k=1
k ·
(
Din
k
)
= Din2Din−1 =
1
2Din2
Din ≈ 12Din
(
2Din − 1
)
. (5.12)
The overall complexity can be approximated as
|Sθ(TTrain)| = O
(
φ ·Din2Din
)
= O
(
φ · 2Din+log2(Din)
)
(5.13)
in which φ is a constant depending on the algorithm portfolios and their
hyperparameters. Within this work NPreProc = 5 preprocessing algorithms,
NTrans = 31 feature transforms and NClassifiers = 8 classifiers are used. Using
a sample grid with NGridSamples = 3 and roughly assuming that every feature
transform and every classifier has one hyperparameter on average3, the factor
φ can be approximated as φ ≈ 12 · 5 · (31 · 31) · (8 · 31) = 5,580. The factor 12
originates from equation 5.12.
With these assumptions the structure of the optimization variables can
be estimated as
• Din variables for the feature selection,
• 1 variable for the feature preprocessing method,
• 1 variable for the feature transform method,
• O(NTrans) variables for the feature transform hyperparameters,
• 1 variable for the target dimensionality,
• 1 variable for the classifier and
• O(NClassifiers) variables for the classifier hyperparameters.
This leads to a total number of optimization variables of
NOpt = O(Din +NTrans +NClassifiers + 4) (5.14)
and therefore, NOpt = O(Din+ 31 + 8 + 4) = O(Din+ 43) when the algorithm
portfolios of this work are considered. Figure 5.5 shows the combinatorial
explosion depending on the feature space dimensionality. The hypothetical
optimization runtime is estimated for a brute force grid search approach at
0.001 seconds per evaluation of a configuration – which can be considered
as very fast. Problems with Din ≈ 20 features would already require more
than one year of processing time. It is almost needless to say that this naïve
approach is infeasible for real-world problems as, e.g., the standard LBP
texture descriptor in image processing already has 256 dimensions.
3In total there are 40 hyperparameters for 31 feature transforms.
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Figure 5.5: Visualization of the combinatorial explosion of the configuration
adaptation problem depending on the number of features Din.
5.3 Suitable Optimization Algorithms
In order to find suitable optimization algorithms for the configuration adapta-
tion problem, the following requirements have to be at least partially fulfilled:
• Finding the global optima of the objective function is desirable, but
likely impossible when looking at the number of possible combinations
in figure 5.5. However, near-optimal configurations are expected to be
sufficient.
• The optimization algorithm has to be able to handle a high number
of optimization variables. More than 1,000 variables for image-based
classification tasks are realistic.
• Different variable types need to be optimized simultaneously: Boolean,
categorical, real-valued and integer variables.
• The hierarchical structure of the hyperparameters depending on the
algorithm selection needs to be handled.
• The challenge of a complex objective function with discontinuities and
numerous local optima has to be handled. A general smoothness prop-
erty of the objective function cannot be assumed.
• A relatively fast optimization runtime is desirable, however, several
hours would be tolerable as it may run during the night. The optimiza-
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tion process is only needed once in the design phase of the classification
system4.
• The optimization algorithm itself should have as few metaparameters
as possible so that only few expert knowledge is required to use it. The
optimization process should work completely automatically in the best
case.
Section 3.1 provides an overview of popular optimization heuristics for
complex optimization problems. In the following, the suitability of these
approaches for the configuration adaptation problem is discussed.
5.3.1 Simple Optimization Methods
A suitable search strategy for selecting and evaluating configurations needs to
be employed when a wrapper approach is used. As mentioned in the previous
section, a naïve exhaustive grid search, also called brute force strategy, is
clearly infeasible.
The largest contribution to the problem complexity arises from the feature
selection problem. One idea is to use heuristic feature selection algorithms
such as sequential feature selection (see section 3.2.2), which are polynomial
time algorithms. The other parts of the search space can be treated with
grid search. This hybrid approach was implemented in a previous version
of the proposed framework [Bürger et al., 2014] with a much smaller set of
algorithms, namely only the PCA in the set of feature transforms as well as six
classifiers. The limitations of the remaining problem complexity were obvious
and a further extension of more optimization variables could be considered
as not promising. Obviously, more sophisticated optimization methods are
required to adequately tackle the configuration adaptation problem.
5.3.2 Metalearning
Metalearning approaches make use of experiences from previous learning tasks
and are used to optimize classifiers and hyperparameters. One of the greatest
challenges with such an approach is that a large database of solved learning
tasks is required to cover a considerable amount of applications. It can be
expected that this database will need to grow when the system adaptability
increases – as it is clearly the case for the classification pipeline of this work.
Additionally, the feature selection problem is hardly considered in the field of
metalearning. Consequently, the idea of metalearning is potentially tempting
but obviously not directly suitable.
4Once a configuration is found and the classification pipeline is initialized, the processing
to classify an instance runs at the speed of the chosen algorithms – usually a few milliseconds
per instance. The classification times are also discussed in the evaluation chapter (see
section 7.5.3).
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5.3.3 Trajectory-based Approaches
Trajectory-based search approaches are potentially suitable for the configura-
tion adaptation problem. Starting with an initial, e.g., random configuration,
the next most promising configuration is evaluated and refined. Some ap-
proaches rely on gradient or derivative information of the objective function
to find the direction of the next promising optimum, e.g., the backpropaga-
tion learning algorithm of artificial neural networks. However, these methods
are unsuitable here as the objective function is highly discontinuous (see fig-
ure 5.4). The gradient information would be extremely noisy, especially due
to the categorical optimization variables.
Model-based optimization and especially Sequential Model-Based Opti-
mization (SMBO) are suitable to solve this problem. However, some limi-
tations make this approach less attractive for the configuration adaptation
problem. Due to the high complexity of the objective function it can be
doubted that smooth Gaussian priors are adequate to model this function.
Random forests might be better suitable, however, they would need a large
number of training samples – configuration evaluations in this case – to de-
scribe the distribution of the objective function in a reasonable way. But even
then, due to the complex interplay of the pipeline components, it is hard to
predict the performance of unknown algorithm combinations. Furthermore,
due to the sequential character of this method, it is not trivial to make use
of parallelization on today’s multi-processor computer systems.
5.3.4 Population-based Approaches
Population-based search algorithms are especially suitable for complex op-
timization problems as they are successfully used for hyperparameter opti-
mization (see section 3.2.4) and algorithm configuration problems (see section
3.2.5). A great advantage of these algorithms is the parallel analysis of mul-
tiple promising areas of the search space. The random character of these
heuristics potentially helps to escape from local optima of the objective func-
tion. A negative aspect is the relatively large number of evaluations of the
objective function that might be needed to find good solutions. However,
today’s cheaply available multi-processor systems allow a parallel processing
of many solutions at the same time. Four variants of these algorithms exist
whose suitability regarding the configuration adaptation problem differ:
• Genetic Algorithms only use binary variables for the representations of
solutions. This requires a partly cumbersome and less efficient coding
schema of, e.g., numerical floating point variables.
• Genetic Programming allows the coding of whole programs, which is
likely too flexible for the configuration adaptation problem as the gen-
eral structure of the pipeline is fixed.
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• Evolutionary Programming does not specify the representation of the
solutions. So any kind of variables could be involved and it is po-
tentially suitable for the configuration adaptation problem. However,
a disadvantage is that Evolutionary Programming does not involve a
recombination operator, which is an important aspect to explore new
areas of the search space.
• Evolution Strategies are designed especially for general parameter op-
timization, but the basic variant is only defined for continuous, real-
valued variables. However, the concept can potentially be extended for
other variable types. Furthermore, all crucial evolutionary operators
are involved which is certainly an advantage for difficult optimization
problems.
Therefore, an optimization algorithm based on Evolution Strategies is
expected to be promising for the configuration adaptation problem. The
necessary extensions are presented in the following section.
5.4 Extended Evolution Strategies
Evolution Strategies are a variant of Evolutionary Algorithms which have
been developed in the 1960s by Rechenberg and Schwefel. The originally in-
tended purpose of these methods was the parameter optimization of physical
systems such as the minimization of the air resistance of objects [Rechenberg,
1965]. The methods are elaborated in dissertations [Rechenberg, 1973] and
[Schwefel, 1977]. For a comprehensive and more up-to-date introduction, the
reader is kindly referred to textbooks like [Bäck, 1996], [Beyer and Schwe-
fel, 2002] or [Kramer, 2008]. The basic terms of Evolutionary Algorithms
have already been listed in section 3.1.1. The following subsections describe
extensions for the standard Evolution Strategies which are mostly targeted
to be useful for the configuration adaptation problem. However, there is no
general limitation of the proposed extended Evolution Strategies for a specific
optimization problem.
5.4.1 Variable Representations
A central aspect for all Evolutionary Algorithms is the genetic representation
of a solution for the optimization problem. The originally proposed Evolution
Strategies only support vectors of continuous numbers in RNOpt . This is not
sufficient to describe a solution of the configuration adaptation problem in
an adequate way. However, the concept of Evolution Strategies is potentially
open to extensions, which was already shown in [Müller, 2012]. Inspired by
the existing extensions, five different types of variables and corresponding
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properties are described in the following. The properties contain value con-
straint information as well as mutation parameters which are required for the
evolutionary operators (see section 5.4.2).
• Continuous, linearly scaled, real-valued variables are the originally used
variable type in Evolution Strategies. This variable type is defined as
VR = (vR, [vminR , vmaxR , σMut,R]) (5.15)
in which vR ∈ R is the actual value that lies within the value constraints
vminR ≤ vR ≤ vmaxR with vminR ∈ R and vmaxR ∈ R. The value of σMut,R ∈ R
is the mutation parameter for this variable. Note that scalar numeric
variables are sufficient for the configuration adaptation problem. How-
ever, if a vector is needed for other optimization problems, it could be
split into multiple scalars.
• Exponentially scaled, real-valued variables are similar to linearly scaled,
continuous variables. A popular example is the regularization hyperpa-
rameter creg of the SVM, which has a typical value range of [10−2, 104] ⊂
R+. It is advantageous to handle these variables differently in the evo-
lutionary optimization process because, e.g., the average of two values
needs to be computed in a reasonable way5. Therefore, the following
definition is used
VexpR = (vexpR, [vminexpR, vmaxexpR, σMut,expR]) (5.16)
in which vexpR ∈ R is the log10-exponent of the actual hyperparame-
ter value that can be obtained using v˜expR = 10vexpR . Note that the
exponentially scaled hyperparameters usually have a value domain of
v˜expR ∈ (0,∞] ⊆ R+ so that the logarithm values are always well de-
fined. However, vexpR, the log10-exponent, becomes negative for v˜expR <
1. The variable constraints are defined as vminexpR ≤ vexpR ≤ vmaxexpR with
vminexpR ∈ R and vmaxexpR ∈ R. Note that these constraints apply for the
exponents and the actual hyperparameter values obey the following
constraints v˜minexpR ≤ v˜expR ≤ v˜maxexpR with v˜minexpR, v˜maxexpR ∈ R+. The lim-
its of the exponents can be calculated using vminexpR = log10(v˜minexpR) and
vmaxexpR = log10(v˜maxexpR).
The mutation parameter is σMut,expR ∈ R. The advantage of this defini-
tion is that the exponentially scaled variables can be used in the same
way as the linearly scaled ones in the evolutionary operators.
5The “normal” average of, e.g., 104 and 10−2 is 5,000.005 ≈ 5 · 103, which is very close
to first value (104). As large values dominate small values, a more meaningful average is
obtained using the average of the exponents, i.e. 10(4−2)/2 = 101 = 10.
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• Integer variables often occur in hyperparameters, e.g., the number of
neighbors NNeigh in the kNN classifier. The definition is analogous to
the continuous variables with
VZ = (vZ, [vminZ , vmaxZ , σMut,Z]) (5.17)
in which vZ ∈ Z is the actual value inside of the constraints vminZ ≤
vZ ≤ vmaxZ with vminZ ∈ Z and vmaxZ ∈ Z. The mutation parameter is
σMut,Z ∈ R.
• Boolean variables are needed for the feature selection as each feature
can be activated or deactivated. The variable type is defined as
VB = (vB, [pInit,B, pMut,B]) (5.18)
in which vB ∈ {0, 1} is the Boolean value. The value pInit,B ∈ [0, 1] ⊂
R determines the initial probability of setting this particular Boolean
variable to the value true. Furthermore, the variable pMut,B ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R
is the mutation parameter.
• Categorical variables are also important to select, e.g., an algorithm
from a portfolio. This variable type is defined as
VS = (vS, [SS, pMut,S]) (5.19)
in which vS ∈ SS is the selection of an item from the base set SS that
contains all possible values. The value pMut,S ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R is the corre-
sponding mutation parameter.
5.4.2 Algorithm Overview
The genotype is the formal representation – or coding schema – of problem
solutions in the (extended) Evolution Strategies. The variable types presented
in section 5.4.1 are the building blocks of the genotype, which is defined as a
sequence of NGenes variables
G = (V∗,1, V∗,2, . . . , V∗,NGenes) (5.20)
in which V∗,j ∈ {VR, VexpR, VZ, VB, VS}. Note that the genotype itself does not
contain a concrete solution. An individual I ∈ G has the same structure
but contains a concrete solution with variable values that obey the variable
constraints defined in the genotype. A population at the time index t ∈ N is
a set of µ ∈ N individuals
Pt = {I1, I2, . . . , Iµ}. (5.21)
The general processing schema of Evolution Strategies is depicted in figure
5.6. Starting from an initial set of solution candidates (population), the
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Figure 5.6: General processing loop of Evolution Strategies according to
[Eiben and Smith, 2003].
fitness of each individual is evaluated using the objective function. Then the
generation cycle starts in which, at first, the best individuals are selected for
mating. The mating process creates a set of offspring individuals that contain
a recombination of the parent genes. These genes are further mutated before
the fitness of the new individuals is evaluated. Then, a set of termination
criteria is checked to stop the evolution process after a certain amount of
generations. If this is not the case, the cycle restarts with selecting the best
individuals.
The most important metaparameters of Evolution Strategies are the fol-
lowing. The number of surviving individuals in the parent generation is de-
noted as µ. A small number for µ increases the selection pressure for good
individuals, which can result in a faster solution improvement. However, a too
high selection pressure turns the evolutionary process into a greedy algorithm
and the risk of getting stuck in local optima increases.
The number of children that are generated in each generation is denoted
as λ ∈ N. A high number of children is generally desired as it increases the
likelihood to improve the currently best solution. However, the computational
cost increases as well. Each child is generated from ρ ∈ N parent individuals.
The number of parents ρ is not – like in nature – limited to two parents. It
controls the diversity of the new children – the more parents are involved, the
greater the variety of the genetic information is and also the larger the newly
explored search space is.
The maximum lifespan of individuals is defined as κ ∈ N. A limited lifes-
pan increases the diversity within the population when relatively fit individu-
als are already found by chance in early generations. These individuals would
be chosen for mating disproportionately often and therefore, other solutions
are hindered to evolve – the risk of getting stuck in local optima increases.
There are several important variants of Evolution Strategies that mainly
differ regarding the selection operator. These can be described using a his-
torically established short notation:
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• (µ/ρ, λ) denotes the comma selection schema in which the selection
operator only selects from the offspring while the parent generation
dies (κ = 1).
• (µ/ρ+λ) denotes the plus selection schema in which the selection takes
individuals from the parent generation and the offspring. The lifespan
of individuals is unlimited (κ =∞).
• (µ, κ, λ, ρ) is the most flexible selection schema which allows the adjust-
ment of the maximal lifespan of individuals. It selects individuals from
the parent and the offspring generation.
The proposed extended Evolution Strategies for the configuration adap-
tation problem are based on the most flexible (µ, κ, λ, ρ) variant. Algorithm
2 describes the processing schema and the listed steps are described in detail
in the following subsections.
Algorithm 2: Pseudocode of extended Evolution Strategies.
Data: Evolutionary metaparameters (µ, κ, λ, ρ), genotype G and
fitness/optimization function
Result: (Final) population Pt with corresponding fitness
1 t := 0
2 Initialize population Pt according to G
3 Assign fitness to all individuals in Pt
4 repeat
5 SOffspring := {}
6 for 1 ≤ j ≤ λ do
7 Select a set SParents of ρ parents out of Pt
8 Generate individual Ij by recombination from SParents
9 Mutate individual Ij
10 Assign fitness to individual Ij
11 SOffspring ← SOffspring ∪ Ij
12 Pt ← Pt ∪ SOffspring
13 Increase age of all individuals in Pt by one generation
14 Remove individuals with age > κ in Pt
15 Select the fittest µ individuals from Pt and remove the rest
16 t← t+ 1
17 until termination criteria
Population Initialization
First of all, the population P0 has to be initialized. This is usually done by
randomly generating µinit individuals, if no other knowledge about the opti-
mization problem at hand is available. However, if information is available,
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it should be used in the initialization to obtain a better starting position for
the search process, which is expected to result in a faster optimization and
better fitness values. Therefore, the extended Evolution Strategies have two
initialization modes: A completely random initialization mode, which is de-
scribed in the following, and the possibility to use prior knowledge to improve
the initial population, which is described in section 5.5.4.
Random Initialization Mode
The random initialization is a function
I = generateIndividual(G) (5.22)
that generates a new individual. A random variable value is determined for
each item in the variable sequence defined by G according to its type:
• For continuous, linear variables, a uniformly distributed random number
vR ∼ UR(vminR , vmaxR ) is used.
• Exponentially scaled, continuous variables are handled in the same way
as their linear counterparts with vexpR ∼ UR(vminexpR, vmaxexpR).
• Integer variables are also handled similarly, but with random integers
vZ ∼ UZ(vminZ , vmaxZ ).
• For Boolean variables a random binary value has to be set which is
controlled by the corresponding initial probability pInit,B. This proba-
bility is set to pInit,B = 0.5 when no other prior knowledge is available.
Let rand ∼ UR(0, 1) be a random number that determines the Boolean
value with
vB =
{
1 : rand ≤ pInit,B
0 : else . (5.23)
• Categorical variables require the selection of a random item out of the
base set SS using
vS = randomItem(SS) . (5.24)
The implementation of this function is realized by drawing a random
integer jrand ∼ UZ(1, |SS|) that determines the index of the random
item.
Fitness Assignment
All individuals that are created during the optimization need the assignment
of a corresponding fitness value using the fitness evaluation function
fit(I) 7→ R+. (5.25)
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The fitness function is usually directly connected to the desired optimization
objective function. After the assignment of the fitness values for all individ-
uals in the population Pt, a fitness vector
fit(Pt) = [fit(I1), fit(I2), . . . , f it(Iµ)] ∈ Rµ (5.26)
is available that is needed for further steps of the algorithm. Well performing
individuals survive multiple generations and in order to save computation
time the fitness function of these individuals is only evaluated once.
Selection Operator
The selection operator is crucial to select the best individuals out of a pop-
ulation. The fitter an individual is, the more likely will it be chosen for
generating offspring. The proposed extension of Evolution Strategies makes
use of the so-called roulette wheel selection schema [Goldberg, 1989], which is
also known as fitness proportionate selection. The basic idea is similar to the
roulette game and the sizes of the sections on the wheel are chosen according
to the fitness values.
A fitness vector fit with µ values greater or equal to zero is given. It would
be possible to use these absolute fitness values directly, but there are some
undesired properties: If the fitness values are relatively close to each other, the
likelihood to choose the worst individual is very similar compared to the fittest
one. Therefore, a relative roulette wheel selection is used that transforms
the fitness values linearly to a specific range in fitlow < fithigh before with
fitlow, fithigh ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R. The values fitlow = 0.25 and fithigh = 1 are
chosen, so that the likelihood to choose the best individual is always four times
higher than the chance to select the worst one. This increases the likelihood
to select better solutions more often and thus leads to faster optimization
runtimes. The minimum and maximum values of the input fitness vector are
calculated and a scaling factor is obtained by
fitscale =
fithigh − fitlow
max(fit)−min(fit) . (5.27)
The transformed fitness vector is obtained by
fitrel = [fitlow + fitscale · (fit(I1)−min(fit)),
f itlow + fitscale · (fit(I2)−min(fit)), . . . ,
f itlow + fitscale · (fit(Iµ)−min(fit))] . (5.28)
The sum of all relative fitness values
fitsum =
µ∑
j=1
fitrel(j) (5.29)
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Figure 5.7: Visualization of a roulette wheel selection example using the ab-
solute and the relative variant. Table (a) lists the fitness values and the
probabilities for each individual for both variants. The roulette wheels de-
picted in (b) and (c) illustrate these probabilities.
is used to norm the fitness values
fitnorm =
1
fitsum
[fitrel(1),fitrel(2), . . . ,fitrel(µ)] (5.30)
so that ∑µj=1 fitnorm(j) = 1. A cumulated sum vector
fitcumulated =
 1∑
j=1
fitnorm(j),
2∑
j=1
fitnorm(j), . . . ,
µ∑
j=1
fitnorm(j)
 (5.31)
is calculated to determine the probability borders of the roulette wheel sec-
tions on an interval between zero and one. To select an individual, a ran-
dom number rand ∼ UR(0, 1) is drawn and the smallest index jselect with
fitcumulated(jselect) ≥ rand is determined to return the individual Ijselect .
Figure 5.7 shows the effect of the absolute and relative variant of roulette
wheel selection. In the example five individuals are considered and their fit-
ness values can be found in figure 5.7 (a). The individual I5 has a significantly
lower fitness compared to the best one which is equal to ten percentage points
less accuracy. In case of the absolute selection variant in figure 5.7 (b), the
size of the section on the wheel for I5 is almost similar to I1. The relative
variant in figure 5.7 (c) shows a much smaller section for I5, making it much
less likely – but not impossible – to choose this particular individual.
Recombination Operator
New individuals are created using the recombination and the mutation oper-
ator. First, ρ parent individuals are selected and their properties are recom-
bined to form the basis for a new offspring individual. As already mentioned,
the number of parents ρ is not limited to two. Furthermore, the parents of a
single mating process do not necessarily need to be different individuals when
one individual is selected multiple times.
The actual recombination process works in the following way. A set of
ρ indices SParents,Indices = {j1, j2, . . . , jρ} with 1 ≤ jk ≤ µ and 1 ≤ k ≤ ρ
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is determined using the relative roulette wheel selection method. Then each
variable in the genotype G is recombined according to its type:
• The average of the parent values is calculated for all numerical variables
that is weighted by their relative fitness
v{R,expR,Z},recom =
1∑ρ
k=1 fitrel(jk)
ρ∑
k=1
fitrel(jk) · v(jk){R,expR,Z} (5.32)
in which v(jk){·} denotes the specific variable value of the jkth individual
in Pt. After the recombination process the result is rounded for integer
variables to obtain a valid integer.
• For Boolean and categorical variables a roulette wheel selection is per-
formed to select a value out of the set {v(j1){B,S}, v(j2){B,S}, . . . , v(jρ){B,S}} accord-
ing to the parents’ relative fitness. The resulting value is denoted as
vB,recom and vS,recom, respectively. Note that this approach resembles
the so-called uniform cross-over method [Syswerda, 1989, Bäck, 1996]
in Genetic Algorithms when a bitstring of multiple Boolean variables is
considered.
Each variable has a mutation parameter which is basically a continuous
value, namely σMut,{R,expR,Z} and pMut,{B,S}. These variables are also recom-
bined from the parent individuals so that the mutation strength is adapted
over time as well. This is achieved in a similar way compared to the numeric
variable types using the fitness-weighted averages
σMut,{R,expR,Z},recom =
1∑ρ
k=1 fitrel(jk)
ρ∑
k=1
fitrel(jk) · σ(jk)Mut,{R,expR,Z} (5.33)
and
pMut,{B,S},recom =
1∑ρ
k=1 fitrel(jk)
ρ∑
k=1
fitrel(jk) · p(jk)Mut,{B,S} (5.34)
in which σ(jk)Mut,{R,expR,Z} and p
(jk)
Mut,{B,S} denote the mutation parameter of the
jkth individual in Pt.
Mutation Operator
The mutation operator is applied to all recombined individuals and serves
as an important method to explore new areas of the search space. The stan-
dard Evolution Strategies use a continuous, numerical vector space and define
the mutation operator as an random “noise” vector that is added to the re-
combined vectors. The noise vector is modeled using a multivariate normal
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distribution N (0,Σ) with a zero mean vector and a covariance matrix Σ. The
covariance matrix describes correlations between the optimization variables,
e.g., if variable v1 is increased, v2 should also be increased. The correlation
or dependency of variables in the mutation operator is beneficial because it
allows a more precise “steering” of the search process. When two variables
v1 and v2 are positively6 correlated, a mutation operator that considers the
correlation would generate more individuals in which v1 and v2 are increasing
(or decreasing) together. At least in theory, more promising solutions would
be generated with a higher probability.
The concept of variable correlation in the mutation operator of the ex-
tended Evolution Strategies would certainly be desirable as well. However, the
proposed extended Evolution Strategies use five heterogeneous variable types
with discrete and categorical types. A useful definition of correlation between
numerical and categorical variables is not possible in a straightforward way.
Furthermore, a covariance matrix is square and would have N2Genes entries.
As the number of variables is expected to easily become larger than 1,000,
especially due to the feature selection, this matrix would contain millions of
entries. In order to prevent numerical issues and unnecessary computations,
the mutation of each variable type is independently defined as follows:
• All of the three numerical variable types are mutated using an additive,
normally distributed random variable – similarly to the standard Evo-
lution Strategies. The mutation parameter σMut,{R,expR,Z} determines
the one-dimensional standard deviation of the normal distribution. It
is initialized individually for each variable using
σMut,{R,expR,Z},init = χMut ·
(
vmax{R,expR,Z} − vmin{R,expR,Z}
)
(5.35)
in which χMut ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R connects the initial mutation strength
with the value range. The metaparameter is empirically determined
to χMut = 0.2 which sets the initial standard deviation of the mutation
to 20% of the corresponding variable’s value range. The mutated value
is obtained by
v˜{R,expR,Z},mut = v{R,expR,Z},recom +N
(
0, σMut,{R,expR,Z}
)
(5.36)
in which the mutation parameter σMut,{R,expR,Z} determines the standard
deviation of the normal distribution. The mutation can produce values
that lie outside of the variable constraints. Therefore, the minimum
and maximum limits are obeyed using
v{R,expR,Z},mut = min
(
max
(
v˜{R,expR,Z},mut, vmin{R,expR,Z}
)
, vmax{R,expR,Z}
)
.
(5.37)
6A positive correlation between two variables v1 and v2 can be expressed as “v1 increases
when v2 is increased” or “v1 decreases when v2 is decreased”. A negative correlation would
be “v1 decreases when v2 is increased” or “v1 increases when v2 is decreased”.
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Figure 5.8: Visualization of the effect of the recombination and mutation
operator for two numerical hyperparameters. In this example, three parent
individuals with different fitness values are recombined according to their
fitness-weighted average properties. This leads to a recombined value that is
close to I1 with the highest fitness. Some mutated individuals are shown to
indicate the typical variation of the mutation operator.
Additionally, the value is rounded afterwards for the integer variable
type.
• Boolean variables are mutated using a random bit flip whose probability
is controlled by the corresponding mutation parameter pMut,B. This
metaparameter is initialized with pMut,B,init = 0.1. Let rand ∼ UR(0, 1)
be a random number so that
vB,mut =
{¬vB,recom : rand ≤ pMut,B
vB,recom : else
. (5.38)
• Categorical variables are handled similarly to Boolean ones. The mu-
tation parameter pMut,S is initialized with pMut,S,init = 0.2. In contrast
to the Boolean variables, the mutation is realized by the selection of a
random item out of the base set
vS,mut =
{
randomItem(SS) : rand ≤ pMut,S
vS,recom : else
(5.39)
in which rand ∼ UR(0, 1).
Figure 5.8 shows the effect of the combination of the recombination and
mutation process.
Self-Adaptive Mutation Strength
The mutation strength is controlled by the mutation parameters of each vari-
able. Numerical variables use the standard deviations of a normal distribution
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σMut,{R,expR,Z} to control the mutation strength – the higher the standard de-
viations are, the higher the impact of the mutation will be. Boolean and cat-
egorical variables use probabilities pMut,{B,S} that control random selections.
The higher these probability values are, the higher the mutation strength
becomes.
The mutation strength has a great impact on the success of the whole
algorithm. A too strong mutation may lead to divergence, while a too small
mutation slows down the optimization and can lead to the termination of the
algorithm in local optima. The best amount of mutation strength is usually
not known before the optimization. Therefore, the dynamic adaptation of
the mutation parameters during the optimization is a common concept in
Evolution Strategies. A very early variant is the so-called 1/5 success rule
which controls the mutation strength according to the success of mutations.
The idea is that the success rate of the offspring generation – in terms of
fitness improvements compared to the currently best solution – should be
equal to 1/5. However, this rule was developed and tested for very simple, low-
dimensional and almost noise-free objective functions and performs poorly for
more complex functions. The current state-of-the-art mutation adaptation for
continuous numerical optimization is the CMA-Evolution Strategies variant,
the Covariance Matrix Adaptation [Hansen, 2006]. The covariance matrix
is adapted during the optimization using statistical properties of the fitness
distribution. However, the CMA approach is not applicable in the proposed
extended Evolution Strategies as there is no mutation covariance matrix due
to the heterogeneous variable types (see the previous paragraph).
Instead, the so-called extended log-normal variant of self-adaptation of
uncorrelated mutation parameters [Beyer and Schwefel, 2002] is used in the
extended Evolution Strategies. The mutation parameters of all variables are
evolved over time using a mutative approach that incorporates a global and
a local mutation strength variation. For each generation, a global mutation
adaptation randglobal ∼ N (0, 1) is determined. Then another local random
variable randlocal ∼ N (0, 1) is drawn for each individual and each variable in
the genotype G, which is used to mutate the recombined mutation parameters
σMut,{R,expR,Z},mut = σMut,{R,expR,Z},recom · exp(τ1 · randglobal + τ2 · randlocal)
(5.40)
and
pMut,{B,S},mut = pMut,{B,S},recom · exp(τ1 · randglobal + τ2 · randlocal) . (5.41)
The exponential function exp(x) is used as a factor that is smaller than one
(but always greater than zero) for x < 0 and larger than one for x > 0.
For instance, exp(0.5) ≈ 1.65 leads to an increased mutation strength of 65
percentage points and exp(−1.2) ≈ 0.30 decreases the mutation strength by
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around 70 percentage points. The exponent depends on a linear combination
of global and local adaptation which are controlled by two factors τ1 and
τ2. The local adaptation ensures that each mutation parameter is adapted
independently. However, the chance to significantly increase (or decrease) all
mutation parameters at the same time is nearly zero, even though this is very
helpful to quickly escape from local optima. Therefore, the global adaptation
is used to change all mutation variables to become larger or smaller at the
same time. The weight between global and local mutation adaptation is
chosen to be balanced equally in the extended Evolution Strategies – leading
to τ1 = 0.5 and τ2 = 0.5.
Termination Criteria
The termination of an Evolutionary Algorithm is a crucial aspect because on
the one hand, a fast optimization speed is desired, but on the other hand,
a premature stopping of the algorithm increases the chance to find one of
numerous local optima. The goal is to find a compromise between runtime
and result quality.
The proposed extended Evolution Strategies use a termination criterion
based on a minimum fitness improvement threshold. The generation index
0 ≤ t ≤ NGenerations is increased after every generation, however, the ac-
tual number of generations NGenerations is not known before. In the tth
generation the best fitness of the current population is determined with
fitbest(t) = max(fit(Pt)). Furthermore, the overall best fitness value that
has been observed so far
fitbest,overall(t) = max(fitbest(0), fitbest(1), . . . , f itbest(t)) (5.42)
is calculated. The improvement of the overall fitness during the last ∆t gen-
erations is calculated using
fitImprovement(t) = fitbest,overall(t)− fitbest,overall(t−∆t) (5.43)
with ∆t ≤ t. Note that at least the initial and ∆t further generations need to
be evaluated. The fitness improvement function is one part of the termination
criteria
term(t) =
{
1 : fitImprovement(t) < fit ∧ t ≥ NGenerations,min
0 : else . (5.44)
The threshold is triggered when a minimum fitness improvement of fit is not
reached anymore. Additionally, a minimum number of generations
NGenerations,min ≥ ∆t (5.45)
is defined that prevents a too early termination. The values of ∆t, fit and
NGenerations,min have to be carefully chosen for each application (see section
5.5.3).
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5.5 Evolutionary Configuration Adaptation
The previous section presents the extended Evolution Strategies, which are
the foundations of the proposed Evolutionary Configuration Adaptation (ECA)
algorithm to solve the configuration adaptation problem. The goal of the ECA
algorithm is the simultaneous optimization of all components of the classifica-
tion pipeline configuration. It is well studied in literature (see section 3.2.4)
that Evolutionary Algorithms are able to solve parts of the configuration
adaptation problem. However, the full problem is more complex, especially
because of the hierarchical structure of the hyperparameters that depend on
the choice of the selected algorithms.
The ECA algorithm tackles the hyperparameter dependency problem with
the introduction of a hypothetical “master” machine learning algorithm that
includes the combined set of all hyperparameters – of all feature transforms
and all classifiers. This approach can be understood as a linearization of the
hierarchical problem so that it fits to the linear structure of the genotype G.
This combined set of all hyperparameters is expected to become relatively
large – the complexity analysis of the configuration adaptation problem (see
section 5.2.2) roughly assumes a total number of more than 40 hyperparam-
eters. However, obviously, not all hyperparameters have an effect on the
classification pipeline simultaneously. When a pipeline configuration is de-
rived from an individual (see section 5.5.2) the selection of the algorithms
acts as a “switch”: The set of hyperparameters that belongs to the selected
algorithms is activated while the others are ignored.
This way of hyperparameter handling can also be motivated with the
functioning of natural genetics and the genotype-phenotype distinction [Jo-
hannsen, 1911]. The genotype contains all genetic information while only
parts7 of it influence the phenotype, i.e. the set of actual physical properties
of the organism. This means that parts of the genotype remain “silent”. The
hyperparameter handling of the ECA algorithm shows similarities to this bio-
logical principle. The genotype contains numerous hyperparameters of which
a large part is inactive most of the time and does not influence the actual
classification pipeline – the phenotype. However, the information of all hy-
perparameters is inherited regardless of their activation state, which is also
the case for the silent genes in the DNA of living organisms.
Another interesting and potentially useful side effect of this approach is
that one individual contains information about multiple, but partly simi-
lar configurations. The selection of, e.g., a different classifier activates an
alternative configuration with corresponding hyperparameters, which is opti-
mized henceforth. However, the information of the hyperparameter values of
7The actual physical properties are not only determined by the genetic information but
also influenced by the environment – known as gene-environment interplay [Rutter, 2010].
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Figure 5.9: Genotype structure of the ECA optimization algorithm. The
feature transform and classifier selection act as switches that activate the
corresponding set of hyperparameters. Note that the genotype is a linear
list of variables and is only separated into two parts here for visualization
purposes.
the previously selected classifier also remains in the genotype and could be
activated and tuned again in later generations.
A negative effect of this approach is that it comes with a slightly higher
computational cost as all evolutionary operators are applied on parts of the
genotype that do not contribute directly to the configuration. However, the
computational effort of the evolutionary operators is usually negligible com-
pared to the fitness evaluation of the individuals, which comprises the training
of complex machine learning algorithms.
5.5.1 Genotype Coding
The genotype GECA of the ECA algorithm contains all parts of the pipeline
configuration θ (see section 4.6). Figure 5.9 shows the structure of the geno-
type which is defined as follows:
1. The feature subset SFeatSubSet is coded as a sequence – or bitstring – of
Din Boolean variables
VFeatSel = [VB,1, VB,2, . . . , VB,Din ] . (5.46)
The initial probability values pInit,B,j are used to incorporate prior knowl-
edge of the feature relevance into the optimization process (see section
5.5.4).
2. The feature preprocessing method APreProc is coded as a single categori-
cal variable VS. The corresponding base set SS is equal to the portfolio of
feature preprocessing methods SPreProc (see section 4.5.2 and appendix
B).
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3. The feature transform method ATrans is coded as a single categorical
variable VS. The corresponding base set SS is equal to the portfolio of
feature transform methods STrans (see section 4.5.3 and appendix C).
4. The target dimensionality DTrans is a common “hyperparameter” of al-
most all feature transforms and it is assumed that it depends on the
intrinsic dimensionality of the dataset. Therefore, DTrans is added out-
side of the set of hyperparameters that depends on specific feature trans-
form algorithms. However, the target dimensionality is connected to the
number of selected features and
1 ≤ DTrans ≤ DFeatSel = |SFeatSubSet| . (5.47)
Therefore, the concept of target dimensionality percentages is intro-
duced with
0 ≤ δTargetDimPerc ≤ δTargetDimPerc,Max ≤ 100 . (5.48)
The value δTargetDimPerc ∈ R denotes the percentage of the number of
features that should be used from the selected ones
DTrans = max
(
round
(
δTargetDimPerc
100 ·DFeatSel
)
, 1
)
. (5.49)
The upper constraint δTargetDimPerc,Max ∈ R limits the maximum per-
centage which is introduced to incorporate prior knowledge about di-
mensionality reduction into the optimization algorithm: A rather strong
dimensionality reduction is desired to circumvent the curse of dimen-
sionality. Consider the case ofDin = 1,000 which could lead toDTrans =
1,000 in case of δTargetDimPerc = 100. This would likely produce com-
putationally expensive and counterproductive transformations without
any dimensionality reduction effect. Therefore, the idea is to limit the
maximum target dimensionality. Empirical studies have revealed that
DTrans,Max = 50 is a reasonable maximum dimensionality. The actual
dimensionality limitation is achieved by
δTargetDimPerc,Max = min
(
100, 100 · DTrans,Max
Din
)
(5.50)
which takes the ratio of DTrans,Max ∈ N and the input dimensionality
into account. Figure 5.10 shows the resulting relation between the upper
constraint δTargetDimPerc,Max and Din. The value of δTargetDimPerc,Max
decreases for Din > DTrans,Max.
Finally, the target dimensionality percentage δTargetDimPerc is coded as
linearly scaled, real-valued variable VR into the genotype with the value
constraints of vminR = 0 and vmaxR = δTargetDimPerc,Max.
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Figure 5.10: Restrictions of the maximum target dimensionality percentage
depending on the input dimensionality Din. This restriction forces dimen-
sionality reduction with a target dimensionality of at most DTrans = 50.
5. The classifier AClass is coded as a single categorical variable VS. The cor-
responding base set SS is equal to the portfolio of classifiers SClassifiers
(see section 4.5.4 and appendix D).
In addition to that, all hyperparameters of all selectable algorithms of the
feature transform portfolio STrans and the classifier portfolio SClassifiers are
appended to the genotype. Note that the portfolio of preprocessing algorithms
SPreProc does not contain any method with hyperparameters and therefore,
no further hyperparameters have to be considered8.
The hyperparameter appending process is the same for both portfolios
and works the following way. For each algorithm Al ∈ SPortfolio in a portfolio
the set of corresponding hyperparameters
SH,Al = {Hl,1, Hl,2, . . . , Hl,NHyp(Al)} with Hj ∈ {HR, HZ, HS} (5.51)
is determined according to section 3.2.4. The three basic types of hyper-
parameters can directly be mapped to corresponding variable types of the
extended Evolution Strategies (see section 5.4.1):
• Continuous, real-valued hyperparameters are mapped depending on the
type of the hyperparameter. “Normal”, real-valued hyperparameters
are mapped to linearly scaled, real-valued variables using
HR 7→ VR with vminR = hminR , vmaxR = hmaxR . (5.52)
Real-valued hyperparameters with an exponentially scaled value range
such as Gaussian kernel hyperparameters are mapped as exponentially
scaled, real-valued variables
HR 7→ VexpR with vminexpR = log10(hminR ) , vmaxexpR = log10(hmaxR ) . (5.53)
8It would easily be possible to consider hyperparameters of preprocessing algorithms as
well by linearly appending them to the genotype like the other hyperparameters.
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Note that hminR > 0 and hmaxR > 0 so that the logarithm values are
always well defined.
• Integer hyperparameters are directly mapped using
HZ 7→ VZ with vminZ = hminZ , vmaxZ = hmaxZ . (5.54)
• Categorical hyperparameters are mapped using
HS 7→ VS with SS = SCat . (5.55)
The variable information – such as the value ranges of numerical hyperpa-
rameters and the base sets for categorical hyperparameters – is set according
to reasonable standard values, which can be found in appendix C for the
feature transforms and in appendix D for the classifiers. The corresponding
mutation parameter σMut,{R,expR,Z} or pMut,S of each variable is set as described
in the subsection about the mutation operator in section 5.4.2. Finally, the re-
sulting variable V∗ ∈ {VR, VexpR, VZ, VS} for each hyperparameter is appended
to the genotype GECA.
The aforementioned hyperparameter switch principle requires the storage
of the connection between the algorithms and the positions of the corre-
sponding hyperparameters in the genotype GECA. This is realized with a
hyperparameter genotype mapping (HGM), which stores the indices jG of the
variables V∗,jG in the genotype that represent the kth hyperparameter of the
lth algorithm. The mapping function for one algorithm portfolio is formally
defined as
HGM : (l, k) 7→ jG . (5.56)
Consequently, two of these mapping functions {HGMTrans, HGMClass} are
necessary for the hyperparameters of the feature transform and the classifier,
respectively.
5.5.2 Configuration Generation and Fitness Evaluation
An individual IECA ∈ GECA contains all variables in the genotype to almost
directly obtain a fully specified pipeline configuration θIECA (see section 4.6)
that is the phenotype. The subset SFeatSubSet contains index numbers that
are obtained depending on the activated feature selection variables in the
bitstring VFeatSel
j ∈ SFeatSubSet ⇔ vB,j = 1 (5.57)
in which vB,j is the value of the jth Boolean variable in VFeatSel and 1 ≤
j ≤ Din. The choices of the feature preprocessing method APreProc, the
feature transform ATrans and classifier algorithm AClass are coded directly in
IECA. The target dimensionality is coded in IECA as percentage δTargetDimPerc
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Configuration
Figure 5.11: Principle of the hyperparameter selection from the genotype to a
valid pipeline configuration – the phenotype. The third feature transform and
the fourth classifier are chosen in this example and only the corresponding
hyperparameters are used in the configuration θIECA .
of the number of selected features DFeatSel = |SFeatSubSet| while the final
dimensionality DTrans is obtained according to equation 5.49. The individual
IECA contains all hyperparameters for all algorithms and therefore, the correct
subset has to be chosen, depending on the selection of the feature transform
and the classifier. This hyperparameter selection requires the hyperparameter
genotype mapping and is done by
hyperSelTrans(IECA, HGMTrans) = SH,ATrans (5.58)
and
hyperSelClass(IECA, HGMClass) = SH,AClass . (5.59)
The hyperparameter selection principle is depicted in figure 5.11. Finally, the
fitness of the resulting configuration θIECA is determined using the holistic
cross-validation (see section 5.1.2)
fit(IECA) = holisticCV (θIECA , TTrain) (5.60)
and is assigned to the individual IECA.
5.5.3 Metaparameters of the ECA Algorithm
One disadvantage of Evolutionary Algorithms is the relatively large number
of metaparameters that influence the optimization process. There is unfortu-
nately no general recipe to choose suitable metaparameter values for a specific
task. On the one hand, the size of the search space of the configuration adap-
tation problem is very huge and bears many local optima in the objective
function. Therefore, a rather large initial population µinit and a large num-
ber of children λ in each generation would be advantageous. On the other
hand, the fitness evaluation function is computationally expensive due to the
holistic cross-validation method. Consequently, a compromise between opti-
mization runtime and quality has to be made. The following metaparameters
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for the extended Evolution Strategies are determined on the basis of prelim-
inary empirical studies.
A large number of, e.g., more than thousand initial individuals would
definitely be wishful, but the early discarding system in the holistic cross-
validation (see section 5.1.3) is not very effective in the initial phase. The
reason is that the best cross-validation accuracy values are rather low at
the beginning and thus not many configurations are discarded early enough.
Therefore, the initial population size is limited to µinit = 400 and λ = 200
children are generated in every generation. The number of individuals that
survive each generation is set to µ = 20, which is a compromise between
selection pressure and diversity. The number of parents is determined to
ρ = 3 so that a reasonable amount of genetic variation is introduced to the
offspring generation. The total lifespan of individuals is limited to κ = 4
generations so that new solutions have the chance to evolve and “take the
lead” after some generations.
The metaparameters for the termination criteria are selected as follows.
The minimum fitness improvement after ∆t = 3 consecutive generations is
determined as fit = 0.001. This means that at least an improvement of 0.1
percentage points of cross-validation accuracy is required to continue with
the evolution process. Furthermore, the minimum number of generations is
set to NGenerations,min = 5.
In addition to these evolutionary metaparameters discussed in this section,
the ECA algorithm has more metaparameters that are described in this and
other chapters. The full list of metaparameters can be found in appendix E.
Note that all of these metaparameters are not optimized within the actual
optimization process. However, empirical investigations have shown that the
proposed default values lead to reasonable performance results for a wide
range of learning tasks.
5.5.4 Improvement of the Initial Population
The improvement of the initial population is a standard approach in Evolu-
tionary Algorithms to improve the optimization speed and to decrease the
probability of getting stuck in local optima. If the initial population already
contains at least one good solution, the actual evolutionary optimization only
needs to perform a “fine-tuning”. However, prior knowledge of the problem
is needed to obtain such solutions that perform better than random ones.
Problem relaxation is one way to obtain prior knowledge: a simplified
problem approximation is considered that can be solved easier and faster.
Parts of the solutions of the problem approximation are then used to obtain
an improved initial population. The feature selection problem contributes
the most to the overall problem complexity (see section 5.2.2) and therefore,
it is the most promising starting point to improve the population. The use
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of a filter approach only considers the feature selection problem and deliv-
ers information about the usefulness of single features. The random forest
variable importance metric proposed by [Genuer et al., 2010] (see section
3.2.2) is especially suitable to predict the feature usefulness in a fast way.
Usually after only a few seconds, this approach returns a real-valued metric
fFeatImp(j) ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R for each feature 1 ≤ j ≤ Din.
An elegant way to fuse this information to the ECA algorithm is the
adaptation of the initialization probability values of the Boolean variables
VFeatSel for the feature selection problem. The idea is that the more important
a feature is, the more likely it should be selected in the random population
initialization mode. However, the importance metric value fFeatImp(j) should
not be directly used as the initialization probability of the jth feature pInit,B,j
because there would be a too large influence of the characteristics of the
random forest on the feature selection. This metric – as filter-based feature
selection methods in general – does not consider any feature interactions or
the influence of the feature transform. Therefore, the importance metric
values are transformed to a range of [pFeat,min, 1] ⊂ R so that a minimum
probability value pFeat,min > 0 can be determined. This is achieved by
pInit,B,j = pFeat,min + (1− pFeat,min) · fFeatImp(j) ∈ [pFeat,min, 1] ⊂ R (5.61)
and so even the lowest importance metric values – which would be zero – still
lead to a probability greater than zero to select that feature. This probability
value is set to pFeat,min = 0.25 so that still a reasonable chance of 25% remains
for features that are considered as absolutely unimportant by the random
forest. It is expected that the optimization process is not very sensitive to
specific values of pFeat,min.
5.5.5 Optimization Trajectory
During the optimization many different configurations are evaluated with the
holistic cross-validation target metric. In order to keep track of the optimiza-
tion trajectory, each of the NConfigs configurations is stored together with the
corresponding fitness value in a set of tuples
optTrajectory = {(θ1, holisticCV (θ1, TTrain),
(θ2, holisticCV (θ2, TTrain), . . . ,
(θNConfigs , holisticCV (θNConfigs , TTrain)}. (5.62)
After the ECA algorithm terminates, the optimization trajectory is ranked
by the fitness values so that a function rankedConfigs(lrank) returns the
lrankth best or “fittest” configuration with 1 ≤ lrank ≤ NConfigs. In case
multiple configurations have the same fitness value, the earliest evaluated
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configuration is returned. The function rankedConfigsF it(lrank) returns the
corresponding fitness values of the lrankth configuration.
Obviously, the overall best performing configuration rankedConfigs(1) is
the most interesting result to be used for setting up a classification pipeline
for a real application. However, the optimization trajectory contains more
information that is exploited with extended analyses in chapter 6.
5.6 Variants of the ECA Algorithm
The number of degrees of freedom of the classification pipeline is large and
there are basically five components that contribute to this adaptability: The
feature selection, the three algorithm portfolios of the feature preprocessing,
the feature transform as well as the classifier and finally the hyperparameter
adaptation. On the one hand, the study of solutions for machine learning
challenges (see chapter 3) leads to the expectation that all of these aspects
are potentially helpful to obtain a good and well generalizing classification
pipeline. The proposed classification pipeline with the ECA optimization
algorithm is able to handle all of the five components at the same time.
Therefore, it provides the most comprehensive amount of adaptability which
is, of course, the most interesting variant and will be denoted as ECA-full
algorithm in the following.
But on the other hand, there are multiple, non-negligible risks of the
huge adaptability: First, the risk for any heuristic optimization algorithm of
getting stuck in local optima is large. Secondly, the risk of overfitting to the
training dataset leading to a poor generalization performance is evident. And
thirdly, an unreasonable amount of computation time could be spent with few
or even no measurable benefit.
In order to contribute to the understanding of the internal functional-
ity of the AROMS-Framework, several variants of the ECA algorithm with
relaxations of the configuration adaptation problem are analyzed. In these
“easier” optimization problems less degrees of freedom are considered, which
is achieved by removing or restricting certain components of the classifica-
tion pipeline. The consideration of all possible combinations of the five main
components (see above) being either optimized or not would lead to a total
number of 25 = 32 possible variants of the ECA algorithm. The analysis of
all these combinations would be an unreasonable amount of comparisons with
few insights.
Therefore, the leave-one-out principle is applied to quantify the contribu-
tion of each of the main components. This approach is similar to the idea of
the random forest variable importance metric (see section 3.2.2): a compo-
nent is considered as important, if the performance drops significantly when
it is missing. This idea leads to five variants of the ECA algorithm:
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ECA-full 3 3 3 3 3
ECA-noFeatSel – 3 3 3 3
ECA-noPreProc 3 – 3 3 3
ECA-noTrans 3 3 – 3 3
ECA-simpleClassifier 3 3 3 – 3
ECA-defaultHyper 3 3 3 3 –
Table 5.1: Overview of the variants of the ECA algorithm and the corre-
sponding components that are optimized. The symbol “3” means that the
component is optimized, while “–” indicates that the component is not opti-
mized.
• The ECA-noFeatSel variant leaves out the feature selection problem
and always selects all features so that SFeatSubSet = {1, 2, . . . , Din} and
|SFeatSubSet| = Din.
• The ECA-noPreProc variant limits the feature preprocessing portfolio
SPreProc to the identity function.
• The ECA-noTrans variant limits the feature transform portfolio STrans
to the identity function.
• The ECA-simpleClassifier variant limits the classifier portfolio SClassifiers
to the naïve Bayes classifier, which is a simple classifier without any hy-
perparameters.
• The ECA-defaultHyper variant does not consider hyperparameter tun-
ing and uses the corresponding default values9.
Table 5.1 provides an overview of the proposed ECA variants and their
corresponding properties. However, it is likely the case that the impact of
specific pipeline components is highly dependent on the dataset. It might
be the case that other components compensate a missing one, e.g., the fea-
ture transform can also extract relevant features when no feature selection
is performed. This does not generally mean that feature selection is not a
useful pipeline component. Instead, multiple datasets have to be considered
to achieve statistically relevant insights.
9The appendices C and D list these default values for feature transforms and classifiers,
respectively. The default values are proposed by the implementations of the corresponding
methods.
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Chapter 6
Extended Optimization
Analyses
The previous chapter presents the ECA optimization algorithm to find suit-
able pipeline configurations for a given learning task. After each relatively
time-consuming optimization process it is possible to exclusively use the best
configuration with the highest fitness. A single configuration is sufficient to
generate a ready-to-use classification pipeline.
However, the optimization trajectory – a set of configurations and corre-
sponding fitness values – also contains useful information about the learning
task and possible solutions. The distribution of the best configurations is
of special interest as it can be expected that multiple, well performing con-
figurations will be found. This chapter presents extensions to the AROMS-
Framework that exploit the generated data during the optimization. The
proposed extended analyses tackle two aspects: First, the gain of knowledge
about the classification problem for the user and secondly, the improvement
of the generalization performance. A case study with an image-based object
recognition task is used to demonstrate the proposed extensions on realistic
data.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.1 the case study dataset
is introduced and the “raw” results of the ECA optimization algorithm are
described. The first extension comprises meaningful visualizations of the best
configurations that are presented in section 6.2. The second extension is a
multi-pipeline classifier of the best configurations that is proposed in section
6.3. Finally, a discussion of the extensions can be found in section 6.4.
6.1 Case Study Dataset
The proposed extensions rely on the data that is generated during the op-
timization process. Therefore, a realistic case study dataset and the cor-
responding results of the optimization algorithm are useful to motivate the
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Figure 6.1: Example images from the coins dataset for the case study. The
image shows three coins of each class with 1-, 2-, 5-, 10- and 20-cent coins
from the left to the right side.
methodologies. On the one hand, the dataset should be realistic and “dif-
ficult” enough to show the benefits of the AROMS-Framework compared to
standard classifiers. On the other hand, the classification problem and its
results should still be interpretable to verify the usefulness of the proposed
extensions. In the following a suitable case study dataset is presented. After
that, the ECA optimization algorithm is applied to this task and the results
are presented. These serve as the initial point for the extended analyses.
6.1.1 Dataset Description
The case study dataset consists of an image-based object recognition prob-
lem with typical properties that machine learning experts are regularly faced
with. The task of the coins dataset is the distinction of euro coins based
on color images and is also used in [Bürger and Pauli, 2015a]. The dataset
comprises five different classes, namely 1-, 2-, 5-, 10- and 20-cent coins with
64 color images for each class, leading to 320 images in total. All coins are
captured with the front side up, however, the coin rotation angle is arbitrary.
Furthermore, each coin is segmented from a white background so the data
acquisition conditions can be considered as relatively well controlled. Figure
6.1 shows example images of the dataset. The intra-class variance is relatively
high due to the large variation in shading, reflection and color properties.
In order to classify the images, a standard feature-based approach is cho-
sen. The challenge is that even an expert cannot “guess” the optimal feature
set for the given task. It is a common practice to use a set of popular and
promising standard features according to intuitive properties of the problem
and the data. For instance, the object size should be considered since the
physical coin sizes are different. The color information is expected to be im-
portant to distinguish the copper-colored 1-, 2- and 5-cent coins from the
gold-colored 10- and 20-cent coins. Furthermore, several rotation-invariant
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texture descriptors are potentially useful. However, it can be expected that
no single feature alone can adequately solve the five-class problem. The case
study uses the following feature groups (see section 4.4) that comprise features
which are explained and referenced in appendix A:
• object area in pixels (1 feature group with 1 dimension),
• statistical features of the gray value histogram: mean and standard
deviation (2 feature groups with 1 dimension each),
• statistical features of the color/hue channel histogram of the image:
mean and standard deviation (2 feature groups with 1 dimension each),
• Hu moments of the gray value texture (1 feature group with 7 dimen-
sions),
• Local Binary Patterns (LBP) gray value texture descriptors in different
variants: uniform (1 feature group with 59 dimensions), rotation invari-
ant (1 feature group with 36 dimensions) as well as uniform + rotation
invariant (1 feature group with 10 dimensions) and
• low-level pixel features in form of down-scaled gray value images: 5× 5
pixels (1 feature group with 25 dimensions), 10 × 10 pixels (1 feature
group with 100 dimensions) and 20 × 20 pixels (1 feature group with
400 dimensions).
In total, there are 12 feature groups and in case all feature groups are con-
catenated a total feature space dimensionality of Din = 642 dimensions is
obtained. This leads to a sample to feature ratio of vSFR = 320/642 = 0.498
that can be considered as suboptimal regarding the curse of dimensionality.
However, this is typical for image-based classification tasks in which labeled
ground truth data is expensive.
The full dataset of 320 coins is randomly subdivided into 50% training
and 50% test dataset, however, this division is fixed for all experiments. Any
learning algorithm may only use the training dataset to adapt its model pa-
rameters or tune its hyperparameters. The ECA optimization algorithm,
presented in chapter 5, may also only use the training dataset. After the op-
timization and learning phase is completed, the generalization of the obtained
classification pipeline is evaluated on the test dataset.
6.1.2 Results of the Optimization Algorithm
In the following a single optimization process of the ECA-full algorithm is
conducted and evaluated to show specific but typical results. Note that more
detailed analyses of this dataset are discussed in chapter 7 which provide,
e.g., experiment repetitions to obtain statistical relevant results.
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Figure 6.2: Fitness development during the optimization process of the ECA-
full algorithm on the coins dataset.
Rank 1 2 3
Fitness 0.9563 0.9531 0.9531
Feature subset 299 features 326 features 319 features
Feature preprocessing Rescaling Rescaling Rescaling
Feature transform LMNN,
DTrans=299,
NNeigh=3
LMNN,
DTrans=326,
NNeigh=1
LMNN,
DTrans=319,
NNeigh=3
Classifier Gaussian SVM,
creg=167.90,
γGauss=9.18·10−4
Linear SVM,
creg=394.55
Linear SVM,
creg=56.51
Table 6.1: Exemplary top three configurations of the ECA-full algorithm
for the coins dataset. The fitness value is equivalent to the corresponding
cross-validation accuracy. The full configuration trajectory contains 2,345
configurations.
Optimization Trajectory
The proposed ECA optimization algorithm is based on Evolutionary Algo-
rithms and therefore, it improves the solutions during multiple generations.
Figure 6.2 shows the fitness development during the optimization process. It
becomes apparent that the maximum fitness value of 0.9563 is reached after
eight generations of continuous improvements. The average population fit-
ness is steadily increasing while the spread of the population fitness values
is decreasing over time. After ten generations this particular optimization
process terminates with a total duration of 95.83 minutes.
After the optimization process the optimization trajectory is obtained
with a ranked configuration list (see section 5.5.5), which usually contains
several hundreds up to thousands of configurations. Table 6.1 presents the
best three configurations and the corresponding fitness values of the ECA-full
algorithm. The first observation is that the best three configurations chose the
same or very similar algorithm combinations, namely rescaling for the feature
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Figure 6.3: Ranked fitness distribution of the optimization trajectory from
the ECA-full algorithm on the coins dataset. Figure (a) shows the best 1,000
fitness values whereas figure (b) zooms into the best 100 fitness values from the
shaded rectangle area. The discrete steps in the distribution function result
from the relatively small number of training samples that lead to discrete
cross-validation accuracy values.
preprocessing, LMNN for the feature transform and the SVM for the classifier.
However, the selected features are different and the hyperparameters differ
notably.
The overall best configuration in itself is not the only interesting solution
because it can be randomly picked and therefore it might be very “unusual”.
Figure 6.3 reveals the fitness distribution of the best 1,000 configurations.
It becomes obvious that multiple well-performing solutions are found during
the optimization. In this example the performance decrease in the best 25
configurations is less than two percentage points of cross-validation accuracy.
The precise fitness distribution is expected to be different for each learning
problem and optimization run. However, observations and experiments have
shown that usually around 50 configurations1 can be considered as well per-
forming and, as a consequence, potentially useful. A deeper analysis of these
“top” solutions is promising and is therefore discussed in the next sections.
6.2 Graphical Solution Analysis
The optimization algorithm provides a ranked list of configurations that can
be exported and analyzed in tables, as shown in table 6.1. However, the
analysis of 50 or more configurations using a table is not effective. Suitable
visualization techniques have the potential to facilitate a fast understand-
ing of the configuration distribution to obtain insights into the classification
problem. The following aspects are relevant to the problem understanding:
1The number of configurations that are considered in the extended optimization analyses
is a metaparameter of the AROMS-Framework (see appendix E).
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• Which method or set of methods performs best?
• Which features are the most relevant?
• Which connections exist between features and methods?
The multi-configuration graph is introduced in the next section to provide
answers to these questions.
6.2.1 Multi-Configuration Graph
Every configuration can be interpreted as a connection of the selected fea-
tures and the chosen algorithms as these components are “working” together
in the classification pipeline. These connections can be modeled as a graph
structure in which features and algorithms are vertices (or nodes) and the
connections between them are edges (or links). In order to obtain graphs
with a reasonable level of complexity, a selection of relevant components of
the pipeline configurations has to be made. The most relevant components
are the features subset, the feature transform and the classifier. The fea-
ture preprocessing is considered as less relevant because it is not expected to
drastically change the data structure itself, e.g., making a non-linear problem
linear. The hyperparameters are also less relevant since they are specific for
each algorithm.
The goal of the multi-configuration graph is a well understandable vi-
sualization of the set containing the best NConfigs configurations from an
optimization trajectory
bestConfigSet(NConfigs) = {
rankedConfigs(1),
rankedConfigs(2), . . . ,
rankedConfigs(NConfigs)} . (6.1)
Graph Construction from a Single Configuration
Every single configuration θ can be transformed into a graph, as depicted in
figure 6.4. It can be represented by a tuple
configGraph(θ) = (V,E, fV, fE, fV,Label) (6.2)
in which V = {vl} is the set of vertices and E = {{vl1 , vl2}} with vl1 , vl2 ∈
V is the set of undirected edges. All edges and vertices of the graph are
weighted which is described with the two weighting functions fV : V 7→ R
and fE : E 7→ R. Furthermore, all vertices have a description label which is
defined by the function fV,Label : V 7→ description string.
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Figure 6.4: A graph representation of a single pipeline configuration that
connects the selected feature groups, feature transforms and classifiers.
The weighting functions are used to describe the frequency of components
and connections. The set of vertices is composed out of three sets
V = SFeatGroups ∪ STrans ∪ SClassifiers , (6.3)
namely the set of feature groups SFeatGroups, the portfolio set of feature trans-
forms STrans and the portfolio set of classifiers SClassifiers. The feature groups
(see section 4.4) are used instead of the feature index set to handle multidi-
mensional features as a single vertex, e.g., one feature group vertex for the
LBP descriptor. The feature descriptions of the feature groups are used as a
meaningful vertex label fV,Label for the feature group vertices rather than the
index number. The vertex labels for the feature transforms and classifiers are
set according to the corresponding method name.
The structure of the graph is arranged according to the processing steps
in the classification pipeline (see figure 4.2) so that the graph is easily un-
derstandable. There are two aspects that contribute to this idea. First, the
vertices are arranged in three groups of columns so that the feature groups are
on the left hand side, the feature transforms in the middle and the classifiers
on the right hand side. Secondly, the edges connect the feature groups with
the feature transforms as well as the feature transforms with the classifiers.
More precisely, the set of edges is a fusion of two subsets
E = EFeat,Trans ∪ ETrans,Class (6.4)
with
EFeat,Trans = {{v1, v2}} with v1 ∈ SFeatGroups ∧ v2 ∈ STrans and
ETrans,Class = {{v1, v2}} with v1 ∈ STrans ∧ v2 ∈ SClassifiers . (6.5)
The weighting function for the vertices is defined according to the occur-
rence of the specific components inside of the configuration
fV(v) =

1 : v ∈ STrans ∧ v = ATrans
1 : v ∈ SClassifiers ∧ v = AClass
wGroup(v) : v ∈ SFeatGroups
0 : else
(6.6)
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in which ATrans and AClass denote the selected feature transform and classifier
in θ, respectively. If a feature transform or classifier is selected, the weight of
the corresponding vertex is simply set to the value one. The feature groups
are more complex because they can be multidimensional: The weight of a
feature group vertex is set to the fraction of features wGroup(v) ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R
that are selected from that specific feature group v. The idea behind this
weighting is a better visibility of the importance of a feature group without
the need to visualize each sub feature in that group. Consider a feature group
containing a SIFT feature with 128 dimensions while 50 of them have been
selected in SFeatSubSet. This leads to wGroup(v) = 50/128 ≈ 0.39.
The weighting function for the edges takes the occurrences of the connec-
tions into account and is defined as
fE{v1, v2} =

wGroup(v1) : {v1, v2} ∈ EFeat,Trans ∧ v2 = ATrans
1 : {v1, v2} ∈ ETrans,Class ∧ v1 = ATrans ∧ v2 = AClass
0 : else
.
(6.7)
If an edge connects a feature group with the selected feature transform ATrans,
the weight is set to the corresponding weight of the feature group vertex
wGroup(v1). In case an edge connects the selected feature transform ATrans
with the selected classifier AClass, the weight is set to the value one.
Fusion of Multiple Graphs
In order to obtain a configuration graph of multiple configurations, a graph
fusion algorithm is proposed. Figure 6.5 visualizes the fusion process of
“stacked” configuration graphs. The fusion algorithm uses a set of single
configuration graphs {configGraph(θl)} with 1 ≤ l ≤ NConfigs. The fused
graph
configGraphFusion({configGraph(θl)}) = (V′,E′, f ′V, f ′E, f ′V,Label) (6.8)
has the same structure as a graph for a single configuration with the same
set of vertices V′ = V and edges E′ = E. Furthermore, the vertex labels
are the same and f ′V,Label = fV,Label. The fused weighting functions contain
the common frequencies of the components – vertices and edges – across all
NConfigs configurations. More precisely, the fused functions are defined as
f ′V(v) =
NConfigs∑
l=1
fV,l(v) , ∀v ∈ V (6.9)
and
f ′E({v1, v2}) =
NConfigs∑
l=1
fE,l({v1, v2}) , ∀{v1, v2} ∈ E (6.10)
in which fV,l and fE,l denote the weighting functions of the lth configuration
graph.
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Figure 6.5: Visualization of the fusion process of multiple configuration
graphs. The three-dimensional visualization shows the “stacking” of the con-
figuration graphs to illustrate the weight fusion across all graphs at the same
component (arrow).
Graph Optimization for Visualization
The resulting graph (see the bottom of figure 6.5) now contains all relevant
information of the configuration set, however, it consists of too many com-
ponents to use it directly for a well-understandable visualization. The total
number of vertices in the graph is
|V| = |SFeatGroups|+ |STrans|+ |SClassifiers| (6.11)
and the number of edges is
|E| = |SFeatGroups| · |STrans|+ |STrans| · |SClassifiers| . (6.12)
The dataset of the case study comprises 12 feature groups and the AROMS-
Framework contains 31 feature transforms and 8 classifiers. This leads to a
total number of |V| = 12+31+8 = 51 vertices and |E| = 12 ·31+31 ·8 = 620
edges in the graph, which will likely result in a graph that is difficult to
understand. Therefore, multiple simplification and optimization steps are
proposed to visualize the graph:
1. Vertices of the algorithms and edges with a weight of zero are removed
from the graph as these components and links do not occur in any of the
configurations and are thus not important for the classification task.
2. The position of the remaining vertices is ordered by their weight, so
the top vertex in each of the three columns – feature groups, feature
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transforms and classifiers – has the highest weight. This is a direct
and naturally understandable sorting schema to quickly see the most
important components.
3. The number of feature groups is limited to NFeatGroupMax = 16 to pre-
serve clarity. If more than this number of feature groups occur, a rest
vertex is introduced and the remaining, least frequent and thus least
important feature groups are fused into that vertex. The edges and
their weights are fused accordingly as well.
4. The weights of the components are visualized with different shadings
to further support the direct visibility of the component’s importance.
This is done for the vertices as well as for the edges. The shading is set to
a linear interpolation between light gray to black in order to indicate the
transition between the least frequent and the most frequent components.
The shading values are normalized for each group of vertices SFeatGroups,
STrans and SClassifiers as well as for each group of edges EFeat,Trans and
ETrans,Class so that in each group the full spectrum of shadings occurs.
5. The drawing order of the edges is chosen so that the ones with the
lowest weight are drawn first. The goal is that the most important
edges with the highest weight appear in the front and are not occluded
by less important edges.
6. The fused configuration graph shows an “average” configuration. In
order to still be able to identify the components that occur in the overall
best configuration, the names of the corresponding vertices are denoted
with an asterisk.
Case Study Results
Figure 6.6 presents the multi-configuration graph for the best NConfigs = 50
configurations for the case study using the ECA-full algorithm.
The feature group vertices show a smooth transition from important (dark
shading) to less important (brighter shading) features. The area feature is the
most important one, which is an expected result as the coins have a different
size. The color features (mean and standard deviation of the hue channel)
appear also very dark, which indicates their importance. This observation
supports the expectation that the color is helpful to distinguish especially the
1-, 2- and 5-cent coins from the 10- and 20-cent ones. Interestingly, the mean
gray value is irrelevant while its standard deviation is very important. Less
important features are the low level pixel features, the local binary pattern
variants (LBP) and the Hu moments. These features could potentially be
removed to save computation time. Note that the number of feature groups
is less than 16 here and thus no rest vertex is shown.
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Figure 6.6: Multi-configuration graph for the best NConfigs = 50 configura-
tions of the ECA-full algorithm on the coins dataset. The components that
occur in the overall best solution are marked with an asterisk (*).
The analysis of the selected algorithms reveals that the diversity of algo-
rithms that perform well on this dataset is rather small. The black shading
indicates that the LMNN feature transform and the linear SVM classifier
are selected in the clear majority of the solutions. This indicates that the
LMNN transform generates features that allow a linear class separation in
most cases. However, the overall best solution is the SVM with a Gaussian
kernel, which is denoted with the asterisk. A minority of the configurations
select no feature transform that works best with an SVM with a polynomial
kernel. This indicates that the non-transformed classification problem is not
well linearly separable.
6.3 Multi-Pipeline Classifier
The most obvious approach to use the proposed classification pipeline for
actual classification tasks is to simply pick the fittest configuration after the
optimization process and set up the classification pipeline with it. However,
even the best classifier is likely not perfect and still causes errors for unseen
instances, e.g., due to overfitting to the training dataset. A simple idea to
improve the generalization performance is a multi-pipeline classifier (MPC )
that makes use of the best configurations in the optimization trajectory. The
combined decisions of a set or ensemble of multiple, independent classifica-
tion pipelines for the same learning task are expected to be less prone to
misclassifications. Figure 6.7 depicts this principle and shows that a fusion of
multiple, simple and partly suboptimal classifiers can lead to a better decision
boundary.
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Figure 6.7: Principle of the combination of classifiers to improve the gener-
alization in a two-class scenario. The shaded rectangular areas denote the
class regions for class ω1 that are predicted by multiple, simple classifiers.
The combination of the single classifiers using majority voting results in a
more precise class area denoted with darker shading. The complex decision
boundary is shown with a dashed line.
6.3.1 Overview of Classifier Combination Approaches
The idea of combining multiple classifiers to improve the overall performance
is well known in the field of machine learning for decades. There are numer-
ous variants of this approach and several names exist, e.g., ensemble methods,
classifier combination or fusion, mixture of experts or classifier committees
[Polikar, 2006]. There are two main aspects of classifier combination meth-
ods: First, a robust decision fusion of multiple classifiers is required to even
out single prediction errors. Secondly, the diversity of the involved classi-
fiers needs to be reasonable. The more similar the models of the classifiers
are, the less performance improvement can be expected of a combination of
them. Consider a classifier combination consisting of, e.g., ten times exactly
the same classifier with the same predictions. The combined result does ob-
viously not lead to any benefit compared to the single classifier. It is worth
noting that classifiers with the same cross-validation performance do not nec-
essarily need to be completely equal. A different classifier model with, e.g.,
other hyperparameter values can predict different instance combinations of
correctly and falsely classified vectors that lead to the same cross-validation
accuracy value. However, the actual generalization performance can still be
different and therefore, the fusion of multiple classifiers with the same cross-
validation performance can potentially be useful.
This section only provides a rough overview of the most popular variants of
classifier combination approaches. For a deeper insight, the reader is referred
to, e.g., [Rokach, 2009], [Ranawana and Palade, 2006] or [Zhou, 2012]. For
the sake of simplicity, the classifier combination methods are subdivided into
two categories, which are described in the following.
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Weighting Methods
The easiest way to combine multiple classifiers is the use of weighting meth-
ods. A set of classifiers is used to generate predictions for each input instance
independently. The set of predictions is then combined with fusion methods
such as
• majority voting to pick the most frequent class label,
• performance weighting that incorporates the accuracy performance es-
timation on the training dataset into the decision,
• class probability weighting which uses the conditional probability vector
that a given instance belongs to a certain class or
• complex fusion functions using, e.g., machine learning approaches such
as regression or classifiers to select the label based on the decisions and
confidence values of the single classifiers.
Meta Combination Methods
Meta combination methods do not only affect the combination of the predic-
tions but also other aspects such as the subdivision of the training datasets
for different classifiers. Furthermore, most approaches combine so-called weak
classifiers or weak learners that can be trained quickly, but only perform
slightly better than guessing when they are solely used. The most popular
meta combination methods are the following:
• Bagging is an abbreviation for “bootstrap aggregating” and was intro-
duced by [Breiman, 1996]. For each classifier a “new” training dataset
called bootstrap sample is randomly sampled with replacement2 from
the base training dataset. The final decision is realized by applying
weighting methods to the predictions of the single classifiers. A popu-
lar example of this principle is the random forest classifier (see section
2.1.2).
• The principle of Boosting was introduced by [Schapire, 1990] and con-
sists of multiple weak learners. The training process subsequently adds
new classifiers that “focus” on the training samples which have been
misclassified so far by increasing their weight.
• Stacking was proposed by [Wolpert, 1992] and is very similar to meta-
learning (see section 3.1.1). Several different classifiers are used to clas-
sify an instance. The combination is done by a meta regression model
that determines the optimal weights for the combination of the classi-
fiers’ predictions for each instance.
2The same training instance from the base dataset can appear multiple times in the
new dataset.
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6.3.2 Combination of Classification Pipelines
The work of [Kuncheva and Jain, 2000] serves as motivation for the pro-
posed multi-pipeline classifier. They use genetic algorithms to select different
but well performing feature subsets and train multiple classifiers using these
feature subsets. The differences in these subsets are the crucial source of
diversity along the classifiers. Finally, the predictions of the classifiers are
combined and it is shown that the performance improves significantly.
The multi-pipeline classifier (MPC ) extension of the AROMS-Framework
exploits the best configurations of the optimization trajectory to set up mul-
tiple classification pipelines. The aspect of diversity along the classification
pipelines is covered with the expected variation of the corresponding configu-
rations regarding the feature subset, algorithm selections and hyperparameter
values. Figure 6.3 shows that the ECA optimization algorithm finds multiple
solutions with the same fitness/cross-validation accuracy value. As already
mentioned in section 6.3.1, these classification pipelines do not necessarily
need to be equal. Typically, they vary with respect to, e.g., the feature sub-
set or the hyperparameter values so that the amount of diversity is reasonable.
Therefore, it is expected that the degree of diversity in the MPC is higher
than in the work of [Kuncheva and Jain, 2000].
After the training process the classification pipelines classify each instance
independently and a fusion function is used to combine the predictions of
each pipeline. The principle of the MPC is depicted in figure 6.8. The fusion
function uses a majority voting schema, which is also applied in [Kuncheva
and Jain, 2000]. The majority voting introduces the aspect of robustness to
a certain amount of outliers within the predictions.
There is one noteworthy difference of theMPC compared to many popular
approaches with similar goals. A single classification pipeline in the MPC
would normally not be considered as a weak classifier because it contains
highly adapted and potentially complex algorithms. However, it is expected
that especially highly non-linear classification pipelines will tend to overfit to
the training dataset and therefore, the multi-pipeline classifier extension has
the potential to increase the generalization performance.
Note that a similar ensemble approach is also applied in a very recent ver-
sion of the auto-sklearn framework [Feurer et al., 2015a], which uses Bayesian
optimization to adapt classifiers (see section 3.2.5). The authors propose the
use of the best solutions, which have been found during the optimization, to
form a classifier ensemble. However, the idea and the results of the multi-
pipeline classifier were first published several months earlier in [Bürger and
Pauli, 2015c].
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Figure 6.8: Processing of an instance using the proposed multi-pipeline clas-
sifier consisting of NPipes classification pipelines.
Training of a Multi-Pipeline Classifier
Before a multi-pipeline classifier can be used, an ECA optimization process
has to be performed. The optimization trajectory – in form of the ranked
configuration list rankedConfigs(lrank) and the corresponding fitness values
rankedConfigsF it(lrank) – is required (see section 5.5.5). A multi-pipeline
classifier is a list of NPipes ∈ N pipelines
MPList(TTrain, NPipes, rankedConfigs, rankedConfigsF it) =
[Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘNPipes ] . (6.13)
The optimization trajectory just contains the configurations with the hyper-
parameters but not ready-to-use classification pipelines. Even though the
pipelines have been trained during the holistic cross-validation method, they
– or more precisely, the internal model parameters – are not permanently
stored due to memory efficiency reasons3. Therefore, the lrankth classification
pipeline has to be trained again by
Θlrank = fTrainP ipeline(rankedConfigs(lrank), TTrain) (6.14)
with 1 ≤ lrank ≤ NPipes using the training dataset TTrain and the lrankth best
configuration from the optimization trajectory.
Classification using a Multi-Pipeline Classifier
Once the multi-pipeline classifier is trained, it can be used to classify a new
instance vector x. This is done by processing the vector with all trained
classification pipelines in the MPList(·) to obtain the predictions
ylrank = fProcessP ipeline(Θlrank ,x) (6.15)
with 1 ≤ lrank ≤ NPipes. The processing of each pipeline is independent from
the others and can easily be done in parallel. The result is a list of predictions
3This aspect is also discussed in the outlook of this work in section 8.3.1.
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predictionList(MPList(·),x) = [y1, y2, . . . , yNPipes ] . (6.16)
The fusion function combines the predictions to a scalar output using the
majority voting method. This method chooses the most frequent class label
along all predictions and is therefore robust to outliers. The majority voting
is implemented as
ycombined = arg max
ωk∈SClasses
NPipes∑
lrank=1
sameLabel(ylRank , ωk) (6.17)
with the help of a class label comparison function
sameLabel(y, ω) =
{
1 : y = ω
0 : else . (6.18)
The number of votes for each class is counted and the class with the highest
number is returned. The special case of NPipes = 2 pipelines is problematic
because the event of different predictions always ends in a tie. Therefore, this
case is treated with ycombined = y1 so that in case of two different predictions
the one of the best pipeline is returned.
6.3.3 Selection of the Optimal Number of Pipelines
The number of classification pipelines NPipes ∈ N is a crucial metaparameter
of the multi-pipeline classifier. On the one hand, a large number of pipelines
is useful to enhance the diversity along the configurations. On the other hand,
the fitness of the configurations is decreasing, the higher the rank lRank is cho-
sen (see figure 6.3), and so the performance of the single pipelines becomes
worse. Furthermore, the more pipelines are chosen, the higher the computa-
tional costs become to predict class labels. A trade-off between generalization
and processing speed needs to be made. In the following, two strategies to
determine the metaparameter NPipes are proposed.
Static Selection
The most straightforward strategy is the selection of a static number of
pipelines, e.g., NPipes = 20. An advantage is its simplicity and the expected
high diversity, if NPipes is chosen large enough. The fact that the actual
fitness of the configurations is not considered at all is a clear disadvantage.
This strategy is denoted as MPCStaticNPipes because it uses the top-NPipes
pipelines. As an example, MPCStatic20 uses the best 20 configurations.
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Fitness-Dependent Selection
An extended selection strategy determines the number NPipes depending on
the actual fitness of the configurations. A threshold ∆fit,max ∈ R is defined
that limits the maximum fitness deviation of the configurations compared to
the best one. The fitness difference of the configuration with the lRankth rank
compared to the best configuration is calculated as
∆fit(lRank) = rankedConfigsF it(1)− rankedConfigsF it(lrank) ∈ R .
(6.19)
The highest number of pipelines that fulfills this threshold criterion is deter-
mined using
NPipes = arg max
1≤lRank≤NPipes,max
lRank · rankBelowThresh(lRank) (6.20)
with the threshold criterion
rankBelowThresh(lRank) =
{
1 : ∆fit(lRank) < ∆fit,max
0 : else . (6.21)
The maximum number of pipelines that should be considered is limited to
NPipes,max ∈ N and the choice of NPipes,max = 50 keeps the computational
effort at a reasonable amount. Furthermore, it is expected that configurations
at higher4 indices lRank only contain too poorly performing configurations that
could even decrease the performance of the multi-pipeline classifier.
This variant of the multi-pipeline classifier is denoted asMPCFitness∆fit,max and
∆fit,max ∈ [0, 0.10] ⊂ R is considered as a useful range of fitness thresholds.
To illustrate an example, MPCFitness0.02 uses all configurations with less than
two percentage points of cross-validation accuracy decline compared to the
best configuration.
6.3.4 Case Study Results
In the following, the results of the proposed multi-pipeline classifier on the
case study dataset are evaluated. The goal is the improvement of the gener-
alization performance on the test dataset. The generalization accuracy value
of 0.9375 originating from the best single pipeline on the test dataset serves
as a comparison, which can be found in figure 6.9 for NPipes = 1. This fig-
ure also shows the generalization accuracy development depending on the
number of combined pipelines NPipes, which is equivalent to the MPCStaticNPipes
strategy. An strong improvement of the generalization accuracy values of up
to more than three percentage points can be noticed when multiple pipelines
4The ranked configuration list is sorted by the fitness values in a descending way so
that higher indices or ranks contain configurations with a lower fitness.
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Figure 6.9: Generalization accuracy on the coins dataset of a multi-pipeline
classifier depending on the number of pipelines.
are used. The best result is obtained for NPipes = 46 pipelines, but there are
combinations with a smaller number of pipelines that perform only slightly
worse, e.g., NPipes = 5 also leads to a generalization accuracy of more than
0.96. The resulting curve shows a high amount of variance, which indicates
that the selection of a static number of pipelines will likely not lead to an
optimal generalization performance for every dataset. Note that it would
be unfair to determine the optimal value of NPipes with the help of the test
dataset as the test dataset must not be used to tune any algorithm hyper- or
metaparameter.
The results for the fitness-dependent selection of NPipes are shown in figure
6.10. As expected, the number of pipelines is quickly increasing with a rising
fitness threshold value ∆fit,max (see figure 6.10 (a)). Figure 6.10 (b) indicates
that the generalization accuracy also rapidly increases to a value of more
than 0.955 for ∆fit,max = 0.007, drops slightly afterwards and finally reaches
a stable maximum value of 0.9688 for threshold values of ∆fit,max > 0.02.
The fitness-dependent selection of the number of pipelines is more promising
to achieve a good generalization because the resulting curve is far less “noisy”
than the one for the static selection. However, the optimal fitness threshold
needs to be evaluated on a wider range of datasets as also this metaparameter
should not be tuned using the test dataset.
6.4 Discussion
This chapter presents two kinds of extensions for the AROMS-Framework
that make use of the optimization trajectory, which is a “by-product” of the
ECA optimization algorithm. The first extension is the multi-configuration
graph that visualizes the distribution of the best configurations. The visual
way of analyzing configurations is much more effective than studying tables
with the configuration components. The proposed graph allows a quick and
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Figure 6.10: Impact of the fitness threshold for the multi-pipeline classifier on
the number of pipelines and the generalization accuracy for the coins dataset.
intuitive overview of important features, algorithms and connections between
them. The first results on the case study are promising, however, the useful-
ness needs to be shown on a larger variety of tasks, which is done in the next
chapter.
The second extension is the multi-pipeline classifier that aims at improving
the generalization performance. The best configurations of the optimization
trajectory are used to set up multiple pipelines that classify each instance
independently. The outcome is fused by majority voting to enhance the ro-
bustness against outlier predictions. The results on the case study dataset
are promising and show a relatively large enhancement of the generalization
accuracy. However, the choice of the optimal metaparameters needs to be
evaluated on more datasets, which is done in the next chapter. Furthermore,
the generalization improvement comes with the cost of higher computational
costs. It depends on the application, whether a higher computational cost is
tolerated for an improved generalization accuracy.
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Chapter 7
Evaluation
The previous three chapters describe the AROMS-Framework which can be
considered as a general purpose solution for the classification problem. In
chapter 6 results of a single application of the AROMS-Framework on a case
study dataset are already presented to motivate extended analyses using re-
alistic data. However, the whole framework needs to be tested on multiple
learning tasks in order to show its usefulness and also possible drawbacks
of the approach. Thus, this chapter presents suitable evaluations of the
AROMS-Framework and discusses the results.
The sections of this chapter are organized as follows. Section 7.1 de-
scribes and motivates the chosen evaluation approach. It covers the selection
of datasets, the evaluation criteria and framework variants that are investi-
gated. Furthermore, alternative methods for comparison reasons are listed.
Section 7.2 presents extended results for the case study dataset, which is also
used in the previous chapter. In section 7.3 the results for a real-world clas-
sification problem that occurs in the image-based measurement system for
the cleanliness of steel are discussed, which is described in the introduction of
this work. Section 7.4 evaluates the AROMS-Framework on multiple, publicly
available classification datasets from different application fields. Comprehen-
sive results of the AROMS-Framework across all datasets are presented in
section 7.5. Finally, section 7.6 discusses the evaluation results.
7.1 Evaluation Approach
The proposed AROMS-Framework consists of three parts: the classification
pipeline, the ECA optimization algorithm to adapt the pipeline configuration
to a given learning task and the extended analyses that exploit the optimiza-
tion process. Therefore, the evaluation approach pursues several aims. At
first, it is necessary to determine if the AROMS-framework can improve the
generalization performance for a wide range of classification tasks compared
to standard state-of-the-art approaches. Secondly, it is important to find out
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if the required optimization runtime is reasonable regarding the expected gen-
eralization improvements. Thirdly, the usefulness of the proposed extended
optimization analyses needs to be proved on a wide range of tasks. This
comprises the effectiveness of the multi-configuration graph as well as the
generalization improvement of the multi-pipeline classifier.
There are four reasons why a suitable evaluation approach, which aims at
achieving the aforementioned goals, is challenging:
• The application field of the AROMS-Framework is huge as it basically
covers any kind of supervised classification task.
• The AROMS-Framework produces several kinds of output target met-
rics and data, e.g., the cross-validation accuracy, the generalization ac-
curacy, the optimization runtime, the multi-configuration graph and the
multi-pipeline classifier.
• The effects of multiple variants, design decisions and metaparameters
of the AROMS-Framework on the target metrics need to be quantified
in order to understand the internal functionality of the framework.
• The proposed ECA optimization algorithm of the AROMS-Framework
is not deterministic because Evolutionary Algorithms rely on random
processes.
Consequently, the proposed evaluation approach needs to consider multi-
ple criteria on multiple datasets with statistical analyses of the repetitions of
all experiments. The following subsections provide details about the evalua-
tion approach.
7.1.1 Dataset Selection
The field of all possible classification tasks is literally infinitely large and
therefore, a suitable selection has to be made. One of the main motivation
for this thesis is the field of image-based object classification, which arises
from the cleanliness measurement system for steel samples (see section 1.1).
Image-based object recognition systems usually comprise two stages, namely
the object detection inside of an image scene as well as the object classifica-
tion. The focus of this work is the field of machine learning and classification.
Therefore, the optimization of the detection and segmentation of objects in-
side of images is not considered in this work1. Furthermore, the particular
challenge of the steel object classification task is the impact of the curse of
dimensionality originating from the relatively low number of training samples
in combination with the high feature space dimensionality.
1The simultaneous optimization of image processing and machine learning is discussed
in the outlook of this work in section 8.3.3.
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Consequently, two datasets with image-based classification tasks are ana-
lyzed in detail that share the aforementioned properties. The first one is the
coins dataset of the case study (see section 6.1) and the second one is the
steel object classification task, which will be denoted as steel dataset. The
corresponding results can be found in section 7.2 and 7.3, respectively.
In order to show the universality of the AROMS-Framework, a larger
variety of 11 classification tasks of publicly available databases is analyzed in
section 7.4. These datasets cover different application fields such as medical
diagnose systems, forensic applications and handwritten digits recognition.
The analyses on these datasets will be limited to the most important basic
criteria only. Otherwise immense amounts of statistics would have to be
discussed that would only contribute few additional knowledge.
Note that the AROMS-Framework is designed for the classification of
one-dimensional data and that the input basically consists of one or multiple
vectors (see section 4.4). Image data is inherently two-dimensional and usu-
ally, suitable features need to be derived from the image textures to obtain
one-dimensional feature vectors. However, the automatic development of im-
age features is also not directly2 considered within this work and the feature
set has to be provided by the developer of the system. This is the reason why
most of the datasets in this evaluation concept do not originate from image-
based applications. Furthermore, popular image categorization benchmarks
such as Caltech101 3 [Fei-Fei et al., 2007] are not considered in the evaluation
as they provide pure image data. However, the AROMS-Framework could be
used as a part of the solution for these image-based applications.
7.1.2 Evaluation Criteria
There is a variety of output metrics and data from each application of the
AROMS-Framework on a classification task, which is described in the follow-
ing.
Central Performance Criteria
The most important performance metrics are the following central perfor-
mance criteria:
• The best cross-validation accuracy during the training process is equiv-
alent to the fitness value of the best individual. This metric is helpful
2The feature transforms in the classification pipeline (see section 4.5.3) are able to
generate a new feature representation that could be better suitable for the classifier than the
input features. However, it is not expected that pure pixel data is sufficient to learn better
features that outperform state-of-the-art feature descriptors for any dataset – especially
when only few training samples are available.
3The Caltech101 dataset is a database for the image categorization problem with 101
object and scene categories. Each category contains around 50 color images on average.
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to measure the adaptation of the AROMS-Framework to the learning
task defined by the training dataset TTrain.
• The generalization accuracy of the overall best configuration on the
test dataset TTest is of central interest as a maximum generalization
performance is desired. Note that the cross-validation accuracy is an
estimation of the generalization accuracy (see section 5.1). In the ideal
case these two values are equal, however, in real applications significant
deviations between them can occur.
• The optimization runtime is of interest as well since a significant longer
optimization runtime is usually not desired for only a marginal accuracy
improvement. This metric is important when the Pareto principle4 is
considered.
• The classification time or classification speed per instance is important
for applications which require fast classifiers. The classification time is
measured with the test dataset which is processed by the classification
pipeline resulting from the best configuration.
Criteria of the Extended Analyses
The following criteria are used to evaluate the proposed extended analyses of
the optimization process (see chapter 6):
• Typical examples of the multi-configuration graph are presented and
discussed. The full variety of all solutions, however, cannot be listed
within this work.
• The generalization accuracy values of the multi-pipeline classifier are
presented depending on the number of pipelines and the fitness thresh-
old. The performance is compared to the generalization of the single
classification pipeline.
7.1.3 Comprehension of the Framework Functionality
The AROMS-Framework is a complex system containing numerous compo-
nents that interact with each other. First, there is the central classification
pipeline consisting of four pipeline elements with different processing steps
and algorithm portfolios. And secondly, the proposed ECA optimization
algorithm is controlled by numerous metaparameters and design decisions.
The overall interplay of these components is expected to be highly complex
4The Pareto principle, also known as the “80–20 rule”, states that roughly 80% of
the desired effect, e.g., the accuracy, are caused by only about 20% of the effort, e.g., the
optimization runtime [Pareto, 1964]. It is often the case that the missing steps to perfection
would require an unreasonable amount of effort.
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and therefore, a deeper understanding of it is necessary. This is achieved
by the evaluation of different variants and metaparameters of the AROMS-
Framework.
Impact of Variants of the Pipeline Components
The optimization chapter presents different variants of the ECA optimization
algorithm (see section 5.6). These variants differ with respect to the classifica-
tion pipeline components that are optimized with the goal to quantify their
impact. The standard variant is the ECA-full algorithm with the highest
amount of adaptability. The other five variants are summarized as follows:
The ECA-noFeatSel variant is used for analyzing the aspect of feature se-
lection, the ECA-noPreProc variant for the preprocessing, the ECA-noTrans
variant for the feature transform, the ECA-simpleClassifier variant for the
classifier and the ECA-defaultHyper variant for the hyperparameter tuning.
These variants are directly compared to the ECA-full variant with respect to
the central performance criteria.
Impact of Selected Design Decisions of the ECA Algorithm
It can be expected that the extended Evolution Strategies that are used by
the ECA algorithm also have a large impact on the results. It is desirable to
investigate selected design principles and metaparameters of the optimization
algorithm itself to understand the resulting effects:
• The impact of the improvement of the initial population using knowledge
about the feature relevance from random forests (see section 5.5.4) is
compared to a completely random initial population.
• The effect of the holistic cross-validation method (see section 5.1.2) is
compared to a cross-validation approach that only considers the gener-
alization of the classifier itself. In this version the training dataset TTrain
is not subdivided into training and validation sets until it is passed to
the classifier pipeline element. The feature transform is trained with
the full training dataset so that it never needs to process unseen data
in this classifier-only cross-validation variant.
• The role of the early discarding system (see section 5.1.3) within the
holistic cross-validation is of special interest. On the one hand, the
expected processing speedup needs to be quantified. On the other hand,
it needs to be checked if negative effects occur due to the replacement
of the average cross-validation with an estimation5 of it.
5The early discarding system can prematurely stop the cross-validation process and
thus it may influence the accuracy estimation. Performance underestimations become
more likely due to the aggressive discarding criteria.
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Of course, the ECA optimization algorithm is controlled by more meta-
parameters that could potentially be modified, e.g., the evolutionary meta-
parameters such as the initial population size µinit or the number of parents
ρ (see section 5.5.3 and appendix E). However, these metaparameters are
empirically tuned and determined in preliminary studies [Bürger and Pauli,
2015b, Bürger and Pauli, 2016]. In order to keep the amount of studies reason-
able within this work, the impact of changes regarding these metaparameters
is not quantified.
7.1.4 Repetition Analysis and Statistical Tests
The problem of non-deterministic effects of the optimization algorithm is
tackled with repetitions of all experiments. The objective function with its
numerous local optima (see section 5.2) is expected to be the cause of inferior
solutions that influence the variation of all target metrics. Therefore, not only
the means but also the standard deviations have to be analyzed. The experi-
ments with the AROMS-Framework are repeated ten times, which represents
a compromise between computational effort and statistical relevance.
Furthermore, in order to argue that certain variants of the AROMS-
Framework are superior compared to others, it is not sufficient to simply
compare the means of the performance metrics. The risk of random effects
explaining differences between the algorithms is high. Therefore, a suitable
statistical test has to be conducted to prove that the results of algorithms
significantly differ or not. The Welch’s unequal variances t-test, or simply
Welch test, is appropriate for this purpose, which is justified and explained in
appendix F. A commonly used level of significance of αWelch = 0.05 is applied.
As it is a pairwise test, all investigated variants are compared to the standard
variant of the AROMS-Framework, namely the ECA-full optimization algo-
rithm. If a significant difference – either positive or negative – is detected,
the corresponding item is marked with an exclamation mark (!).
7.1.5 Baselines and Competing Approaches
The first step in the development of any machine learning system should be
the evaluation of state-of-the-art standard methods. These so-called baseline
methods reveal how much performance can be achieved with a minimum
amount of experience in the field of machine learning. A new and complex
classifier system would be futile, if it did not perform significantly better than
such baseline methods.
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Comparison with a Baseline SVM and Random Forest
The support vector machine (SVM) is very popular and performs well on
a wide range of tasks. The baseline SVM is an SVM with a Gaussian ker-
nel which allows a non-linear class separation. In order to achieve the best
performance, the two hyperparameters creg and γGauss are tuned based on
basic grid search with a grid sampling density of three values per hyperpa-
rameter (see appendix D). The hyperparameter combination with the highest
cross-validation accuracy on the training dataset is chosen. Besides the hyper-
parameter tuning, no other methods, e.g., feature selection or preprocessing,
are involved for the baseline classifier.
Furthermore, the popular concept of random forests is also considered
as it has a built-in feature selection and usually performs well on complex
and high-dimensional datasets. Therefore, the random forest is the second
baseline classifier, which is denoted as Baseline RF . Its hyperparameters are
tuned in the same way as the baseline SVM classifier.
Comparison with Auto-WEKA
The machine learning community has developed numerous frameworks that
automatically optimize the performance of machine learning systems (see sec-
tion 3.2.5). The Auto-WEKA framework [Thornton et al., 2013] is a state-
of-the-art optimization framework which optimizes features, classifiers and
hyperparameters. Therefore, it is well suited to compare its generalization
performance. Its standard metaparameters determine a fixed time budget
for the optimization which is set to 24 hours. The long processing time is
the reason why the compared experiments are only repeated five times in-
stead of ten times. Version 0.5 of the Auto-WEKA framework is used, which
does not take advantage of parallel processing on multiple processors while the
AROMS-Framework uses six parallel processes (see section 7.1.6). The reason
for this drawback of the Auto-WEKA framework is the difficulty to parallelize
the Bayesian optimization approach. It might appear unfair to compare the
AROMS-Framework to Auto-WEKA as the AROMS-Framework can process
six times more solutions in the same time span. However, for Auto-WEKA a
time budget of 24 hours is theoretically equivalent to 24/6 = 4 hours of time
budget for the AROMS-Framework. This fact has to be kept in mind when
the optimization runtimes are compared.
7.1.6 Computing Environment
The computer and software system that is used to evaluate the AROMS-
Framework has the following properties. A workstation computer with an
Intel Xeon processor having six physical processing cores at 2.50 Gigahertz
and 32 Gigabytes of memory (RAM) is used. As operating system the Linux
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Cross-validation accuracy Generalization accuracy
ECA-full 0.9350 ± 0.0154 0.9513 ± 0.0128
Baseline SVM 0.1187 ± 0.0125 (!) 0.2812 ± 0.0198 (!)
Baseline RF 0.6231 ± 0.0281 (!) 0.7081 ± 0.0453 (!)
Auto-WEKA (not comparable) 0.9300 ± 0.0143 (!)
Table 7.1: Comparison of cross-validation and generalization accuracy results
for the coins dataset with mean ±1σ. Statistically significant deviations com-
pared to the proposed ECA-full algorithm are denoted with an exclamation
mark. Note that the Auto-WEKA framework uses a different optimization
metric which is not directly comparable to the cross-validation accuracy in
the AROMS-Framework.
distribution Ubuntu in version 14.04 is used. The AROMS-Framework is im-
plemented in Matlab version 2014b. The Matlab Parallel Computing Toolbox
is used to speed up the ECA optimization algorithm. The fitness evaluation
of the individuals, which is the computationally most expensive part of the
ECA algorithm, runs in parallel using six processes.
7.2 Case Study: Classification of Coins
The first evaluations are conducted on the coins dataset, which is introduced
in the previous chapter. The basic goal of this task is to distinguish five classes
of euro coins, which are depicted in figure 6.1. A set of image-based features
is used that is precisely described in section 6.1. The previous chapter already
analyzes the results of a single application of the AROMS-Framework on this
dataset. This section presents the results of all relevant framework variants
with repetitions of the experiments. Note that the results of this particular
section are already published in [Bürger and Pauli, 2016].
7.2.1 Central Performance Criteria
This section presents the central performance criteria of the ECA-full opti-
mization algorithm for the coins dataset.
Accuracy Values
Table 7.1 shows the cross-validation and generalization accuracy values com-
pared to the two baseline methods and the Auto-WEKA framework. The
proposed ECA-full algorithm performs significantly better compared to all
other methods with respect to the cross-validation and generalization ac-
curacy. The two baseline methods perform poorly on this dataset, which
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Best fitness Best generalization
Cross-validation accuracy 0.9563 0.9250
Generalization accuracy 0.9375 0.9625
Feature subset 299 features 333 features
Feature preprocessing Rescaling Rescaling
Feature transform LMNN,
DTrans=299,
NNeigh=3
LMNN,
DTrans=333,
NNeigh=20
Classifier Gaussian SVM,
creg=167.90,
γGauss=9.18·10−4
Linear SVM,
creg=165.58
Table 7.2: Best configurations of the ECA-full algorithm for the coins dataset
with the highest fitness and generalization accuracy across the repeated ex-
periments.
indicates that feature selection or preprocessing steps are particularly use-
ful. Especially interesting is that the baseline SVM performs very poorly,
even though this classifier usually works well on a wide range of tasks. The
Auto-WEKA framework also finds fairly well performing solutions, however,
compared to the ECA-full algorithm the average generalization performance
is about two percentage points lower.
The standard deviation of the accuracy values achieved by the ECA-full
algorithm is relatively low with values of 1.3 to 1.5%, which shows that the
proposed method is robust and does not select inferior local optima frequently
for this dataset. The results of the baseline random forest show significantly
higher standard deviation values, e.g., more than ±4.5% of generalization
accuracy. It can be expected that the inherently random processes inside of
this classifier concept are responsible for this effect. Therefore, the random
forest classifier is far less suitable for this dataset.
Best Configurations
The best configurations that have been found during the repeated experi-
ments are listed in detail in table 7.2. It can be seen that the configuration
with the highest cross-validation accuracy does not necessarily achieve the
highest generalization accuracy. This shows that cross-validation is only an
approximation for the actual generalization. The configurations, however, are
relatively similar to each other. The same algorithms are involved, namely
rescaling for the preprocessing, the feature transform LMNN and the SVM –
with different kernels – for the classifier.
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Optimization runtime [min] Classification time per instance [ms]
ECA-full 73.74 ± 20.28 0.19 ± 0.05
Baseline SVM 0.02 ± 0.01 (!) 0.41 ± 0.12 (!)
Baseline RF 0.48 ± 0.01 (!) 5.76 ± 2.52 (!)
Auto-WEKA 1,450.93 ± 28.33 (!) (not available)
Table 7.3: Comparison of optimization runtime and classification time results
for the coins dataset with mean ±1σ. Statistically significant deviations com-
pared to the proposed ECA-full algorithm are denoted with an exclamation
mark. Note that the classification times of the Auto-WEKA framework have
not been logged.
Optimization Runtime
The optimization runtimes are presented in table 7.3. The ECA-full algo-
rithm needs about 74 minutes on average to terminate the optimization pro-
cess. At first glance these runtimes seem to be surprisingly fast as the com-
plexity analysis of the configuration adaptation problem predicts a runtime
of billions of years in case of naïve grid search (see section 5.2.2). However,
the biggest contribution to the complexity arises from the feature selection
problem, which is very efficiently handled by the Evolutionary Algorithm.
In comparison to that the Auto-WEKA framework uses approximately 24
hours (=1,440 minutes) for each optimization, which is obviously significantly
longer than the optimization runtime of the ECA-full algorithm. Of course,
the runtimes of the ECA-full algorithm and Auto-WEKA are substantially
longer than any baseline method that involves only a single classifier.
Classification Time
The classification times of the resulting classifiers can be found in table 7.3.
The times are measured by classifying the test dataset and the required time
is divided by the number of instances to obtain the classification time in
milliseconds per instance. The average classification time of the classification
pipelines found by the ECA-full algorithm is significantly lower than the
classification times of the baseline classifiers. This might be surprising because
the baseline classifiers are expected to be relatively simple and fast. However,
it can be observed that for this particular dataset the linear SVM classifier is
selected by the ECA-full algorithm in almost all repetitions of the experiment
(see also the multi-configuration graphs in figure 7.3). The linear kernel
classifies instances much faster than the Gaussian kernel of the baseline SVM.
The random forest is also slower because of the relatively large amount of
decision trees that is used to classify the instances.
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Figure 7.1: Impact of the ECA variants compared to the ECA-full algorithm
on the cross-validation and generalization accuracy for the coins dataset. The
rectangular bars show the average difference and the standard deviations are
denoted through lines. Statistically significant deviations compared to the
proposed ECA-full algorithm are denoted with an exclamation mark.
7.2.2 Impact of the Pipeline Components
This section analyzes the impact of the classification pipeline components,
namely the feature selection, preprocessing, feature transform, classifier and
hyperparameters on the accuracy and the optimization runtime. Therefore,
five variants of the ECA algorithm (see section 5.6) are compared to the
ECA-full variant.
Accuracy Values
The impact of the pipeline components on the cross-validation and generaliza-
tion accuracy can be found in figure 7.1. All limited ECA variants perform
worse than the ECA-full variant and besides the cross-validation accuracy
of the ECA-defaultHyper variant, any differences are statistically significant.
This means that all investigated components of the classification pipeline are
important and contribute to an improvement of the accuracy for this partic-
ular dataset. Furthermore, a strong correlation between the average cross-
validation accuracy during the training and the generalization accuracy can
be observed for almost all variants of the ECA algorithm. This indicates the
consistency of the generalization estimation by the holistic cross-validation
method.
The impact of the classifier portfolio is especially large because the ac-
curacy results of the simple naïve Bayes classifier – which is used in the
ECA-simpleClassifier variant – are 10 to almost 15 percentage points worse
on average. Compared to that, the accuracy decline of the other ECA vari-
ants is smaller and lies below five percentage points of accuracy. A first
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approach to explain the results is that the classification pipeline is incapable
to generate a suitable and “easy” feature representation. More complex clas-
sifier concepts such as the SVM are required to achieve a good performance.
However, the fact that an SVM with a linear kernel has the overall best gen-
eralization accuracy (see table 7.2) indicates that the classification pipeline
does achieve a reasonably simple feature representation. It is merely the case
that the model of the naïve Bayes classifier is not suitable here.
Another interesting observation is that feature preprocessing seems to be
equally important as feature transforms for this dataset. It could have been
expected that the potential of feature transforms would have been larger
due to their higher complexity. However, the success highly depends on the
dataset and also on the amount of training samples.
The aspect of feature selection contributes rather less to the overall accu-
racy improvement. This indicates that the full feature set does not contain a
too large fraction of noisy features so that the selection of a subset of features
is not necessary to achieve a good performance. Furthermore, the aspect of
hyperparameter tuning has only a small effect on the accuracy values for this
dataset. It is presumably the case that the standard hyperparameters of the
well performing classifiers do not require further tuning, which may happen
by chance.
Optimization Runtime
Figure 7.2 shows the impact of the pipeline components on the optimization
runtime. It becomes apparent that most variants lead to a faster average
optimization runtime, except the ECA-noFeatSel variant. The missing fea-
ture selection results in a higher-dimensional feature space for all following
algorithms that lead to a higher overall optimization runtime of more than
50 additional minutes on average. Especially the feature transform is re-
sponsible for the increase of the optimization runtime as the complexity of
many algorithms depends on the number of dimensions. The feature trans-
forms contribute the most to the optimization runtime. This is obvious in
the ECA-noTrans variant that does not use feature transforms: The aver-
age optimization runtime is decreased by about 50 minutes compared to the
ECA-full variant. The reasons for the high optimization runtimes of the fea-
ture transforms are two-fold. First, the computational models that need to
be trained are rather complex and, secondly, the implementation in Matlab
is not necessarily optimally efficient.
The ECA-noPreProc variant is more than 20 minutes faster than the
ECA-full variant on average, which must be explained differently compared
to the faster optimization runtimes of the ECA-noTrans variant: The compu-
tational models of feature preprocessing are simple and can be trained very
quickly. However, one explanation is that more computationally expensive
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Figure 7.2: Impact of the proposed ECA variants compared to the ECA-full
algorithm on the optimization runtime for the coins dataset. The rectangular
bars show the average difference and the standard deviations are denoted
through lines. Statistically significant deviations compared to the proposed
ECA-full algorithm are denoted with an exclamation mark.
Cross-validation accuracy Generalization accuracy
ECA-full 0.9350 ± 0.0154 0.9513 ± 0.0128
– random initial population 0.9119 ± 0.0217 (!) 0.9250 ± 0.0253 (!)
– classifier-only cross-validation 1.0000 ± 0.0 (!) 0.2869 ± 0.0221 (!)
– no early discarding system 0.9381 ± 0.0237 0.9331 ± 0.0267
Table 7.4: Impact of selected design decisions of the ECA optimization algo-
rithm on the cross-validation and generalization accuracy for the coins dataset
with mean ±1σ. Statistically significant deviations compared to the proposed
ECA-full algorithm are denoted with an exclamation mark.
feature transforms and classifiers perform better on the preprocessed data
and are thus selected more often during the optimization process. A second
explanation is the larger search space when preprocessing is considered.
7.2.3 Impact of Selected Design Decisions of the ECA
Algorithm
This section describes the role of three important design decisions of the ECA
optimization algorithm, namely the improvement of the initial population,
the holistic cross-validation and the early discarding system. The accuracy
values can be found in table 7.4 and the corresponding optimization runtimes
in table 7.5. The results are discussed in the following.
Improvement of the Initial Population
The average cross-validation and generalization accuracy drops slightly about
two percentage points, if a completely random initial population is used in-
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Optimization runtime [min]
ECA-full 73.74 ± 20.28
– random initial population 59.30 ± 14.95
– classifier-only cross-validation 59.95 ± 9.16
– no early discarding system 276.15 ± 59.64 (!)
Table 7.5: Impact of optimization metaparameters on the optimization run-
time for the coins dataset with mean ±1σ. Statistically significant deviations
compared to the proposed ECA-full algorithm are denoted with an exclama-
tion mark.
stead of the population with improved feature subsets (see section 5.5.4). The
effect is rather small but still significant. It is interesting that the average
optimization runtime drops marginally but not significantly. It is expected
that the optimization process runs longer because the fitness of the initial
solutions is worse with completely random individuals. It might be the case
that the ECA optimization algorithm tends to prematurely terminate in local
optima and thus requires less optimization runtime.
Holistic Cross-Validation
The effect of holistic cross-validation on the accuracy values is tremendous.
The classifier-only cross-validation achieves an average cross-validation accu-
racy value of 1.0 – which would be perfect. However, the average generaliza-
tion accuracy of 0.2869 is extremely bad so that the corresponding pipeline
configurations are basically useless. The reasons for this effect are obvious:
supervised feature transforms such as LDA, NCA and MCML can “cheat”
when the classifier-only cross-validation is used because they calculate a fea-
ture representation that is basically the ground truth label distribution. To
give an example, instances of class ω1 could be projected to the value 1 and
instances of class ω2 to the value 2 and so on. A very simple kNN classifier
achieves perfect results as the feature value can be directly mapped to the
class label. However, this “magic” mapping of instances to a feature value
according to their true class label is likely not working for unseen samples.
Furthermore, the average optimization runtime drops slightly but not sig-
nificantly, if the classifier-only cross-validation is used. A possible explanation
is the additional computational effort for holistic cross-validation, which turns
out to be moderate for the coins dataset.
Early Discarding System
If the early discarding system is switched off, the average optimization run-
times increase tremendously to about 4.5 hours, which is around 3.7 times
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slower. The average accuracy values are not affected in a negative way, at
least not significantly.
7.2.4 Extended Optimization Analyses
This section presents the results of the multi-configuration graphs and the
multi-pipeline classifier.
Multi-Configuration Graphs
Figure 7.3 shows the multi-configuration graphs from two different and in-
dependent repetitions of the ECA-full algorithm on the coins dataset. First
of all, the best and dominating configurations found by both optimization
runs are similar, which can be quickly recognized due to the dark shading. In
both cases, the feature transform LMNN and the linear SVM perform best.
The feature set differs slightly, but the three most important features, namely
the area and color features, appear even in the same order. The most ob-
vious difference between the two graphs is the different amount of diversity
of algorithms that are selected within the best 50 configurations. The graph
in figure 7.3 (a) shows a large diversity of feature transforms and classifiers
while the graph in figure 7.3 (b) indicates that in this run most of the best 50
solutions are relatively similar. The differences can be explained by looking
at the different optimization trajectories: If many similar solutions appear
under the best configurations, significant fine-tuning is performed during the
end phase of the optimization. If the algorithm diversity is larger, it is likely
the case that a good solution is found directly, which cannot be improved
much more.
Multi-Pipeline Classifier
Figure 7.4 depicts the generalization accuracy values of the multi-pipeline
classifier for the coins dataset depending on its main metaparameters.
The results for the static selection of the number of pipelines are shown
in figure 7.4 (a). The generalization accuracy steadily increases in the range
of 5 ≤ NPipes ≤ 15 pipelines. After that, the average accuracy values increase
only very slowly. The first statistically significant improvements compared to
a single classification pipeline appear for NPipes = 25 pipelines, however, these
are isolated effects. The generalization accuracy values reach a stable level
of significant improvement of about 1.5 percentage points for NPipes ≥ 35
pipelines compared to the single pipeline (NPipes = 1). It can be concluded
that NPipes ≥ 35 is recommended for this dataset.
Figure 7.4 (b) shows the results for the fitness-dependent selection of the
number of pipelines. The general developing of the accuracy values is similar
to the static selection but the curve shows less variance and thus it appears
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Figure 7.3: Variations of the proposed multi-configuration graph of the ECA-
full algorithm for the coins dataset with NConfigs = 50. The graphs are
generated from two independent repetitions of the experiment.
smoother. The average accuracy values increase relatively steeply for a fitness
threshold between 0 ≤ ∆fit,max ≤ 0.03 to reach a stable level for ∆fit,max >
0.04. The best average performance boost is also around 1.5 percentage points
of generalization accuracy. Statistically significant changes already appear for
∆fit,max ≥ 0.028 without any interruptions. The optimal trade-off between
generalization boost and computational effort is obtained for a threshold value
range of 0.03 ≤ ∆fit,max ≤ 0.04. Larger values of ∆fit,max do not improve the
generalization accuracy anymore but increase the computational effort.
The best overall multi-pipeline classifier that is observed during all repe-
titions achieves a generalization accuracy of 0.9875 with NPipes = 17.
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(b) Fitness-dependent selection
Figure 7.4: Generalization accuracy development of the multi-pipeline classi-
fier based on the trajectory of the ECA-full algorithm for the coins dataset.
The plots show the average values and the lines indicate the standard devia-
tions. Statistically significant deviations compared to the single classification
pipeline are denoted with an exclamation mark and a triangle.
7.2.5 Summary
The AROMS-Framework performs well on the coins dataset and significant
improvements regarding the accuracy performance are achieved. The pro-
posed standard variant ECA-full shows the best performance compared to
all baselines and also the Auto-WEKA framework. It is observable that the
multi-pipeline classifier extension can even further improve the generalization
accuracy. The multi-configuration graph is able to produce well comprehensi-
ble visualizations. However, it has to be kept in mind that the coins dataset
is only an artificial scenario to validate and understand the results of the
framework.
7.3 Object Recognition in Steel Samples
The second classification task is denoted as steel dataset. It originates from
the image-based cleanliness measurement system for steel samples that serves
as the motivating example in the introduction of this work (see section 1.1).
The process can be summarized briefly as follows. A steel sample is analyzed
by slicing thin layers using a milling machine. The milled surfaces are imaged
with a high-resolution scanner and objects on the surface are detected using an
anomaly segmentation algorithm. The resulting objects need to be classified
into three classes, namely inclusion candidates, cracks and process artifacts.
Figure 1.2 shows exemplary objects. A feature-based classification approach
is chosen and a set of potentially useful texture and shape descriptors is
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extracted. The shape of the objects seems to be characteristic for certain
classes and therefore, more shape and object contour features are used than
in the coins dataset. The dataset contains the following feature groups (see
appendix A for explanations and references of the features):
• simple shape features: area, eccentricity, perimeter, circularity, rectan-
gularity, convexity (6 feature groups with 1 dimension each),
• function-based contour descriptors: centroid distance, centroid area,
contour angle (3 feature groups with 12 dimensions each),
• statistical features of the gray value histogram: mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis (4 feature groups with 1 dimension each),
• Hu moments of the gray value texture (1 feature group with 7 dimen-
sions),
• Local Binary Patterns (LBP) gray value texture descriptors in different
variants: uniform (1 feature group with 59 dimensions), rotation invari-
ant (1 feature group with 36 dimensions) as well as uniform + rotation
invariant (1 feature group with 10 dimensions) and
• low-level pixel features in form of down-scaled gray value images: 5× 5
pixels (1 feature group with 25 dimensions), 10 × 10 pixels (1 feature
group with 100 dimensions) and 20 × 20 pixels (1 feature group with
400 dimensions).
The complete feature set contains 20 feature groups with totally Din = 683
feature dimensions. As the generation of ground truth annotation is time-
consuming, only 748 objects with class labels are available. The class inclu-
sion candidate contains 204 samples, the class crack contains 274 samples and
the artifact class contains 270 samples. The dataset is randomly subdivided
into 50% training dataset and 50% test dataset and this division is fixed for
all experiments.
7.3.1 Central Performance Criteria
This section presents the central performance criteria of the ECA-full opti-
mization algorithm for the steel dataset.
Accuracy Values
Table 7.6 shows the cross-validation and generalization accuracy values of
the ECA-full algorithm compared to the two baseline methods and the Auto-
WEKA framework. The two baseline methods are outperformed significantly
with respect to both accuracy values. The baseline SVM performs poorly, as
it does for the coins dataset. Compared to that, the baseline random forest
performs better here and achieves average accuracy values that are only three
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Cross-validation accuracy Generalization accuracy
ECA-full 0.8188 ± 0.0132 0.8115 ± 0.0206
Baseline SVM 0.3384 ± 0.0151 (!) 0.3663 ± 0.0 (!)
Baseline RF 0.7727 ± 0.0102 (!) 0.7856 ± 0.0157 (!)
Auto-WEKA (not comparable) 0.8027 ± 0.0304
Table 7.6: Comparison of cross-validation and generalization accuracy results
for the steel dataset with mean ±1σ. Statistically significant deviations com-
pared to the proposed ECA-full algorithm are denoted with an exclamation
mark.
to four percentage points lower than the results of the ECA-full algorithm.
The Auto-WEKA framework performs very similar compared to the ECA-
full algorithm and reaches an average generalization accuracy which is only
around one percentage point lower.
It is a general observation that the best accuracy results of the steel dataset
are worse than the best results of the coins dataset. Furthermore, the stan-
dard deviations of the accuracy values of the ECA-full algorithm are higher
compared to the coins dataset, which is especially the case for the general-
ization accuracy. This effect can also be noticed for the results of the Auto-
WEKA framework. These observations indicate that the real-world classi-
fication problem is harder to solve than the case study task, which is not
surprising.
Best Configurations
The details of the best configurations found by the ECA-full algorithm for
the steel dataset are listed in table 7.7. A similar effect compared to the
coins dataset can be observed here: The configuration with the highest cross-
validation accuracy does not necessarily generalize in an optimal way. How-
ever, the difference between the cross-validation and the generalization accu-
racy amounts less than two percentage points for the steel dataset – which
is better compared to the coins dataset. The two best configurations shown
in table 7.7 differ a lot from each other with respect to the selected features,
preprocessing and feature transform algorithms. Only the classifiers are the
same but with fairly different hyperparameters. This indicates that multiple
algorithm combinations perform similarly well.
Optimization Runtime
The optimization runtimes for the steel dataset are listed in table 7.8. Com-
pared to the coins dataset the average optimization runtimes of the ECA-full
algorithm are around half an hour longer. However, this increase still seems
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Best fitness Best generalization
Cross-validation accuracy 0.8423 0.8369
Generalization accuracy 0.8289 0.8422
Feature subset 340 features 365 features
Feature preprocessing Standardization Rescaling
Feature transform NCA, DTrans=25,
regularization = 1
none
Classifier Gaussian SVM,
creg=1.97,
γGauss=1.35
Gaussian SVM,
creg=5.38,
γGauss=0.09
Table 7.7: Best configurations of the ECA-full algorithm for the steel dataset
with the highest fitness and generalization accuracy across the repeated ex-
periments.
Optimization runtime [min] Classification time per instance [ms]
ECA-full 102.69 ± 10.73 3.60 ± 2.63
Baseline SVM 0.05 ± 0.01 (!) 0.79 ± 0.21 (!)
Baseline RF 0.50 ± 0.03 (!) 2.33 ± 0.97
Auto-WEKA 1,452.32 ± 33.14 (!) (not available)
Table 7.8: Comparison of optimization runtime and classification time results
for the steel dataset with mean ±1σ. Statistically significant deviations com-
pared to the proposed ECA-full algorithm are denoted with an exclamation
mark. Note that the classification times of the Auto-WEKA framework have
not been logged.
to be reasonable as the steel dataset has a higher feature dimensionality com-
pared to the coins dataset (683 vs. 642 dimensions) and the number of
features has the greatest impact on the search space size (see section 5.2.2).
The baseline methods are also slightly slower compared to the coins dataset
but, of course, magnitudes faster than the ECA-full optimization. The opti-
mization runtime budget for the Auto-WEKA framework is 24 hours (=1,440
minutes) and the resulting runtimes are obviously significantly longer than
the typical optimization runtimes of the ECA-full algorithm.
Classification Time
The classification times of the resulting classifiers can be found in table 7.8.
The baseline SVM is the fastest classifier for this dataset. The best classi-
fication pipelines found by the ECA-full algorithm are the slowest but the
difference to the random forest is not significant. However, an average classifi-
cation time of 3.6 milliseconds per instance can still be considered as relatively
fast.
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Figure 7.5: Impact of the ECA variants compared to the ECA-full algorithm
on the cross-validation and generalization accuracy for the steel dataset. The
rectangular bars show the average difference and the standard deviations are
denoted through lines. Statistically significant deviations compared to the
proposed ECA-full algorithm are denoted with an exclamation mark.
7.3.2 Impact of the Pipeline Components
This section analyzes the impact of the pipeline components with respect to
the central performance criteria.
Accuracy Values
Figure 7.5 illustrates the results of the ECA variants regarding the cross-
validation and generalization accuracy. Surprisingly, the ECA-defaultHyper
and ECA-noTrans variant perform significantly better than the ECA-full al-
gorithm even though certain components are restricted. Typical gains of the
average generalization accuracy lie in the range of around four percentage
points, which is even higher than the gain for the cross-validation accuracy
values with about two to three percentage points. However, there is still a
clear correlation between the cross-validation and the generalization accuracy.
The best performing solution is found during one experiment repetition of the
ECA-noTrans variant with a generalization accuracy of 0.8690.
These findings need to be investigated further because – at least in theory
– the ECA-full algorithm could find the same configurations as the restricted
variants. However, the larger search space seems to be responsible for this
effect. The ECA-full algorithm achieves lower cross-validation accuracy val-
ues indicating that it gets stuck more likely in local optima here. It might be
the case for the steel dataset that all feature transforms except the identity
function fail and that – by chance – the standard hyperparameters of the
classifiers are well performing. In this case, the restricted variants have the
advantage that better solutions are found faster and thus allow a longer fine-
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tuning phase. One way of coping with these obvious issues of the ECA-full
variant is a variation of the evolutionary metaparameters. A higher number
of initial individuals µinit and more children λ could increase the chance that
the algorithm can escape from local optima.
The impact of the classifier portfolio for the steel dataset is comparable to
the effect for the coins dataset. The accuracy values significantly drop more
than five percentage points when the ECA-simpleClassifier variant with its
naïve Bayes classifier is used. The influence of the ECA-noPreProc and ECA-
noFeatSel variants is less important here since the accuracy differences are
marginal and not statistically relevant compared to the ECA-full variant.
Optimization Runtime
Figure 7.6 shows the impact of the pipeline components on the optimization
runtime. Similarly to the coins dataset, the feature selection has a great ef-
fect on the optimization runtime, which increases more than 100 minutes on
average when the ECA-noFeatSel variant without feature selection is used.
The reason is that the optimization runtime of many algorithms depends
on the feature space dimensionality and the more features are selected, the
slower the algorithms become. The observation that the ECA-noTrans vari-
ant requires significantly less optimization runtime is also comparable to the
coins dataset because no feature transforms with high computational com-
plexity are considered in this ECA variant. The preprocessing affects the
optimization runtime in a different way compared to the coins dataset as the
ECA-noPreProc variant requires slightly more optimization runtime than the
ECA-full algorithm here. A possible reason for this effect is that faster algo-
rithms are performing better with preprocessed features for the steel dataset.
Therefore, faster methods are evaluated more often than slower ones dur-
ing the optimization process. Finally, the hyperparameter tuning and the
classifier portfolio have no significant effect on the optimization runtime.
7.3.3 Impact of Selected Design Decisions of the ECA
Algorithm
This section describes the impact of the improvement of the initial population,
the holistic cross-validation and the early discarding system on the accuracy
values (see table 7.9) and optimization runtime (see table 7.10).
Improvement of the Initial Population
The improvement of the initial population regarding the feature subset has
only a small impact on the results for the steel dataset. Only the average
generalization accuracy drops less than one percentage point when a random
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Figure 7.6: Impact of the proposed ECA variants compared to the ECA-full
algorithm on the optimization runtime for the steel dataset. The rectangular
bars show the average difference and the standard deviations are denoted
through lines. Statistically significant deviations compared to the proposed
ECA-full algorithm are denoted with an exclamation mark.
Cross-validation accuracy Generalization accuracy
ECA-full 0.8188 ± 0.0132 0.8115 ± 0.0206
– random initial population 0.8161 ± 0.0129 0.8053 ± 0.0153
– classifier-only cross-validation 1.0000 ± 0.0 (!) 0.3548 ± 0.0379 (!)
– no early discarding system 0.8278 ± 0.0198 0.8198 ± 0.0276
Table 7.9: Impact of selected design decisions of the ECA optimization algo-
rithm on the cross-validation and generalization accuracy for the steel dataset
with mean ±1σ. Statistically significant deviations compared to the proposed
ECA-full algorithm are denoted with an exclamation mark.
Optimization runtime [min]
ECA-full 102.69 ± 10.73
– random initial population 107.31 ± 15.44
– classifier-only cross-validation 104.72 ± 8.93
– no early discarding system 388.59 ± 24.43 (!)
Table 7.10: Impact of the optimization metaparameters on the optimization
runtime for the steel dataset with mean ±1σ. Statistically significant devi-
ations compared to the proposed ECA-full algorithm are denoted with an
exclamation mark.
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initial population is used, however, the differences are not statistically rele-
vant. The impact on the optimization runtime is not statistically noticeable
as well.
The observation that additional information in form of improved feature
subsets does not have any noticeable impact for this dataset can be explained
as follows. Section 7.3.2 discusses that the aspect of feature selection is nearly
irrelevant for the accuracy values of the steel dataset. This is shown by the
analysis of the ECA-noFeatSel variant that does not perform any feature
selection. Its impact on the accuracy values is not statistically relevant (see
figure 7.5).
Holistic Cross-Validation
The tremendous effect of holistic cross-validation is similar to the effect for
the coins dataset: The cross-validation accuracy of the classifier-only cross-
validation is constantly at 100% for all repetitions of the experiment, while the
average generalization accuracy is only around 35%. The missing generaliza-
tion estimation of the feature transforms is responsible for these very poorly
performing configurations when a classifier-only cross-validation is used.
Early Discarding System
The early discarding system has the same effect which is observed in the anal-
yses of the coins dataset. If early discarding is not involved, the optimization
process needs 6.5 hours on average – this is 3.8 times slower than with early
discarding. Similar to the coins dataset, the accuracy results are also not
affected significantly.
7.3.4 Extended Optimization Analyses
The results of the multi-configuration graphs and the multi-pipeline classifier
for the steel dataset are presented in this section.
Multi-Configuration Graphs
Figure 7.7 shows two exemplary multi-configuration graphs for the steel dataset
that have been obtained by two repetitions of the ECA-full algorithm. The
graphs allow to quickly analyze that the two configuration distributions differ
considerably with respect to the selected features and algorithms.
The graph in figure 7.7 (a) depicts that the combinations of the NCA and
LMNN feature transforms with the Gaussian kernel SVM dominate the best
solutions. The random forest also appears more often than the rest of the
classifiers. Generally, the diversity of selected algorithms is relatively large for
this dataset. The dark shading of a large amount of features indicates that
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no clearly dominating feature subset is found by this particular optimization
run.
The graph in figure 7.7 (b) shows that in this particular run combinations
of the LMNN feature transform and the identity (no transform) along with
the random forest classifier perform best. The diversity of algorithms is much
smaller compared to the first graph. Furthermore, unlike in the first graph,
the shading of the features indicates that some feature groups appear more
frequently in the best solutions than others, namely the perimeter, the rect-
angularity, gray value features, Hu moments and the area feature. The order
of the feature groups differs from the first graph as well.
The huge differences between the two multi-configuration graphs show
that not a single algorithm configuration clearly outperforms all others but
that diverse algorithm configurations exist which perform almost equally well
for this dataset. Therefore, it can be expected that the fitness distribution in
the objective function for the steel dataset has more local optima and plateau-
like areas with similarly high values compared to the fitness distribution of
the coins dataset. The multi-configuration graphs for the coins dataset show
very similar dominating feature and algorithm combinations across the re-
peated optimization runs. Figure 7.8 depicts how the fitness distributions
for the two datasets could look like. The fitness distribution for the coins
dataset is probably more unimodal-like, as depicted in figure 7.8 (a), while
the distribution for the steel dataset might be similar to figure 7.8 (b).
The obviously more “difficult” fitness distribution in the objective function
for the steel dataset may be an explanation why the ECA-full algorithm tends
to get stuck in local optima here and is outperformed by the limited framework
variants ECA-defaultHyper and ECA-noTrans (see section 7.3.2).
Multi-Pipeline Classifier
Figure 7.9 shows the results of the multi-pipeline classifier of the ECA-full
algorithm for the steel dataset with respect to the generalization performance.
The outcome of the static selection of the number of pipelines is depicted in
figure 7.9 (a). The generalization accuracy increases quickly in the range
of 3 ≤ NPipes < 15 pipelines, however, decreases slightly afterwards again.
The accuracy boost in this “dent” in the graph is partly not statistically
significant. Finally, the generalization accuracy again increases slowly for
NPipes > 30 and the improvement becomes statistically significant once more.
Compared to the performance of a single classification pipeline the maximum
average improvement reaches about 2.5 percentage points. This is more than
the maximum average boost for the coins dataset.
The results of the fitness-dependent selection of the number of pipelines is
shown in figure 7.9 (b). It is noticeable that the average generalization accu-
racy values increase steeper and more consistently than in the static selection.
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Figure 7.7: Variations of the proposed multi-configuration graph of the ECA-
full algorithm for the steel dataset with NConfigs = 50. The graphs are
generated from two independent repetitions of the experiment.
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(a) Almost unimodal objective function (b) Objective function with plateaus
Figure 7.8: Two hypothetical distributions of fitness or optimization objec-
tive functions. The global optimum is denoted with a triangle. An almost
unimodal objective function (a) is expected to cause less problems in the op-
timization process than an objective function with many plateaus (b). Note
that a realistic plot of these fitness functions is not possible as there are
hundreds of variables that influence the classification pipelines.
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(b) Fitness-dependent selection
Figure 7.9: Generalization accuracy development of the multi-pipeline classi-
fier based on the trajectory of the ECA-full algorithm for the steel dataset.
The plots show the average values and the lines indicate the standard devia-
tions. Statistically significant deviations compared to the single classification
pipeline are denoted with an exclamation mark and a triangle.
No significant accuracy drop is observed and the changes become consistently
statistically significant for all values ∆fit,max ≥ 0.01. The maximum average
generalization accuracy boost reaches around 2.5 percentage points, similarly
to the static selection of the number of pipelines.
The best performing multi-pipeline classifier that is obtained during all
repetitions of the experiments is found by the ECA-noTrans algorithm and
it achieves a generalization accuracy of 0.8850 with NPipes = 11.
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7.3.5 Summary
The AROMS-Framework performs well on the steel dataset compared to base-
line methods and the Auto-WEKA framework. However, this dataset reveals
interesting effects: The standard ECA-full variant performs well, but two
other variants, one without hyperparameter tuning and one without feature
transforms, perform even better regarding the accuracy results. It is sus-
pected that a more complex fitness distribution of the objective function is
responsible for more local optima. The analysis of the multi-configuration
graphs with respect to the diversity of the configurations supports this hy-
pothesis.
Finally, a pipeline configuration with a generalization accuracy value of
0.8690 is found. The multi-pipeline classifier can further improve the results
and a maximum generalization accuracy of 0.8850 is obtained. These results
illustrate that the chosen image-based object recognition approach for the
steel measurement system is potentially problematic. Even the best perform-
ing multi-pipeline classifier shows an error rate of 11.5%, which is likely too
high for a reliable and precise measurement system. The results show that
it will likely be difficult to achieve a much higher accuracy value with the
installed camera sensor in combination with an image-based classification ap-
proach. However, it cannot be completely excluded that the development
of better features or a better preprocessing of the image data, such as noise
filters, would improve the results. This aspect is also discussed in the outlook
in section 8.3.3.
An alternative or additional measurement system should be considered,
e.g., spectroscopy-based6 systems, that allow a chemical analysis of the ob-
jects inside the steel. Furthermore, a better image-sensor with a higher reso-
lution that delivers more information about the objects could be considered.
7.4 UCI Classification Tasks
This section presents the results of the AROMS-Framework on a larger amount
of classification problems from different applications and research fields. The
datasets are publicly available and originate from the UCI machine learning
repository [Bache and Lichman, 2013]. Eleven datasets have been selected,
which are listed in table 7.11. In order to save space, the datasets are refer-
enced with their corresponding number (#) in the following tables.
The datasets have different properties with respect to the feature space
dimensionality (4 – 256 dimensions), the number of training samples (150 –
1,593 samples) and the number of classes (2 – 10 classes). It is worth noting
6Spectroscopy systems analyze material properties in multiple wavebands of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum (see also section 2.2.1).
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# Dataset name Description Dimensions Samples Classes
1 iris plant classification 4 150 3
2 diabetes medical diagnoses 8 768 2
3 breast-cancer-wisconsin medical diagnoses 9 683 2
4 contraceptive medication usage 9 1,473 3
5 glass material forensics 9 214 6
6 statlogheart medical diagnoses 13 270 2
7 australian credit rating 14 690 2
8 vehicle shape recognition 18 846 4
9 ionosphere radar data analysis 34 351 2
10 sonar material analysis 60 208 2
11 semeion-digits text recognition 256 1,593 10
Table 7.11: Overview of the selected classification datasets from the UCI
machine learning repository. Further references and information about the
datasets can be obtained from [Bache and Lichman, 2013].
that the number of training samples can be considered as relatively low as
datasets with millions of samples exist. However, a low number of training
samples is realistic for many real-world problems.
The experiments on the UCI database are conducted in the same way
as the previous datasets. They are randomly divided into 50% training and
50% test dataset while this subdivision is the same for all experiments and
repetitions. In order to keep the amount of statistics at a reasonable level,
only the main ECA-full variant of the AROMS-Framework is evaluated in
detail. Note that results of the framework on these UCI datasets have also
been published in [Bürger and Pauli, 2015b] and [Bürger and Pauli, 2015c].
7.4.1 Central Performance Criteria
This section discusses the central performance criteria results for the UCI
datasets.
Cross-Validation Accuracy
Table 7.12 lists the cross-validation accuracy values of the baseline classifiers
and the ECA-full algorithm on the UCI datasets. The ECA-full algorithm
outperforms both baseline methods for all datasets with respect to this met-
ric. Furthermore, all differences are statistically significant. However, the
typical performance differences between the baseline methods and the ECA-
full algorithm are not that large compared to the previous two datasets and
usually lie in the range of one to five percentage points.
The standard deviations of the cross-validation accuracy values obtained
by the ECA-full algorithm are remarkably low for seven of eleven datasets
with values under one percent. This indicates that the ECA optimization
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# Baseline SVM Baseline RF ECA-full
1 0.9653 ± 0.0180 (!) 0.9520 ± 0.0093 (!) 0.9893 ± 0.0056
2 0.7627 ± 0.0101 (!) 0.7445 ± 0.0078 (!) 0.8014 ± 0.0070
3 0.9716 ± 0.0020 (!) 0.9731 ± 0.0051 (!) 0.9834 ± 0.0020
4 0.5251 ± 0.0074 (!) 0.5275 ± 0.0078 (!) 0.5425 ± 0.0100
5 0.6731 ± 0.0247 (!) 0.7371 ± 0.0408 (!) 0.7995 ± 0.0258
6 0.7741 ± 0.0235 (!) 0.8156 ± 0.0158 (!) 0.8696 ± 0.0087
7 0.6887 ± 0.0108 (!) 0.8682 ± 0.0068 (!) 0.8758 ± 0.0076
8 0.7668 ± 0.0168 (!) 0.7448 ± 0.0098 (!) 0.8017 ± 0.0243
9 0.9120 ± 0.0050 (!) 0.9024 ± 0.0104 (!) 0.9512 ± 0.0081
10 0.8010 ± 0.0337 (!) 0.7895 ± 0.0325 (!) 0.8819 ± 0.0216
11 0.9088 ± 0.0049 (!) 0.9095 ± 0.0066 (!) 0.9297 ± 0.0044
Table 7.12: Comparison of cross-validation accuracy results for the UCI
datasets with mean ±1σ. Statistically significant deviations compared to
the proposed ECA-full algorithm are denoted with an exclamation mark.
# ECA-full # ECA-full # ECA-full
1 24.09 ± 6.41 5 36.95 ± 6.06 9 28.26 ± 7.32
2 53.07 ± 12.58 6 25.82 ± 6.08 10 33.84 ± 9.08
3 53.26 ± 12.87 7 61.51 ± 12.99 11 119.71 ± 18.06
4 87.74 ± 14.93 8 54.28 ± 8.70
Table 7.13: Optimization runtimes in minutes for the ECA-full algorithm on
the UCI datasets with mean ±1σ.
algorithm is able to achieve such high fitness values consistently and that the
problem of local optima seems to be less relevant for the UCI datasets.
Optimization Runtimes
The optimization runtimes of the ECA-full algorithm for each UCI dataset
are listed in table 7.13. The average optimization runtimes lie in the range
between less than 30 minutes to two hours. These optimization processes
are faster than the ones for the coins and steel datasets because of the lower
feature dimensionalities of the UCI datasets. A higher dimensionality is ex-
pected to increase the required optimization runtime, which the theoretical
problem complexity analysis (see section 5.2.2) suggests. However, this aspect
is further investigated in section 7.5.2.
The optimization runtimes of the baseline methods are not listed because
all baseline methods need less than 30 seconds on average to process the
datasets. The optimization runtimes of the Auto-WEKA framework are not
listed as well because its time budget is set to 24 hours for all datasets, which
is also fully used by the optimization process.
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# Baseline SVM Baseline RF ECA-full
1 0.02 ± 0.01 (!) 2.27 ± 1.75 10.77 ± 14.75
2 0.02 ± 0.00 1.32 ± 1.11 (!) 0.03 ± 0.03
3 0.01 ± 0.00 1.33 ± 1.06 1.74 ± 3.12
4 0.06 ± 0.01 1.12 ± 0.76 (!) 0.04 ± 0.03
5 0.02 ± 0.00 (!) 6.61 ± 3.72 (!) 18.46 ± 11.22
6 0.02 ± 0.00 3.96 ± 3.15 (!) 0.03 ± 0.04
7 0.03 ± 0.01 1.83 ± 1.11 1.15 ± 2.43
8 0.03 ± 0.01 1.88 ± 1.13 1.53 ± 3.18
9 0.03 ± 0.01 (!) 1.31 ± 1.74 4.91 ± 6.08
10 0.04 ± 0.01 (!) 7.46 ± 3.36 13.29 ± 10.65
11 0.69 ± 0.15 (!) 1.67 ± 0.09 (!) 0.40 ± 0.16
Table 7.14: Classification times in milliseconds per instance for the baselines
as well as the best classification pipelines found by the ECA-full algorithm
on the UCI datasets with mean ±1σ. Statistically significant deviations com-
pared to the proposed ECA-full algorithm are denoted with an exclamation
mark.
Classification Time
Table 7.14 lists the classification times per instance of the baseline classifiers
and the best classification pipelines found by the ECA-full algorithm. The
baseline SVM leads to the fastest classifiers for nine of eleven datasets. The
variation of the best classification pipelines found by the ECA-full algorithm
regarding the classification time is relatively large. On the one hand, for the
diabetes (#2), contraceptive (#4) and statlogheart (#6) datasets very fast
average classification times under 0.05 milliseconds per instance are achieved.
On the other hand, for the glass (#5) and sonar (#10) datasets the pipelines
need more than 10 milliseconds on average to classify instances and are thus
much slower than the baselines. The reason for this large variation of clas-
sification times and the difference compared to the baselines is certainly the
incorporation of feature transforms into the classification pipelines that con-
tribute to the overall processing speed.
Generalization Accuracy
The generalization accuracy results are listed in table 7.15. The significant
performance boost of the ECA-full algorithm compared to the baseline algo-
rithms that is observed for the cross-validation metric is not conveyed to the
generalization performance. In fact, the ECA-full algorithm only performs
better than the baselines for two of eleven datasets, namely for the contra-
ceptive (#4) and vehicle (#8) dataset. The differences between the ECA-full
algorithm and the baselines are relatively small for most datasets (one to two
percentage points); except for the sonar (#10) dataset in which the baseline
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SVM performs more than five percentage points better. However, there is no
noticeably best performing baseline method, but the baseline SVM provides
the lowest standard deviations.
The generalization accuracy is also compared to the Auto-WEKA frame-
work. Its average generalization accuracy values are better than the ECA-full
results for ten of eleven datasets. However, the differences are only statisti-
cally significant in five of eleven cases. When the Auto-WEKA framework is
also compared to the baseline classifiers, it only outperforms them in five of
eleven cases.
One way to explain the relatively disappointing generalization results of
the ECA-full algorithm for the UCI datasets are possible overfitting effects.
This explanation is supported by the consistently high cross-validation accu-
racy values during the optimization using the ECA-full algorithm. The adap-
tation of the classification pipeline is purely data-driven and does not con-
sider regularization that could limit the complexity of the used components.
These observations lead to the assumption that even holistic cross-validation
is not sufficient to prevent an overadaptation to the training dataset when
the huge adaptability of the proposed classification pipeline is considered.
The Auto-WEKA framework (see section 3.2.5) comprises fewer degrees of
freedom compared to the ECA-full algorithm and finds better generalizing
solutions for the UCI datasets. However, it is also outperformed by baseline
methods in six of eleven cases. Therefore, it can be stated that Auto-WEKA
suffers from overfitting effects as well.
An alternative explanation is that the baseline classifiers already perform
“too well” on the UCI datasets, or – in other words – that the chosen tasks
of the UCI database are too simple and thus the repertoire of the machine
learning solutions in the AROMS-Framework is not necessary and even coun-
terproductive.
7.4.2 Extended Optimization Analyses
This section presents the results of the multi-configuration graph and the
multi-pipeline classifier for the UCI datasets.
Multi-Configuration Graphs
For the sake of clarity, the multi-configuration graphs are only evaluated
for specific, but representative UCI datasets that have been processed with
the ECA-full algorithm. The glass (#5), breast-cancer-wisconsin (#3) and
semeion-digits (#11) datasets have been selected to show typical variations of
the proposed graph and to explain potentials and also limitations of this visu-
alization approach. Figure 7.10 depicts three exemplary multi-configuration
graphs of the aforementioned datasets.
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(b) Graph for the breast-cancer-wisconsin (#3) dataset
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(c) Graph for the semeion-digits (#11) dataset
Figure 7.10: Exemplary multi-configuration graphs of three datasets from the
UCI database generated by the ECA-full algorithm using NConfigs = 50.
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# Baseline SVM Baseline RF ECA-full Auto-WEKA
1 0.9707 ± 0.0084 0.9413 ± 0.0143 0.9547 ± 0.0228 0.9253 ± 0.0119 (!)
2 0.7396 ± 0.0 (!) 0.7630 ± 0.0142 (!) 0.7510 ± 0.0071 0.7557 ± 0.0079
3 0.9677 ± 0.0 (!) 0.9762 ± 0.0022 (!) 0.9639 ± 0.0031 0.9701 ± 0.0032 (!)
4 0.5570 ± 0.0075 0.5393 ± 0.0065 (!) 0.5603 ± 0.0184 0.5641 ± 0.0127
5 0.6381 ± 0.0 (!) 0.7343 ± 0.0319 (!) 0.7000 ± 0.0354 0.7467 ± 0.0257 (!)
6 0.7259 ± 0.0 (!) 0.8259 ± 0.0243 0.8207 ± 0.0223 0.8370 ± 0.0 (!)
7 0.7058 ± 0.0196 (!) 0.8741 ± 0.0061 (!) 0.8503 ± 0.0259 0.8529 ± 0.0102
8 0.7749 ± 0.0 0.7386 ± 0.0074 (!) 0.7844 ± 0.0348 0.7981 ± 0.0176
9 0.9657 ± 0.0 (!) 0.9474 ± 0.0114 0.9451 ± 0.0143 0.9611 ± 0.0063 (!)
10 0.8738 ± 0.0 (!) 0.8359 ± 0.0072 0.8184 ± 0.0429 0.8447 ± 0.0228
11 0.9521 ± 0.0 0.9515 ± 0.0040 0.9506 ± 0.0057 0.9541 ± 0.0112
Table 7.15: Comparison of the generalization accuracy results for the UCI
datasets with mean ±1σ. Statistically significant deviations compared to the
proposed ECA-full algorithm are denoted with an exclamation mark.
A common property of all multi-configuration graphs is that the best
performing algorithm configurations can be spotted quickly due to the darker
shading and the location of the items at the top. The diversity of the best con-
figurations can be seen directly as well because it correlates with the amount
of feature transforms and classifiers that appear in the graph. Furthermore,
the amount of the edges between the vertices and also the complexity of the
connections indicate the diversity of the configurations. The graphs in figure
7.10 (a) and (c) show a relatively small degree of diversity with a clearly best
performing algorithm combination. The graph in figure 7.10 (b) displays a
very large amount of diversity for feature transforms and classifiers. In this
example, two feature transforms, namely LPP and the factor analysis, are
almost equally often appearing in the best configurations. Two others, the
kernel PCA and the LDA, also appear frequently while the other transforms
in light gray may only appear rarely or even only once. The diversity of
classifiers is also large, but merely the linear SVM dominates clearly.
The usefulness of the multi-configuration graph regarding the importance
of the features depends on the dataset and its structure of the feature groups.
The input data of the AROMS-Framework (see section 4.4) provides feature
groups that aggregate features with multiple dimensions. In datasets with
only relative few one-dimensional features like, e.g., the glass (#5) and breast-
cancer-wisconsin (#3) dataset, each feature becomes a feature group. In this
case, the corresponding multi-configuration graph (see figure 7.10 (a) and (b))
allows a direct analysis of the feature importance by analyzing the shading
and the order of the feature groups.
However, datasets with many features that cannot be grouped easily com-
plicate the feature importance analysis using the proposed multi-configuration
graph. One example is the semeion-digits (#11) dataset which uses gray-
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# ECA-full MPCStatic, NPipes = 25 MPCFitness,∆fit,max = 0.03
1 0.9547 ± 0.0228 0.9733 ± 0.0243 0.9787 ± 0.0210 (!)
2 0.7510 ± 0.0071 0.7542 ± 0.0077 0.7557 ± 0.0071
3 0.9639 ± 0.0031 0.9669 ± 0.0042 0.9669 ± 0.0031 (!)
4 0.5603 ± 0.0184 0.5729 ± 0.0136 0.5755 ± 0.0088 (!)
5 0.7000 ± 0.0354 0.7190 ± 0.0169 0.7143 ± 0.0246
6 0.8207 ± 0.0223 0.8304 ± 0.0154 0.8311 ± 0.0130
7 0.8503 ± 0.0259 0.8547 ± 0.0083 0.8538 ± 0.0058
8 0.7844 ± 0.0348 0.8014 ± 0.0208 0.7945 ± 0.0228
9 0.9451 ± 0.0143 0.9726 ± 0.0089 (!) 0.9766 ± 0.0099 (!)
10 0.8184 ± 0.0429 0.8476 ± 0.0444 0.8495 ± 0.0318
11 0.9506 ± 0.0057 0.9602 ± 0.0035 (!) 0.9608 ± 0.0036 (!)
Table 7.16: Results of the generalization accuracy of the multi-pipeline clas-
sifier for the UCI datasets with mean ±1σ. Note that the ECA-full column
contains the results of a single classification pipeline. Statistically significant
deviations compared to the proposed ECA-full algorithm are denoted with
an exclamation mark.
value images of handwritten digits that need to be classified. The size of
the images is 16 × 16 pixels, which leads to a feature vector space with 256
dimensions. The features cannot be grouped in a more meaningful way than
256 one-dimensional feature groups. The corresponding multi-configuration
graph is depicted in figure 7.10 (c) and shows 16 dark shaded feature groups
with numeric feature names that represent the pixel indices and a rest vertex.
The interpretation of the feature relevance is very unintuitive in this case as
the two-dimensional image features are split into a one-dimensional feature
vector. The overall dark shading does not help to distinguish important from
unimportant features.
Multi-Pipeline Classifier
This section presents the results of the multi-pipeline classifier on the UCI
datasets, which can be found in table 7.16. Only the ECA-full algorithm
variant is considered. The static and fitness-dependent selection of the num-
ber of pipelines are evaluated with fixed metaparameters, which have lead to
promising results for the previous two datasets. The static selection mode is
denoted as MPCStatic and a fixed number of NPipes = 25 pipelines is chosen.
The fitness-dependent selection mode is denoted as MPCFitness and a fitness
threshold of ∆fit,max = 0.03 is used.
Both variants of the multi-pipeline classifier improve the generalization
accuracy compared to the single classification pipeline for all datasets. The
differences between the two variants are not very large, however, the fitness-
dependent selection achieves the overall best performance and wins for eight
of eleven datasets. Nevertheless, only relatively few results show a statisti-
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# Best single pipeline Best multi-pipeline NPipes
1 0.9867 1.0000 12
2 0.7630 0.7682 27
3 0.9707 0.9765 5
4 0.5891 0.5932 29
5 0.7333 0.7524 4
6 0.8444 0.8593 8
7 0.8779 0.8808 3
8 0.8483 0.8555 37
9 0.9714 0.9886 37
10 0.9029 0.9223 3
11 0.9584 0.9685 15
Table 7.17: Overall best results of the generalization accuracy of the multi-
pipeline classifier for the UCI datasets during the repetitions of the experi-
ments using the ECA-full algorithm.
cally significant improvement. The average performance improvement ranges
from less than one percentage point to more than three percentage points,
e.g., for the ionosphere (#9) and sonar (#10) dataset. The multi-pipeline
classifier outperforms the Auto-WEKA framework regarding the generaliza-
tion accuracy on seven of eleven datasets. However, this comparison can be
considered as unfair because the solutions of Auto-WEKA only use single
classifiers.
Table 7.17 shows the overall best performing multi-pipeline classifiers for
the UCI datasets compared to the best single pipeline performance. It can
be seen that there is a multi-pipeline classifier that performs better than the
best single classification pipeline for all datasets. The expected performance
improvement depends on the dataset and can be larger than two percentage
points of accuracy. The best multi-pipeline classifier is obtained withNPipes ≈
16.36 ± 13.62 pipelines on average. However, the large standard deviation
indicates that the optimal number of pipelines depends on the dataset and is
hard to predict.
7.4.3 Summary
The results of the AROMS-Framework on the UCI datasets are not clearly
superior. The promising high cross-validation results do not necessarily lead
to better generalization accuracy values. One explanation for the slightly
disappointing results are overfitting effects. Furthermore, the UCI datasets
could also be “too easy” so that standard baseline classifiers already perform
optimally. However, the multi-pipeline classifier can considerably increase the
generalization accuracy values for all datasets. The multi-configuration graph
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Figure 7.11: Comparison between the cross-validation and generalization ac-
curacy results of the ECA-full algorithm for all datasets with all repetitions.
The difference histogram in (b) shows the distribution of the deviations be-
tween the cross-validation and generalization accuracy.
is potentially useful for all datasets, however, an intuitive feature relevance
analysis requires one-dimensional feature groups with reasonable names.
7.5 Analyses across all Datasets
This section presents comprehensive analyses and results of the ECA-full al-
gorithm across all 13 datasets that are considered within this work. The
central performance criteria are in focus of these analyses, namely the accu-
racy values, the optimization runtime and the classification time.
7.5.1 Generalization Estimation
The generalization of every pipeline configuration is estimated by the pro-
posed holistic cross-validation method (see section 5.1.2). Figure 7.11 shows
the connection between the actual generalization accuracy on the separated
test dataset and the estimation of it provided by the holistic cross-validation
method. All repetitions of the ECA-full algorithm on all datasets are con-
sidered. An ideal generalization estimation method would predict exactly
the generalization accuracy based on the training dataset only. This ideal
generalization estimation is denoted with the dashed identity line in figure
7.11 (a). The correlation between the estimation and the actual generaliza-
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tion is clearly visible and the Pearson correlation coefficient7 is close to one
with a value of rcorr = 0.9417. However, the proposed method tends to over-
estimate the generalization performance as most repetitions achieve a lower
generalization accuracy than predicted by the holistic cross-validation. The
average difference between the cross-validation and generalization accuracy
is 0.0244 ± 0.0399, which is an overestimation of more than two percentage
points of accuracy on average. This can also be seen in figure 7.11 (a), in
which most points lie below the identity line. Figure 7.11 (b) shows the his-
togram of differences between the estimation and actual generalization. The
differences are fairly normally distributed, which indicates that outliers in
form of very bad generalizing solutions are relatively unlikely.
7.5.2 Optimization Runtime
The observed optimization runtimes show a large variation that depends on
the dataset. Figure 7.12 depicts plots that connect properties of all investi-
gated datasets to the corresponding optimization runtimes of the ECA-full
algorithm. More precisely, the impact of the input feature space dimension-
ality Din and the number of training samples NT are analyzed. It becomes
obvious that both aspects are relevant but the optimization runtimes cor-
relate stronger with the number of training samples (rcorr = 0.8135) than
with the feature space dimensionality (rcorr = 0.5989). A precise prediction
function of the optimization runtime for a given dataset cannot be made as
too many non-deterministic and implementation-specific effects would need
to be considered. However, the optimization runtime is roughly correlated to
O(NT +Din).
7.5.3 Classification Time
The classification times of the resulting best classification pipelines found by
the ECA-full algorithm are heavily depending on the dataset. The distribu-
tion of the classification times is depicted in figure 7.13 while all repetitions
of the ECA-full algorithm on all datasets are considered. The average clas-
sification time per instance is 4.32 ± 8.40 milliseconds. However, the values
are obviously not normally distributed as no single peak can be spotted in
the histogram.
Figure 7.14 depicts the connection between dataset properties and the
classification time. Figure 7.14 (a) shows that the classification time is slightly
negatively correlated (rcorr = −0.2089) with the number of features Din. This
7The Pearson correlation coefficient measures the linear correlation between two vari-
ables and lies in the range of rcorr ∈ [−1,+1] ⊂ R [Howell, 2006]. Values of rcorr close
to −1 or 1 denote a strong linear correlation while values closer to zero indicate a weaker
correlation.
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Figure 7.12: Influence of dataset properties on the optimization runtimes of
the ECA-full algorithm for all datasets. The dots denote the average opti-
mization runtimes and the vertical lines indicate the corresponding standard
deviations. Note that the linear regression appears as a non-linear curve due
to the logarithmic scale of the abscissa.
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Figure 7.13: Histogram of observed classification times in milliseconds per
instance of classification pipelines found by the ECA-full algorithm for all
datasets and all experiment repetitions.
is surprising because it could be expected that a higher feature dimension-
ality would lead to classifiers that require more time for the classification of
instances. However, the observed weak negative correlation is most likely a
random effect as there is no theoretical reason for the general trend that a
higher feature dimensionality leads to faster classifiers.
Figure 7.14 (b) shows that the classification time is also slightly nega-
tively correlated (rcorr = −0.5648) with the number of training samples NT .
It could have been expected that the classifiers tend to learn a more com-
plex model when more training instances are available and thus would need
more classification time – which cannot be observed. However, the negative
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Figure 7.14: Influence of dataset properties on the classification time in mil-
liseconds per instance of classification pipelines found by the ECA-full algo-
rithm for all datasets. The dots denote the average classification times and
the vertical lines indicate the corresponding standard deviations. Note that
the linear regression appears as a non-linear curve due to the logarithmic
scale of the abscissa.
correlation needs to be explained with random effects as well as it lacks a
theoretical background.
The analyses reveal that the classification time is not correlated with
these two central dataset properties in a meaningful way – unlike the op-
timization runtime. The actual processing and classification is much faster
than the training phase of the algorithms and less dependent on the training
dataset properties. The actual speed of any algorithm is also heavily depen-
dent on its implementation and many algorithms provided by Matlab are not
optimized for speed. Furthermore, the ECA-full algorithm selects these al-
gorithms solely depending on their classification performance and not based
on the classification speed8, which explains the observed random negative
correlations.
7.6 Discussion
This chapter presents the evaluation of the proposed AROMS-Framework on
multiple datasets with respect to multiple criteria. The findings across the
different scenarios and datasets are discussed in this section.
8This aspect is discussed in the outlook, which can be found in section 8.3.2.
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7.6.1 Performance of the ECA-full Algorithm
The evaluation is focused on the ECA-full optimization algorithm, which is
the most “interesting” variant of the AROMS-Framework. Compared to the
baseline classifiers, it achieves the highest average cross-validation accuracy
values for almost all datasets. Also the corresponding standard deviation
values are at a relatively low level. Thus, the proposed optimization algorithm
can relatively consistently achieve proper solutions – at least with respect to
the cross-validation accuracy.
However, classification pipelines with the “best” configurations found by
the ECA-full algorithm do not necessarily lead to the best generalization ac-
curacy values on the separated test dataset. This is especially the case for the
UCI datasets in which the baseline classifiers partially show a better gener-
alization performance, even though their cross-validation accuracy values are
lower. It can be expected that overfitting effects, which occur due to the large
degree of adaptability of the classification pipeline, are responsible for these
results. The proposed holistic cross-validation method tends to overestimate
the generalization accuracy by around two percentage points but still shows
a strong correlation between the estimated and the actual generalization ac-
curacy.
The typical optimization runtimes of the ECA-full algorithm for the in-
vestigated datasets range between less than thirty minutes up to two hours,
which can be considered as surprisingly fast. A naïve grid search approach is
expected to require billions of years for many of the datasets, mainly due to
the exponential complexity of the feature selection problem (see section 5.2.2).
It turns out that the proposed extended Evolution Strategies are especially
suitable to handle the feature selection efficiently in order to find good feature
subsets. However, the experiments show that the number of samples of the
training dataset and also the feature space dimensionality do have a moderate
impact on the optimization runtime – but there is certainly no exponential
increase of computation time. Finally, it can be stated that the ECA-full
algorithm is 12 to 48 times faster than the Auto-WEKA framework, while a
comparable classification performance is achieved.
The average classification times of the resulting pipelines found by the
ECA-full algorithm tend to be greater compared to baseline classifiers but
instances are usually classified in less than 0.1 – 20 milliseconds. The optimal
classification pipelines may also be as fast as or even faster than the baseline
methods. However, the classification speed depends on the algorithm selection
in the pipeline that itself depends on the actual learning task. It can be
expected that the classification time is nearly impossible to predict before
the actual optimization process. The ECA algorithm only considers the cross-
validation accuracy values in the optimization process. This means that if
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slower methods perform better, the classification speed will automatically be
lower as well.
7.6.2 Impact of the Pipeline Components
The analysis of the impact of the classification pipeline components reveals
that all investigated components, namely feature selection, feature prepro-
cessing, feature transform, classifier portfolio and hyperparameter tuning are
potentially useful to improve the accuracy values. However, the steel dataset
shows that the full amount of adaptability of the ECA-full algorithm can
actually lead to worse accuracy values. This can be explained due to a larger
amount of local optima in the search space that disturb the optimization
process.
The analysis of the optimization runtimes reveals that basically two pipeline
components have a significant impact. The optimization process becomes
faster when the feature selection is used because the data dimensionality
is decreased. In contrast to that, the optimization runtimes increase when
feature transforms are involved. Many feature transforms have complex com-
putational models which need a lot of time to be trained.
7.6.3 Impact of Selected Design Decisions of the ECA
Algorithm
It is shown that the holistic cross-validation method is absolutely necessary
to estimate the generalization of the classification pipeline. The classifier-
only variant of cross-validation produces configurations with “perfect” cross-
validation accuracy values but actually a poor generalization performance.
This illustrates that the generalization of the feature transform must be esti-
mated as well as the generalization of the classifier. The impact of the holis-
tic cross-validation on the optimization runtime is marginal, even though the
computational complexity is higher.
The early discarding system turns out to be very useful as well. The
required optimization runtimes decrease tremendously by a factor of almost
four, while the accuracy values are not affected significantly. It can be ex-
pected that this speedup factor is closely linked to the choice of the number
of cross-validation rounds NCV : The aggressive discarding rules will stop the
cross-validation process after one round for the vast majority of configura-
tions. So the amount of saved cross-validation rounds will be even greater
for NCV > 5 as a greater percentage of rounds will be skipped. However, a
larger number of cross-validation rounds will increase the runtimes regard-
less if the early discarding system is used or not: At least a fraction of the
configurations requires the evaluation of all cross-validation rounds.
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The improvement of the initial population regarding the feature subset
turns out to be useful as well, but its impact is relatively small. The accu-
racy values increase slightly while the optimization runtime is not affected
in a significant way. However, other improvements of the initial population
regarding, e.g., the selection of algorithms or hyperparameter values, could
potentially be beneficial as well.
7.6.4 Multi-Configuration Graph
The evaluation of the multi-configuration graph demonstrates that this vi-
sualization technique is suitable to support users of the AROMS-Framework
to understand the best performing algorithm combinations consisting of fea-
ture transforms and classifiers very quickly. The graph can also be used to
directly analyze the relevance of the features when the feature groups of the
dataset have a meaningful structure. An advise to obtain such a reasonable
structure is the use of multiple feature groups with reasonable names. A
single, high-dimensional feature without subdivision into groups should be
prevented.
Additionally, the proposed multi-configuration graph is a useful tool to
estimate the diversity of well performing algorithm combinations for a given
dataset. A quick view reveals the amount of vertices and edges for the feature
transforms and classifiers. The more components there are, the higher the
diversity is. This information allows to draw conclusions about the optimiza-
tion trajectory as well as the “fitness landscape” of the objective function (see
figure 7.8). Evidence is found that a high configuration diversity leads to a
fitness distribution with many plateau areas and more local optima. Such
difficult fitness distributions may be the reason why the proposed ECA-full
algorithm – and potentially other optimization algorithms as well – produce
suboptimal results.
7.6.5 Multi-Pipeline Classifier
Compared to a single classification pipeline the multi-pipeline classifier is able
to significantly improve the generalization performance. The average gener-
alization accuracy boost can be larger than three percentage points so that
all baselines and also the Auto-WEKA framework are outperformed regarding
the generalization. However, it has to be kept in mind that the multi-pipeline
classifier comes with the disadvantage of a higher computational cost for clas-
sifying instances compared to the single classification pipeline. But the actual
classification time of a multi-pipeline classifier can be reduced by a parallel
processing of the pipelines as they are independent from each other.
The results proof that the fitness-dependent selection of the number of
pipelines shows the best results as the optimal metaparameter value of the
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fitness threshold is less dependent on the dataset than the static selection of
the number of pipelines. Reasonable standard values, namely NPipes = 25
for the static selection and ∆fit,max = 0.03 for the fitness-dependent selection
of the number of pipelines, are found that perform well for all investigated
learning tasks.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
This final chapter concludes the whole work and proposes future improve-
ments. It is organized as follows. Section 8.1 summarizes the work including
the investigated problems, the selected approaches and the conducted exper-
iments. Section 8.2 discusses the results with respect to the goals that have
been determined in the introduction chapter. Finally, in section 8.3 an out-
look for improvements of the AROMS-Framework and future work in this
research field are provided.
8.1 Summary
The general topic of this work was the automatic improvement of machine
learning systems for classification tasks. At first, the typical challenges that
occur in machine learning have been analyzed and discussed. The most com-
mon challenges can be summarized as follows. Many problems that arise
from the feature data are related to the curse of dimensionality. The se-
lection of suitable machine learning algorithms for a given task is another
great challenge that is known as the no-free-lunch theorem. Furthermore,
the hyperparameters of the involved algorithms need to be tuned for each
task. Additionally, the generalization of a classifier has to be estimated ade-
quately to select a well performing one that does not suffer from overfitting.
Ultimately, all these challenges occur in an arbitrary combination for most
real-world classification problems.
Based on the analysis of challenges a set of suitable solutions was dis-
cussed. These solutions can be subdivided into established remedies such
as feature and model selection or hyperparameter tuning. Another recently
evolving solution is representation learning, which is one field of deep learn-
ing. Representation learning can be generalized with feature transforms that
are learned with data. The goal of such feature transforms is that the re-
sulting features should be better suitable for the machine learning algorithm
than the original ones.
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The great number of solutions leads to the consequential problem to auto-
matically find the best suitable combination of approaches for a given learning
task because a manual selection is clearly infeasible. The central contribution
of this work was the AROMS-Framework that should solve this problem in
a holistic way. A classification pipeline was proposed that consists of four
pipeline elements with different processing tasks: the first one is responsible
for feature selection, the second one for feature preprocessing, the third one
for feature transforms and the last one for the actual classification. Each
pipeline element has different degrees of adaptability, such as the selection of
a feature subset, the selection of algorithms and hyperparameters. All hyper-
parameters of the pipeline are collected in the pipeline configuration which
has to be adapted for each learning task.
In order to archive a fully automated configuration adaptation for each
learning task, an optimization algorithm with a suitable objective function
had to be developed. The objective function needs to estimate the generaliza-
tion performance of the whole classification pipeline. Therefore, the holistic
cross-validation method was developed. An early discarding system was intro-
duced to increase its computational efficiency. A further analysis of the value
distribution of the objective function revealed a complex interplay between
the selected algorithms and hyperparameters that leads to a large amount
of local optima. Furthermore, the complexity analysis of the configuration
adaptation problem showed that any naïve approach like grid search is clearly
infeasible.
An Evolutionary Algorithm has been selected to solve the configuration
adaptation problem because these kinds of algorithms can cope with complex
objective functions and can easily take advantage of parallel processing. The
Evolution Strategies approach has been extended to handle the heterogeneous
hyperparameter types that occur in the pipeline configuration, such as real
and integer numbers, Booleans and categorical variables. The proposed ECA
optimization algorithm uses these extended Evolution Strategies to adapt the
pipeline configuration. However, the extended Evolution Strategies have been
introduced in a generalized way so that this approach can be applied to other
optimization problems as well.
A challenge that arises in the configuration adaptation problem is that
the set of active hyperparameters depends on the selection of algorithms. A
solution for this challenge was motivated with the genotype-phenotype dis-
tinction in genetics: The ECA algorithm appends all hyperparameters of
all algorithms to the genotype. However, only those hyperparameters that
belong to the selected algorithms are actually influencing the resulting clas-
sification pipeline, which is the phenotype in this case. However, the full
genotype, including the information of active and inactive hyperparameter
values, is considered in the evolutionary operators and is recombined, mu-
tated and transferred to the next generation of individuals.
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Additionally, the information of the optimization trajectory of the ECA
algorithm was exploited in two ways. First, the multi-configuration graph
visualizes the set of the best configurations to allow a fast understanding of
the best features and algorithm combinations for a specific dataset. Secondly,
the best configurations are used to set up a multi-pipeline classifier with a
better generalization performance.
The evaluation of the AROMS-Framework covered multiple aspects: At
first, multiple classification tasks have been selected from different applica-
tion fields, such as image-based object recognition, medical diagnostics and
forensics. Secondly, multiple metrics such as cross-validation and generaliza-
tion accuracy as well as optimization runtime and classification time were
compared. Thirdly, several variants of the ECA optimization algorithm and
design decisions of it were evaluated to understand the internal framework
functionality and to quantify effects of overfitting and local optima.
The results of the extended optimization analyses, namely the multi-
configuration graph and the multi-pipeline classifier, were discussed in detail
as well. The influence of randomness of the chosen optimization algorithm
was considered with repeated experiments and suitable statistical tests to
detect significant differences between the algorithm variants.
Finally, the source code of the Matlab implementation of the AROMS-
Framework was fully published on GitHub [Bürger, 2016] so that other re-
searchers can benefit from the system and conduct their own experiments.
8.2 Discussion of the Results
This section discusses the results of this work with respect to the goals that
have been defined in the introduction in section 1.2.
8.2.1 Development of a Holistic Framework
An important aim was the development of a holistic framework that contains
a large set of approaches to typical machine learning challenges including
the field of representation learning. This goal was successfully achieved with
the AROMS-Framework and its central classification pipeline. The proposed
pipeline consists of four pipeline elements that comprise potentially useful
processing steps for machine learning. The field of representation learning
plays a central role in form of feature transforms that should improve the
feature representation. The adaptation of the pipeline configuration to a
given dataset is done automatically by the ECA optimization algorithm.
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8.2.2 Improvement of the Classification Performance
Of course, the whole effort of optimizing a complex processing pipeline with
numerous algorithms is only of value, if the classification performance is in-
creasing noticeably. This goal was partly achieved as the AROMS-Framework
can potentially generate significantly better generalizing classifiers. The ben-
efit was larger on more difficult and high-dimensional datasets.
However, the AROMS-Framework did not always find solutions that gen-
eralize better than other, less time-consuming methods. Two effects were
observed that are responsible for these issues: First, the proposed framework
partly suffers from overfitting effects, which arise from the purely data-driven
approach to optimize a highly adaptable classification pipeline to a given
training dataset. Even the holistic cross-validation method could not prevent
overfitting completely. Secondly, some results of the experiments showed
that the ECA-full optimization variant, which comprises the full adaptabil-
ity of the classification pipeline, can terminate in local optima and thus the
found configurations achieve an inferior performance. This problem arises
from certain dataset characteristics in combination with eventually subopti-
mal metaparameter values of the AROMS-Framework. It can be expected
that especially the values of the number of initial individuals (µinit) and the
number of children in each generation (λ) should be increased for these diffi-
cult datasets to minimize the risk to get stuck in local optima.
The proposed multi-pipeline classifier kept its promise to increase the
generalization accuracy. The evaluation showed that this was the case for all
datasets that have been considered. However, its disadvantage is a higher
computational effort during the classification phase. The time constraints
are different for each application, e.g., a real-time object detection system
in an autonomous vehicle may require a decision within a few microseconds,
while a medical diagnose system might be fast enough with one decision per
second. However, due to the independence of the classification pipelines, the
proposed multi-pipeline classifier can benefit from parallel processing.
It was also shown that unavoidable, non-deterministic effects of the ECA
optimization algorithm and some computational models, e.g., random forests,
lead to fluctuations of the accuracy values. When the classification task at
hand requires extensive tuning and a tenth of a percentage point of accuracy
is important, it can be useful to repeat an optimization process with the
AROMS-Framework and pick the best solution. The AROMS-Framework
implementation directly supports this as the number of repetitions can be
determined and the results are automatically analyzed afterwards.
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8.2.3 Optimization and Classification Efficiency
The goal of a reasonably fast optimization process was achieved. Depending
on the dataset the typical optimization runtime of the ECA algorithm – run-
ning on a relatively normal workstation computer – is within a range of min-
utes up to a few hours. This amount of time is tolerable as the optimization
process works completely unsupervised and can run, e.g., during the night.
The proposed extended Evolution Strategies were suitable to solve the highly
combinatorial configuration adaptation problem. The feature selection prob-
lem, which contributes the most to the immense size of the search space, was
efficiently tackled using a bitstring representation. The evaluations showed
that the number of features only has a little impact on the optimization run-
time. Furthermore, the proposed early discarding system has to be mentioned
which was a significant contribution to the computational efficiency as well.
It was shown that the optimization runtime is correlated to the number
of training samples and also the dimensionality of the training dataset. This
has to be considered when datasets with more than around thousand samples
should be analyzed. It can be expected that a time budget of 24 hours of
optimization runtime will be sufficient for datasets with approximately 20,000
training samples. There are two ways to deal with even larger datasets: At
first, it is possible to select a random subset of training samples so that the
total number of training samples comes to a reasonable level. Secondly, the
algorithm portfolios can be restricted to the most efficient methods only:
A tremendous processing speedup can be expected when the set of feature
transforms only contains fast methods, e.g., PCA, or the set of classifiers
only considers classifiers that work well with large training datasets, e.g.,
good implementations of the SVM or random forests.
Even though the classification pipeline may use complex feature trans-
forms and classifiers, the average classification time stayed reasonable within
a range of less than 0.1 up to 20 milliseconds per instance. However, the tol-
erable classification time depends on the actual application; real-time systems
or applications with excessive amounts of instances that need to be classified
might require faster classifiers. It can be expected that the classification time
will be improved when the algorithm portfolios only contain fast methods,
such as linear classifiers or feature transforms.
8.2.4 Useful Statistics
A secondary goal was the generation of helpful statistics to understand the
complex results of the AROMS-Framework. This aim was achieved with the
multi-configuration graph that uses by-products of the optimization process.
This visualization technique turned out to be an intuitive way to analyze
the interplay of the most relevant features and algorithms. On the one hand,
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this graph offers developers of machine learning systems the chance to quickly
identify and improve the most promising approaches to their specific problem.
On the other hand, this graph might also be helpful to improve the AROMS-
Framework and its optimization algorithms itself because, e.g., trajectories of
different algorithm variants can be compared quickly.
8.2.5 Development Effort and Required Expertise
The goal of reducing the development effort for classification systems was
achieved in the sense that the AROMS-Framework provides a high degree of
automation. The ECA optimization algorithm does not require manual inter-
vention and the extended optimization analyses and statistics are performed
and generated automatically.
The framework has numerous metaparameters, e.g., the evolutionary meta-
parameters, but all of them have justified standard values which work reason-
ably well for a wide range of tasks. The standard variant of the optimization
algorithm (ECA-full) adapts the full set of components and it was shown that
it works fairly well for most tasks. Consequently, the chances are high that
even inexperienced users obtain a well working classifier using the AROMS-
Framework without any manual metaparameter adaptation.
However, the no-free-lunch theorem also holds for the AROMS-Framework.
There is no guarantee that the standard variant and metaparameters will de-
liver the best possible results. It was shown that for some datasets the stan-
dard ECA-full variant did not lead to the best overall performance, but, e.g.,
a restriction of the feature transforms actually improved the results even fur-
ther. So it can be worth trying some different metaparameters and variants as
well as baseline classifiers. The implementation of the AROMS-Framework
directly supports the systematic analysis of metaparameters, variants and
baseline methods. To give an example, most statistics and comparisons in
the evaluation chapter 7 have been generated automatically.
8.2.6 Understanding of the Framework Functionality
One of the last goals was dedicated to contribute to the understanding of
the internal functionality of the framework, which is obviously complex. A
central task within this context was the quantification of the impact of the
different pipeline components, namely feature selection, feature preprocess-
ing, feature transforms, classifiers and hyperparameter tuning. Experiments
revealed that all components of the proposed classification pipeline can poten-
tially contribute to an improvement of the classification performance. How-
ever, the specific success of each component depends on the dataset. This
result was partially expected because it is obvious that not all learning tasks
necessarily suffer from, e.g., the curse of dimensionality.
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The Role of Representation Learning
The experiments have shown that the incorporation of representation learning
in form of feature transforms did not guarantee a generalization accuracy
boost and thus did not perform “miracles”. The generalization performance
was even degraded for some datasets while the optimization runtime was
rising significantly due to the more complex computational models behind
the feature transforms. Possible explanations for the quite disappointing role
of representation learning in the AROMS-Framework are the following.
First, the used datasets might contain too few training samples and too
much noise. Many manifold learning techniques work well on artificial data,
but they are very sensitive to noise and fail to build reasonable models. The
main reasons are numerical instabilities and unsuitable assumptions of the
data distribution. These issues are also reported in the results of [Van der
Maaten et al., 2009]:
“Taken together, the results of our experiments indicate that,
to date, nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques perform
strongly on selected datasets that typically contain well-sampled
smooth manifolds, but that this strong performance does not nec-
essarily extend to real-world data. [...] From the results obtained,
we may conclude that nonlinear techniques for dimensionality re-
duction are, despite their large variance, often not capable of out-
performing traditional linear techniques such as PCA.”
Secondly, the feature transform methods used in this work only consider
one-dimensional representations of the data. However, in case of image-based
object recognition, the data is inherently two-dimensional and this additional
information is certainly important for machine learning. The field of deep
learning also comprises artificial neural networks with two-dimensional fea-
ture data. The so-called convolutional neural networks (CNN) [LeCun and
Bengio, 1995] use multiple layers of image data filters and operations that are
inspired by receptive fields1 in the visual system of humans and mammals.
Deep CNN perform very well in image-based applications of machine learning
[Krizhevsky et al., 2012]. Furthermore, CNN show a superior performance
in other fields such as speech recognition [Bengio et al., 2013]. This success
certainly motivates further research into the direction of deep learning. Deep
neural networks, especially CNN, are also controlled by numerous hyperpa-
rameters such as the number and type of the layers as well as image filter
parameters. Therefore, it can be expected that the challenge of automatic
hyperparameter optimization of deep learning algorithms will become more
1Receptive fields are responsible to process small but overlapping areas of the perceived
two-dimensional information in the visual system.
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emerging in the future. The recent work of [Hutter et al., 2015] points into
this direction with considering model-based optimization for deep learning.
8.2.7 Final Summary
The AROMS-Framework was the result of a holistic approach to many com-
mon challenges in machine learning. It should be seen as a useful tool to
support and speedup the development process of machine learning systems.
The framework supports fast feasibility studies to verify if a machine learning
approach is a good option for a specific application.
However, it is certainly not the case that machine learning experts are no
longer needed to develop classification systems. Due to the no-free-lunch theo-
rem it is not guaranteed that even the most sophisticated optimization meth-
ods in combination with the best machine learning algorithms will achieve
the desired performance. The design of task-specific feature descriptors will
require the expertise and creativity of developers as well.
Furthermore, the success of any machine learning system will always de-
pend on the quality and amount of the training data. The input data must
contain enough information to allow a proper class distinction and should
represent a great spectrum of possible variations that appear in the planned
application. Otherwise overfitting effects or the representational bias will
almost surely degrade the generalization performance.
8.3 Outlook and Future Work
It can be stated that most of the planned goals have been achieved by the
AROMS-Framework in a satisfactory way. However, the proposed framework
can still be extended and improved. Some of the most promising ideas for
future work are discussed in the following.
8.3.1 Generalization Improvements
A further improvement of the generalization performance is certainly one of
the most desirable aims for any machine learning optimization framework.
The generalization estimation is one of the most promising aspects that
can be improved. This work introduced the holistic cross-validation method
that already considers the generalization of the whole classification pipeline.
Even though the experiments illustrated that this method is absolutely nec-
essary to obtain good configurations, it was also shown that the method still
tends to overestimate the generalization performance.
It is known that the NCV -fold cross-validation method has limitations
when the sample size is small. The subdivisions into disjoint training and
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validation datasets reduce the actual size of the training dataset for the clas-
sifier – by a factor of 1/NCV , to be precise. In order to overcome this effect,
the bootstrap method [Efron, 1982] could be used that resamples the training
datasets and generates new “pseudo” training elements.
However, the computation time of the generalization estimation should
remain reasonable as it can be expected that more sophisticated methods will
be more complex. It would make sense to perform any advanced estimation
method only on the most promising solutions during the optimization to save
computation time.
Another effect of the AROMS-Framework was noticed with respect to non-
deterministic algorithms, e.g., random forests. The current implementation
only stores the configuration, but not the actual trained models and model
parameters. To set up a classification pipeline for the classification mode, all
algorithms and the corresponding models need to be trained again using the
training data. Even though the same configuration and hyperparameters are
used, it is likely the case that – at least slightly – different models are learned
due to random effects of non-deterministic algorithms. These differences could
generate classifier models that perform worse in the classification phase than
in the optimization phase. A solution for this problem would be to store
the actual models with all their learned internal model parameters. However,
an “intelligent” model storage system will be necessary to keep a reasonable
additional memory consumption.
8.3.2 Improvement of the Optimization Algorithm
The configuration adaptation problem requires a sophisticated optimization
algorithm, which surely has the potential to be improved.
A central limitation of the proposed ECA optimization algorithm is its
consideration of only one objective metric, namely the average cross-validation
accuracy. However, many real-world applications often require that several
criteria are considered. These criteria can be related to machine learning
quality metrics such as the precision and accuracy values of a specific class.
Other criteria, such as the classification time or the memory consumption,
may also be important for real-time applications on embedded systems.
Amulti-objective optimization or Pareto optimization is the right approach
to simultaneously optimize several metrics. The result of such an optimization
process is a set of the best solutions – called Pareto front – because usually
not all criteria can be maximized simultaneously. One way to select the best
solution is to simply let the user decide which solution should be picked.
An example decision could be between a classifier with a cross-validation
accuracy of 0.95, which needs 0.1 seconds to classify an instance, or one
with an accuracy of 0.93, which only needs 0.001 seconds per instance. An
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alternative to a manual selection is the use of aggregation functions that fuse
multiple metrics to a single one.
Once a multi-objective optimization is realized, it would be tempting to
optimize multiple criteria to improve the generalization performance of the
pipeline. One additional criterion could be the consideration of the standard
deviation of the accuracy values during the cross-validation process rather
than only using the average value. The usage of this standard deviation value
– which is readily available – would introduce an estimation of the classifier
variance in the sense of the bias-variance dilemma. If two configurations with
a similar average cross-validation performance are found, the one with a lower
variance should be preferred.
Another promising criterion to be used in multi-objective optimization
could be a simplicity estimation of configurations that acts as a kind of com-
plexity regularization inspired by the principle of Ockham’s razor2. A “sim-
ple configuration”, e.g., a linear classifier without a feature transform, is less
prone to overfitting and should be preferred over highly non-linear methods
if the accuracy levels are similar.
The optimization algorithm itself could also be made more “intelligent”.
One way would be to automatically adapt the metaparameters of the ECA
algorithm (see appendix E), e.g., the number µ of surviving individuals in
the population, to each task or even online during the optimization process.
The work of [Kramer, 2008] and [Hamadi et al., 2011] discusses promising
approaches towards intelligent and self-adapting optimization algorithms.
Furthermore, alternative optimization algorithms could be applied to the
configuration adaptation problem. One idea is a hybrid optimization algo-
rithm which combines an Evolutionary Algorithm with tabu search. The
information about poorly performing algorithms or hyperparameters during
the optimization process could be used to label parts of the search space as
unsuitable. The hope would be to save computation time on less promis-
ing solutions by not “visiting” and evaluating the labeled areas of the search
space again. However, there is also the risk of excluding good algorithms
prematurely, e.g., because of suboptimal hyperparameters or an unsuitable
feature subset.
Ultimately, a Bayesian or model-based optimization approach, e.g., Se-
quential Model-Based Optimization (SMBO), is also promising for the con-
figuration adaptation problem. The results of the Auto-WEKA framework –
which have been compared to the results of the AROMS-Framework – indi-
cate the suitability of model-based optimization.
2Ockham’s razor is a philosophical paradigm that simple solutions should be preferred
when they perform equally well than more complex ones. It is attributed to William of
Ockham (ca. 1287 – 1347) who made use of this principle in his work.
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8.3.3 Application Field Extension
The AROMS-Framework was designed for the application of supervised clas-
sification tasks for numeric feature vectors. The training phase works oﬄine,
which means that only a single training dataset is considered before the opti-
mization process and every change in the training data requires a completely
new optimization process. The following subsections discuss potential exten-
sions of the application field of the AROMS-Framework.
Simultaneous Image Processing Optimization
The motivation of this work was an image-based measurement system for the
cleanliness of steel, which was introduced in section 1.1. The results of the
AROMS-Framework on a dataset that originates from this system were not
fully satisfactory. One reason for this is certainly that the image processing
steps before the actual classification of the objects should be optimized as
well. The field of image processing (see, e.g., [Gonzalez and Woods, 2002])
offers almost limitless options and alternatives to perform
1. image preprocessing such as image smoothing filters to remove noise,
2. object segmentation to localize objects and extract their shape and
3. object feature extraction to obtain features to characterize the detected
objects.
The AROMS-Framework can be used to optimize the classification of objects
inside of images, however, the three aforementioned steps have to be manually
performed by experts to obtain useful feature vectors for each object. The
challenge is that all these aspects interact with each other: The image prepro-
cessing affects the segmentation process, which itself also affects the resulting
object shape and texture features. Finally, the quality of these features also
influences the performance of machine learning approaches. Furthermore,
most image processing algorithms are also controlled by hyperparameters
that need to be optimized for every task as well.
These thoughts lead to the idea of an extended pipeline for image-based
object recognition which handles image processing and machine learning at
the same time. One variant of such an extended pipeline is depicted in figure
8.1, which basically consists of the classification pipeline of the AROMS-
Framework (see figure 4.2) and, additionally, image processing related pipeline
elements.
The automatic and simultaneous optimization of all these pipeline ele-
ments is certainly a tremendous challenge as the configuration search space
would be even larger compared to the one that was considered in this work:
The image processing pipeline elements would also contain algorithm port-
folios, e.g., different image preprocessing filters or segmentation methods,
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Figure 8.1: One possible variant of an extended pipeline structure to optimize
image-based object segmentation and classification in a holistic way. The last
four pipeline elements are the same than in the proposed classification pipeline
(see figure 4.2).
with their own sets of hyperparameters. The adaptation of such an extended
image processing and machine learning pipeline will most likely require a
multi-objective optimization as the quality of the localization and segmen-
tation of the objects is at least as important as the classification accuracy.
Furthermore, the computational complexity of the evaluation of a configu-
ration will rise as the image processing needs to be performed during the
optimization process as well. However, it does not seem to be completely in-
feasible to handle this problem with Evolutionary Algorithms or model-based
optimization.
Online Learning
One possible extension can be made into the direction of online learning.
Many real-world applications need to be adapted over time to classify chang-
ing or entirely new types of instances. In this case, the training dataset has
to be extended. Instead of starting a completely new optimization process,
it could be helpful to use the knowledge of the previous optimization runs.
One way to realize this would be to use the best configurations of the past as
the initial population of the current optimization process with the extended
training dataset. The hope is that this approach will speed up the optimiza-
tion process when the optimal configurations only change slightly with the
new dataset.
Regression
The AROMS-Framework was designed for supervised classification problems
only. However, it is possible to extend it for regression problems as well.
The main difference is that the outputs are continuous numbers instead of
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discrete class labels. Basically, two modifications need to be made: At first,
the classifier element has to be replaced with a pipeline element that contains
regression algorithms. Secondly, a suitable objective metric for regression
problems has to be used, e.g., the mean square error (MSE) to compare the
actual predictions with the desired output.
8.3.4 Deep Learning Extension
The aspect of Deep learning has been considered in form of representation
learning with feature transforms and manifold learning. Most of the current
deep learning approaches are successful because of one reason: They make use
of massive amounts of unlabeled training data, e.g., obtained from the inter-
net. Most of the feature transforms that are used in the AROMS-Framework
are also unsupervised. However, the current implementation requires a fully
labeled training dataset. It would be helpful to be able to pass a separated set
of training vectors without labels into the framework that could be used by
the unsupervised representation learning algorithms. The labeled instances
would still be necessary to validate the usefulness of the resulting represen-
tation.
The aspect of deep structures with many layers has turned out to be
crucial for the success of deep learning. Evidence for the benefit of these
deep structures is also found in the mammalian brain when visual object
recognition tasks are performed. The current classification pipeline consists
of four fixed pipeline elements and representation learning is only considered
in one of them. It would be possible to use a more dynamic pipeline structure
which could cascade multiple layers of processing steps that generate better
representations consecutively. The optimization problem would become more
complex, however, similar problems have already been successfully tackled
with Evolutionary Algorithms such as Genetic Programming. However, it
should be kept in mind that there is a higher risk of overfitting due to the
even higher degree of adaptability.
8.3.5 Multi-Pipeline Classifier
The multi-pipeline classifier could be extended as well. One idea is to incor-
porate the diversity of the configurations into the selection of the pipeline
configurations to increase the generalization performance. If the best config-
urations are fairly similar, the decisions of the pipelines in the multi-pipeline
classifier are not independent anymore and no significant performance boost
will be achieved.
The multi-pipeline classifier can also be improved by using more sophis-
ticated aggregation functions and training methods. Some classifiers provide
information about the confidence of their decisions, e.g., the SVM allows the
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analysis of the distance of an instance to the decision boundary3. This infor-
mation could be used to fuse only the results of the most confident classifiers
into the final decision with the goal of a more reliable classification. Fur-
thermore, the concept of Bagging could be introduced to train the different
pipelines with generated or subsampled datasets to increase their diversity.
8.3.6 Improvement of Statistical Analyses
There is also potential to improve the statistical analyses to get a deeper in-
sight into the interplay of the involved algorithms. The optimization trajec-
tory contains even more information than the proposed multi-configuration
graph reveals. The fitness values of the best configurations could also be
visualized in the graph or used for an interactive exploration through the
configuration distribution by selecting, e.g., the range of fitness values to be
considered. In case of image-based classification problems, the frequency of
two-dimensional features can be visualized as a matrix rather than a linear
list. The distribution of the target dimensionality could be analyzed to get
information about the intrinsic dimensionality of the problem. Furthermore,
the distribution of the best hyperparameter values is interesting to identify
crucial hyperparameters.
8.3.7 Summary
Table 8.1 summarizes the suggested aspects of future work with a rating
regarding the improvement of the generalization performance and computa-
tional efficiency. Furthermore, the implementation effort of each suggestion
is roughly estimated.
3The closer instances are to the decision boundary, the more risky their classification
becomes.
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Generalization
− Bootstrap method ∗ − ∗
− Storage of complete models ∗ − ∗
Optimization algorithm
− Multi-objective optimization ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗
− Self-adapting metaparameters ∗ ∗∗ ∗∗
− Model-based optimization ∗ ∗ ∗∗
Application field extension
− Simult. image processing optimization ∗∗ − ∗∗
− Online learning ∗ ∗ ∗
− Regression − − ∗
Deep Learning
− Additional unlabeled datasets ∗∗ − ∗
− Dynamic pipeline structure ∗ − ∗∗
Multi-pipeline classifier
− Consideration of diversity ∗ − ∗
− Consideration of classifier confidence ∗ − ∗
− Combination with bagging ∗ − ∗
Statistical analyses
− Multi-configuration graph extension − − ∗
− Further statistics − − ∗
Table 8.1: Overview of the expected impact of the suggested future exten-
sions on the generalization performance and computational efficiency. Fur-
thermore, the expected development effort is listed. The meaning of the scale
is: ∗∗ = high, ∗ = moderate, − = not (positively) affected.
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Appendix A
List of Features and Object
Descriptors
This appendix lists image-based features and object descriptors that are used
in the AROMS-Framework. The list is subdivided into texture and shape
descriptors.
Texture Descriptors
• Color / hue channel features are used to describe the color infor-
mation of a texture. Normally, color images are acquired in the form
of red-green-blue (RGB) images consisting of three separate channels.
However, the color information can be extracted more robustly using
the hue-saturation-value (HSV) representation of the color image [Gon-
zalez and Woods, 2002]. The HSV image also contains three channels,
but the information is split into
– a color angle ranging from 0− 360◦ as the hue channel,
– the saturation of the color ranging from 0− 100 as the saturation
channel and
– the brightness ranging from 0− 100 as the value channel.
The hue channel can be used to extract simple but robust color features
such as the mean and the standard deviation of the color angles.
• Hu Moments are gray value texture descriptors that provide invari-
ance against translation, rotation, scaling and partly skewing of the
texture. Seven features have been proposed by [Hu, 1962], which are
based on central statistical image moments.
• Local Binary Patterns (LBP) are a family of gray value texture de-
scriptors [Ojala et al., 2002] that are robust against monotonic bright-
ness variations of the image. The neighbor pixels of each pixel of the
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Figure A.1: Principle of the basic Local Binary Patterns texture descriptor.
The resulting LBP pattern for the center point is 00110001, which leads to a
numeric feature value of 1 · 22 + 1 · 23 + 1 · 27 = 140.
texture are analyzed in the following way, which is depicted in figure
A.1. The center pixel is used as a gray value threshold for the pixels
in the neighborhood. The resulting binary pixel values (true if a gray
value is larger than the center pixel, otherwise false) are aligned as a bit-
string. This bitstring is transformed into the numeric LBP value using
the sum of powers of two. There are 256 possible values that can occur
in the range of [0, 255] ⊂ Z. In the basic LBP variant all LBP values of
the texture are collected and their value distribution is represented by
a histogram with 256 bins. Some variants have been introduced that
provide a more robust and lower-dimensional descriptor especially for
textures with only a few pixels:
– uniform LBP consider only the most frequent patterns, like edges
and corners, leading to 59 dimensions,
– rotation invariant LBP merge all patterns that can be achieved by
rotation into a single one, leading to 36 dimensions and
– uniform + rotation invariant LBP combine the two aforemen-
tioned approaches and the resulting descriptor contains only 10
dimensions.
• Low-level pixel features are the “raw” pixel values that are scaled
to a fixed image size, e.g., 20 × 20 pixels. The scaling usually inter-
polates gray values and leads to a certain degree of smoothing. The
scaled image is then linearized to a vector by concatenating the image
rows. The resulting vector contains the same number of elements as the
number of image pixels, e.g., 20 · 20 = 400 elements. A problem is that
the two-dimensional neighborhood information is lost when images are
linearized in this way.
• Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is a widely used im-
age feature detector and descriptor, introduced by [Lowe, 2004]. It is
invariant to translation, scaling, rotation and partially also to distor-
tion and illumination changes. The SIFT algorithm is usually applied
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on grayscale images and basically comprises two phases, the feature
detection phase and the feature description phase. At first, a set of in-
teresting and characteristic corners is detected, which are the so-called
keypoints. The second step extracts a 128 dimensional feature vector
from each keypoint.
The SIFT descriptor is often applied to calculate geometrical transfor-
mations between multiple images by matching the detected keypoints
between them. However, it is difficult to directly use SIFT as an ob-
ject or scene descriptor in the sense of a feature vector with a fixed
dimensionality: The keypoint detection and localization are inherently
connected to this algorithm and the number and order of the keypoints
depend on the image. Therefore, extended methods have been devel-
oped that use SIFT for a so-called bag-of-words (BoW) model [Fei-Fei
and Perona, 2005], which results in a feature vector that can directly
be used for classifiers.
• Statistical histogram features derive simple, but robust metrics
from discrete distributions like value histograms with typically 256 bins
(see, e.g., [Dodge, 2006] for definitions):
– The mean is the average value which can also be interpreted as
the center of gravity of the histogram,
– the standard deviation describes the variation of the values,
– the skewness measures the asymmetry of data around its mean
and
– the kurtosis measures the “peakedness” of the distribution.
Shape and Contour Descriptors
• Simple shape features are used to describe the coarse shape of seg-
mented objects. Popular features are the following (see [Yang et al.,
2008] for references):
– The area describes the number of pixels in an object,
– the eccentricity describes the ratio of the main axes of the object,
– the perimeter describes the number of contour pixels,
– the circularity describes to what extent a shape resembles a circle,
– the rectangularity describes to what extent a shape resembles a
rectangle and
– the convexity describes the difference between the shape and its
convex hull.
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(a) Centroid distance r(k) (b) Centroid area a(k) (c) Contour angle ϕ(k)
Figure A.2: Visualization of the three function-based contour descriptors
proposed by [Kunttu and Lepistö, 2007]. Pk denotes the kth contour point
of the shape (blue object).
• Function-based contour descriptors are used to describe the con-
tour of a shape more precisely. As an example there are three functions
proposed by [Kunttu and Lepistö, 2007] that transform the contour into
a vector:
– The centroid distance function describes the variation of the dis-
tance to the center along the contour,
– the centroid area function describes the variation of the triangle
area that is formed by two contour points and the center point
along the contour and
– the contour angle function describes the variation of the tangential
angle at the contour point along the contour.
The final feature vector is obtained by the Fourier transform of this
vector to achieve a shape size invariance and to remove noise. Figure
A.2 illustrates the three descriptors with an example shape.
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Appendix B
List of Feature Preprocessing
Methods
This appendix lists the feature preprocessing methods in the algorithm port-
folio SPreProc, which is used in the classification pipeline of the AROMS-
Framework.
Most of the feature preprocessing methods estimate model parameters of
the feature distribution of the training dataset TTrain using the concatenated
feature vector matrix of all training vectors
XT =

x(1)
x(2)
...
x(NT )
 ∈ RNT×Din . (B.1)
A column of this matrix
xT,j =
[
x
(1)
j , x
(2)
j , . . . , x
(NT )
j
]>
(B.2)
contains all feature values of the jth dimension within the training dataset
TTrain.
Preprocessing Methods
• Rescaling scales each feature dimension to a specific range so that all
values in xT,j lie in the range of [0, 1] ⊂ R. This is a well known prepro-
cessing step to improve the classification performance [Juszczak et al.,
2002]. It is achieved by calculating the minimum and maximum values
in xT,j for all dimensions. The actual rescaling of a new vector is done
separately for each dimension and the jth dimension xj is transformed
by
xrescaled,j =
xj −min(xT,j)
max(xT,j)−min(xT,j) (B.3)
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for max(xT,j) − min(xT,j) > 0. This is calculated for all dimensions
1 ≤ j ≤ Din.
• Standardization is similar to rescaling, however, the data is scaled to
a normal distribution with zero mean and a standard deviation value
of one. The estimation of these model parameters is usually more ro-
bust than considering only the minimum and maximum values. The
standardization of the jth dimension xj is done by
xstandard,j =
xj −mean(xT,j)
std(xT,j)
(B.4)
for std(xT,j) > 0. This is calculated for all dimensions 1 ≤ j ≤ Din.
• L2-Normalization scales each feature vector x(i) independently from
the training dataset TTrain to unit length, which is equivalent to an
L2-norm value of one:
xnorm =
x
‖x‖2 , ‖x‖2 > 0 . (B.5)
• Pre-Whitening is a more complex preprocessing step that performs
a decorrelation transformation resulting to a feature matrix XT with
zero mean and having a covariance matrix equal to the identity matrix
[Bishop, 2006]. It helps to remove redundancies within features that
is often a problem of low-level image-based data in which neighboring
pixels tend to be highly correlated.
• Identity / no preprocessing is part of the portfolio as well because
there may be datasets for which any other preprocessing step is coun-
terproductive.
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Appendix C
List of Feature Transforms
This appendix lists the feature transforms and manifold learning algorithms
of the algorithm portfolio STrans, which is used in the classification pipeline
of the AROMS-Framework. All these algorithms fit to the proposed feature
transform interface (see chapter 3.3.2) and are implemented in the Matlab
Toolbox for Dimensionality Reduction [Van der Maaten, 2014]. In total, there
are NTrans = 31 unique feature transforms in this algorithm portfolio.
This list provides important information about the feature transforms,
namely their name and abbreviation, a brief description, a reference and
three properties (linear or non-linear, supervised or non-supervised and the
type of out-of-sample extension). Furthermore, the hyperparameters of the
feature transforms are listed. Note that some methods adapt other hyperpa-
rameters automatically. Most of the references are taken from [Ma and Fu,
2011] and [Van der Maaten et al., 2009], which can also be used for further
information.
The list is provided in alphabetical order and some feature transforms are
marked as follows:
* This transform is not used within the experiments due to duplicate func-
tionality with related transforms.
** An out-of-sample extension exists but it is not available in the Matlab
Toolbox for Dimensionality Reduction.
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• Autoencoder: Artificial neural network that reconstructs the input
through a bottleneck layer [Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, direct parametric out-of-sample exten-
sion
Hyperparameters:
- regularization parameter: real-valued, values ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R, default=0
• CFA (Coordinated Factor Analysis): Combination of locally linear
mappings for a global, non-linear mapping [Verbeek, 2006].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, no out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters:
- number of analyzers: integer, values ∈ [1, 100] ⊂ Z, default=40
- maximum number of iterations: integer, values ∈ [1, 500] ⊂ Z,
default=200
• Diffusion Maps: Distance metric based on Markov random walks on
a graph representation of the data [Lafon and Lee, 2006].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, approximation for out-of-sample ex-
tension **
Hyperparameters:
- number of timesteps: integer, values ∈ [1, 5] ⊂ Z, default=1
- Gaussian kernel γGauss: exponentially scaled, real-valued,
values ∈ [10−5, 102] ⊂ R, default=1
• Factor Analysis: Analysis of the underlying factors that describe in-
tercorrelations between variables [Spearman, 1904].
Properties: linear, unsupervised, direct parametric out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters: –
• FastICA: A fast implementation of ICA based on an iterative algorithm
[Hyvärinen, 1999].
Properties: linear, unsupervised, direct parametric out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters: –
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• GPLVM (Gaussian Process Latent Variable Models): Non-
linear variant of the probabilistic Kernel-PCA [Lawrence, 2005].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, no out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters:
- Gaussian kernel γGauss: exponentially scaled, real-valued,
values ∈ [10−5, 102] ⊂ R, default=1
• Hessian LLE: Extension of LLE based on the Hessian matrix to min-
imize the curviness of the manifold [Donoho and Grimes, 2003].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, no out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters:
- number of nearest neighbors: integer, values ∈ [1, 20] ⊂ Z, default=12
• ICA (Independent Component Analysis*): Analysis of indepen-
dent signals or components with an additive signal model (the FastICA
implementation is used) [Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000].
Properties: linear, unsupervised, direct parametric out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters: –
• Identity (No transform): The features are not changed and no di-
mensionality reduction is done.
Properties: “linear”, “unsupervised”, “direct parametric out-of-sample ex-
tension”
Hyperparameters: –
• Isomap: Nearest neighbor graph-based estimation of the geodesic dis-
tance [Tenenbaum et al., 2000].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, approximation for out-of-sample ex-
tension
Hyperparameters:
- number of nearest neighbors: integer, values ∈ [1, 20] ⊂ Z, default=12
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• Kernel-LDA (Extension to LDA with, e.g., Gaussian or poly-
nomial kernels): Kernel extension to LDA [Mika et al., 1999].
Properties: non-linear, supervised, no out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters:
- Gaussian kernel: γGauss: exponentially scaled, real-valued,
values ∈ [10−5, 102] ⊂ R, default=1
- polynomial kernel: δ: real-valued, values ∈ [1, 3] ⊂ R, default=3
- polynomial kernel: η: integer, values ∈ [0, 10] ⊂ Z, default=1
• Kernel-PCA (Extension to PCA with, e.g., Gaussian or poly-
nomial kernels): Kernel extension to the PCA on distance matrices
[Schölkopf et al., 1998].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, direct parametric out-of-sample exten-
sion
Hyperparameters:
- Gaussian kernel: γGauss: exponentially scaled, real-valued,
values ∈ [10−5, 102] ⊂ R, default=1
- polynomial kernel: δ: real-valued, values ∈ [1, 3] ⊂ R, default=3
- polynomial kernel: η: integer, values ∈ [0, 10] ⊂ Z, default=1
• Landmark Isomap: More efficient version of Isomap using a subset
of feature vectors as landmarks [Silva and Tenenbaum, 2002].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, approximation for out-of-sample ex-
tension
Hyperparameters:
- number of nearest neighbors: integer, values ∈ [1, 20] ⊂ Z, default=12
- percentage of landmark points: real-valued, values ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R,
default=0.2
• Laplacian Eigenmaps: Similar to LLE and preserves the local dis-
tances [Belkin and Niyogi, 2001].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, approximation for out-of-sample ex-
tension
Hyperparameters:
- number of nearest neighbors: integer, values ∈ [1, 20] ⊂ Z, default=12
- Gaussian kernel γGauss: exponentially scaled, real-valued,
values ∈ [10−5, 102] ⊂ R, default=1
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• LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis/Fisher Discriminant
Analysis/FDA): Linear projection to optimize the class separability,
target dimensionality is fixed to the number of classes −1 [Fisher, 1936].
Properties: linear, supervised, direct parametric out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters: –
• LLC (Locally Linear Coordination): Global alignment of locally
linear models [Teh and Roweis, 2002].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, no out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters:
- number of nearest neighbors: integer, values ∈ [1, 20] ⊂ Z, default=12
- number of analyzers: integer, values ∈ [1, 100] ⊂ Z, default=20
- maximum number of iterations: integer, values ∈ [50, 500] ⊂ Z,
default=200
• LLE (Locally Linear Embedding): Reconstruction of distances to
the nearest neighbors [Roweis and Saul, 2000].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, approximation for out-of-sample ex-
tension
Hyperparameters:
- number of nearest neighbors: integer, values ∈ [1, 20] ⊂ Z, default=12
• LLTSA (Linear LTSA): Linear extension for LTSA [Zhang et al.,
2007].
Properties: linear, unsupervised, direct parametric out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters:
- number of nearest neighbors: integer, values ∈ [1, 20] ⊂ Z, default=12
• LMNN (Large-Margin Nearest Neighbor): Learn a Mahalanobis
distance to achieve a linear transform with a large margin between
classes, target dimensionality is fixed to the input dimensionality [Wein-
berger and Saul, 2009].
Properties: linear, supervised, direct parametric out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters:
- number of nearest neighbors: integer, values ∈ [1, 20] ⊂ Z, default=3
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• LPP (Locality Preserving Projection): Linear transform to opti-
mally preserve the neighborhood structure [Niyogi, 2004].
Properties: linear, unsupervised, direct parametric out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters:
- number of nearest neighbors: integer, values ∈ [1, 20] ⊂ Z, default=12
- Gaussian kernel γGauss: exponentially scaled, real-valued,
values ∈ [10−5, 102] ⊂ R, default=1
• LTSA (Local Tangent Space Analysis): Computing a mapping
into locally linear tangents by applying a local PCA [Zhang and Zha,
2004].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, no out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters:
- number of nearest neighbors: integer, values ∈ [1, 20] ⊂ Z, default=12
• Manifold Charting: Similar to LLC with a different cost function
[Brand, 2002].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, approximation for out-of-sample ex-
tension
Hyperparameters:
- number of analyzers: integer, values ∈ [1, 100] ⊂ Z, default=40
- maximum number of iterations: integer, values ∈ [50, 500] ⊂ Z,
default=200
• MCML (Maximally Collapsing Metric Learning): Linear trans-
form that projects instances of the same class into the same location of
the target space, similar to NCA [Globerson and Roweis, 2005].
Properties: linear, supervised, direct parametric out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters: –
• MDS (Multidimensional/Classical Scaling*): Dimension reduc-
tion framework relying on pairwise distance matrices between instances
(the simplest variant is equivalent to PCA which is actually used in the
framework) [Torgerson, 1952].
Properties: linear or non-linear, unsupervised, approximation for out-of-
sample extension**
Hyperparameters: –
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• NCA (Neighborhood Components Analysis): Linear transform
based on a distance metric that optimizes the nearest neighbor classifi-
cation [Goldberger et al., 2004].
Properties: linear, supervised, direct parametric out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters:
- regularization parameter: real-valued, values ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R, default=0
• NPE (Neighborhood Preserving Embedding): Linear transform
to preserve the local manifold structure [He et al., 2005].
Properties: linear, unsupervised, direct parametric out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters:
- number of nearest neighbors: integer, values ∈ [1, 20] ⊂ Z, default=12
• PCA (Principal Component Analysis): Linear transform based on
the statistical projection on the axis of the highest variance [Pearson,
1901].
Properties: linear, unsupervised, direct parametric out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters: –
• Sammon Mapping: Similar to MDS, but retains small pairwise dis-
tances in the lower-dimensional space [Sammon, 1969].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, no out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters: –
• SNE (Stochastic Neighbor Embedding): Asymmetric neighbor-
hood probability model with a Gaussian distribution [Hinton and
Roweis, 2002].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, no out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters:
- regularization parameter: integer, values ∈ [0, 100] ⊂ Z, default=30
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• SPE (Structure Preserving Embedding): Algorithm to compress
graphs that preserves the global topology [Shaw and Jebara, 2009].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, no out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters:
- variant: categorical, values ∈ {Global, Local},
default=Global
- number of nearest neighbors: integer, values ∈ [1, 20] ⊂ Z, default=12
• Symmetric SNE: Like SNE, but with a symmetric probability model
[Van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, no out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters:
- regularization parameter: integer, values ∈ [0, 100] ⊂ Z, default=30
• t-SNE (parametric): A deep neural network that minimizes a similar
cost function as t-SNE [Van der Maaten, 2009].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, direct parametric out-of-sample exten-
sion
Hyperparameters:
- number neurons on layer 1: integer, values ∈ [1, 500] ⊂ Z, default=200
- number neurons on layer 2: integer, values ∈ [1, 500] ⊂ Z, default=200
- number neurons on layer 3: integer, values ∈ [1, 2000] ⊂ Z,
default=1000
• t-SNE: Like SNE, but with a Student t-probability distribution
[Van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008].
Properties: non-linear, unsupervised, no out-of-sample extension
Hyperparameters:
- regularization parameter: integer, values ∈ [0, 100] ⊂ Z, default=30
- number of initial dimensions: integer, values ∈ [0, 50] ⊂ Z, default=30
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Appendix D
List of Classifiers
This appendix lists the classifiers in the algorithm portfolio SClassifiers, which
is used in the classification pipeline of the AROMS-Framework. Furthermore,
the corresponding hyperparameters and value domains are listed.
• Extreme Learning Machine (ELM): Artificial neural network with
one hidden layer and random weights [Huang et al., 2006]; the original
implementation of [Huang et al., 2006] is used. Hyperparameters:
(i) number of neurons on hidden layer, type integer
– value range: [1, 1000] ⊂ Z
– default value: 100
• Multilayer Perceptron (MLP): Artificial neural network with mul-
tiple hidden layers, which is trained with a backpropagation algorithm
[Bishop, 2006]; the implementation of Matlab Neural Network Toolbox
is used. Hyperparameters:
(i) number of hidden layers, type integer
– value range: [0, 3] ⊂ Z
– default value: 2
(ii) number of neurons on each hidden layer, type integer
– value range: [1, 30] ⊂ Z
– default value: 5
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• Naïve Bayes classifier: Simple and fast statistical classifier that es-
timates the class probabilities independently for each feature using a
Gaussian probability model [Bishop, 2006]; the implementation of Mat-
lab Statistics Toolbox is used. Hyperparameters: none.
• Nearest Neighbors classifier (kNN): Instance-based classifier con-
sidering the NNeigh nearest neighbors to a given sample according to a
specified distance metric [Cover and Hart, 1967]; the implementation of
Matlab Statistics Toolbox is used. Hyperparameters:
(i) NNeigh: number of neighbors, type integer
– value range: [1, 20] ⊂ Z
– default value: 3
(ii) distance metric: distance function for the nearest neighbor deter-
mination, type categorical
– values: {Euclidean, Mahalanobis, Cityblock, Chebychev}
– default value: Euclidean
• Random Forest (RF): Combination of multiple decision tree classi-
fiers [Breiman, 2001]; the implementation of Matlab Statistics Toolbox
is used. Hyperparameters:
(i) number of trees, type integer
– value range: [10, 500] ⊂ Z
– default value: 50
– grid-based tuning for baseline classifier: {10, 50, 200}
• Support Vector Machine with a linear kernel (SVM linear): Pop-
ular classifier which maximizes the margin around the decision bound-
ary between classes [Burges, 1998]; the multiclass-capable implementa-
tion of LIBSVM [Chang and Lin, 2011] is used. Hyperparameters:
(i) creg: regularization parameter for the cost of misclassifications,
type exponentially scaled, real-valued
– value range: [10−2, 104] ⊂ R
– default value: 1
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• Support Vector Machine with a Gaussian kernel (SVM Gauss):
Gaussian kernel extension of the linear SVM (see above). Hyperparam-
eters:
(i) creg: regularization parameter for the cost of misclassifications,
type exponentially scaled, real-valued
– value range: [10−2, 104] ⊂ R
– default value: 1
– grid-based tuning for baseline classifier: {10−2, 100, 102}
(ii) γGauss: Gaussian kernel width, type exponentially scaled, real-
valued
– value range: [10−5, 102] ⊂ R
– default value: 10−1
– grid-based tuning for baseline classifier: {10−4, 10−1, 102}
• Support Vector Machine with a polynomial kernel (SVM Poly):
Polynomial kernel extension of the SVM (see above). Hyperparameters:
(i) creg: regularization parameter for the cost of misclassifications,
type exponentially scaled, real-valued
– value range: [10−2, 104] ⊂ R
– default value: 1
(ii) η: polynomial degree, type integer
– value range: [2, 5] ⊂ Z
– default value: 3
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Appendix E
Metaparameters of the
AROMS-Framework
This appendix lists metaparameters of the AROMS-Framework and their
default values in table E.1 and E.2.
Metaparameter Type Value Description
∆fit,max R 0.03 Fitness threshold for the multi-pipeline classifier
(see section 6.3.3)
∆t N 3 Generation offset for the termination criterion (see
sections 5.4.2 and 5.5.3)
fit R 0.001 Minimal fitness improvement for the termination
criterion (see sections 5.4.2 and 5.5.3)
κ N 4 Maximal individual lifespan in number of genera-
tions (see sections 5.4.2 and 5.5.3)
λ N 200 Number of individuals generated in each genera-
tion (see sections 5.4.2 and 5.5.3)
µ N 20 Number of individuals that survive each generation
(see sections 5.4.2 and 5.5.3)
µinit N 400 Number of initial individuals in a population (see
sections 5.4.2 and 5.5.3)
ρ N 3 Number of parents (see sections 5.4.2 and 5.5.3)
τ1 R 0.5 Weight for the global mutation adaptation (see sec-
tion 5.4.2)
τ2 R 0.5 Weight for the local mutation adaptation (see sec-
tion 5.4.2)
χMut R 0.2 Initial mutation ratio of the value domain of nu-
merical variables (see section 5.4.2)
Table E.1: Metaparameters of the AROMS-Framework Part I.
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Metaparameter Type Value Description
DTrans,Max N 50 Maximum target dimensionality (see section 5.5.1)
earlyDiscarding B true Early discarding system (see section 5.1.3)
ECA-variant categ. ECA-
full
Determination of the variant of the ECA algorithm
(see section 5.6)
fithigh R 1 Upper fitness bound for roulette wheel selection
(see section 5.4.2)
fitlow R 0.25 Lower fitness bound for roulette wheel selection
(see section 5.4.2)
holisticCV active B true Holistic cross-validation (see section 5.1.2)
initPopImpr B true Improvement of the initial population by random
forest variable importance (see section 5.5.4)
NConfigs N 50 Number of configurations for the multi-
configuration graph (see section 6.2.1)
NCV N 5 Number of cross-validation rounds (see section
5.1.2)
NFeatGroupMax N 16 Maximum number of feature groups for the multi-
configuration graph (see section 6.2.1)
NGenerations,min N 5 Minimum number of generations (see sections 5.4.2
and 5.5.3)
NPipes N 25 Number of pipelines for the multi-pipeline classifier
(static selection) (see section 6.3.3)
NPipes,max N 50 Maximum number of pipelines for the multi-
pipeline classifier (see section 6.3.3)
pFeat,min R 0.25 Minimum initialization probability for feature se-
lection variables (see section 5.5.4)
pInit,B R 0.5 Initial probability for Boolean variables in case no
other initialization is used (see section 5.4.2)
pMut,B,init R 0.1 Initial mutation probability for Boolean variables
(see section 5.4.2)
pMut,S,init R 0.2 Initial mutation probability for categorical vari-
ables (see section 5.4.2)
SClassifiers set all Portfolio of classifiers (see section 4.5.4 and ap-
pendix D for all methods)
SPreProc set all Portfolio of feature preprocessing methods (see sec-
tion 4.5.2 and appendix B for all methods)
STrans set all Portfolio of feature transforms (see section 4.5.3
and appendix C for all methods)
Table E.2: Metaparameters of the AROMS-Framework Part II.
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Appendix F
Statistical Test Methods
This appendix describes statistical test methods that are used in chapters 5
and 7. For a deeper insight into the field of statistics, the reader is kindly
referred to books such as [Howell, 2006] or [Field, 2013].
Motivation for Statistical Tests
The proposed Evolutionary Configuration Adaptation (ECA) optimiza-
tion algorithm produces a number of outputs and metrics that can be com-
pared, e.g., the cross-validation accuracy, the generalization accuracy or the
optimization runtime. The ECA algorithm is based on Evolutionary Algo-
rithms that rely on random processes and thus not all results are determinis-
tic. Therefore, the experiments have to be repeated multiple times. In order
to compare the results of multiple algorithm variants on the same dataset the
distributions of the target metrics have to be compared.
Figure F.1 shows the cross-validation accuracy results of three (imaginary)
algorithms on the same dataset while each experiment has been repeated ten
times. The question is which of the three algorithms is the best regarding the
cross-validation accuracy. The most obvious approach is to simply compare
the means of the three cross-validation accuracy distributions. The mean of
algorithm A1 is higher than the means of the algorithms A2 and A3 while the
means of A2 and A3 are very similar. A first incautious conclusion would be to
assume that algorithm A1 is better than A2 and A3. However, it is not obvious
if the differences between the algorithms are significant. If the differences are
not significant, there is the risk that a higher number of repetitions could
change the comparative results.
Suitable Tests to Compare two Means
Statistical tests are required in order to find out if the means of two
independent value distributions differ significantly from each other or not.
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0.88 0.89 0.9 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96
(a) Algorithm A1: mean = 0.9369, standard deviation = 0.0088
0.88 0.89 0.9 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96
(b) Algorithm A2: mean=0.9229, standard deviation = 0.0194
0.88 0.89 0.9 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96
(c) Algorithm A3: mean=0.9232, standard deviation = 0.0123
Figure F.1: Imaginary cross-validation accuracy distributions of three algo-
rithms. The means are indicated with the black diamond symbol and the
single results with cross symbols.
Let x(1) ∈ RD1 and x(2) ∈ RD2 be two vectors with the metrics that should
be compared. The corresponding means are calculated using
x(1) = 1
D1
D1∑
i=1
x
(1)
i and x(2) =
1
D2
D2∑
i=1
x
(2)
i (F.1)
in which xi denotes the ith vector component. The standard deviations
σ1 =
√√√√ 1
D1 − 1
D1∑
i=1
(x(1)i − x(1))2 and σ2 =
√√√√ 1
D2 − 1
D2∑
i=1
(x(2)i − x(2))2 (F.2)
are also calculated. The selection of a suitable statistical test method depends
on several properties of the data. The sample sizes D1 and D2 are relatively
low in the experiments, e.g., ten repetitions are used and so ten values are
available for each algorithm. The Student’s t-test is suitable to compare
means of two distributions [Student, 1908], however, it assumes that the
standard deviations σ1 and σ2 are equal. Nevertheless, this cannot be assumed
when results of different ECA variants are compared as some variants might
terminate in local optima more often – which would directly lead to a higher
standard deviation of the metrics. The t-test has been extended by [Welch,
1947] to work for the case σ1 6= σ2 as well, which is known as Welch’s unequal
variances t-test, or simply Welch test. Consequently, the Welch test needs to
be used to compare the results of different algorithms in the evaluations.
The Welch Test
The Welch test is a two-sample test with the null hypothesis that the two
means x(1) and x(2) are equal. The assumptions are that x(1) and x(2) are
independent and normally distributed and that the standard deviations are
not necessarily equal. The sample sizes D1 and D2 may differ as well. To
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perform the test, a level of significance, typically αWelch = 0.05, is chosen
which determines the risk of rejecting the null hypothesis even though it is
true – this is also called the type I error. The results of the test is the pWelch-
value that is proportional to the risk of committing a type I error. The
smaller pWelch is, the less risky it becomes to reject the null hypothesis. If it
is rejected, it is assumed that x(1) 6= x(2).
The Welch test leads to the following results when it is applied to the data
in figure F.1:
• The cross-validation accuracy results of algorithm A1 and A2 are not
significantly different for αWelch = 0.05 (pWelch = 0.0591), even though
it is a border case. However, the statement “algorithm A1 is better than
A2” is not legitimate based on the available data.
• The cross-validation accuracy results of algorithm A1 and A3 are sig-
nificantly different for αWelch = 0.05 (pWelch = 0.0112). The statement
“algorithm A1 is better than A3” is statistically supported by the data.
These results might be surprising because the means of A2 and A3 are almost
identical. However, the larger standard deviation of the cross-validation ac-
curacy values of algorithm A2 explain the result of the Welch test.
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HR hyperparameter information for real-valued variables
hR real-valued hyperparameter value
hmaxR maximum value of real-valued hyperparameter variables
hminR minimum value of real-valued hyperparameter variables
HS hyperparameter information for categorical variables
hS categorical hyperparameter value
HZ hyperparameter information for integer variables
hZ integer hyperparameter value
hmaxZ maximum value of integer hyperparameter variables
hminZ minimum value of integer hyperparameter variables
I(index) individual of Evolutionary Algorithm (with optional index)
i∗ index of nearest neighbor
K(·) kernel function
m meter
M manifold
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max(x) maximum function of a vector of real-valued numbers
mean(x) average function of a vector of real-valued numbers
meanVector(x) vector that contains the mean values of a vector
min(x) minimum function of a vector of real-valued numbers
min minute
mm millimeter
MPList list of classification pipelines of a multi-pipeline classifier
ms millisecond
N natural number
NClasses number of classes
NClassifiers number of classifiers
NConfigs number of configurations
NCV number of cross-validation rounds
NFeatGroupMax maximum number of feature groups
NFN number of false negatives
NFP number of false positives
NGenerations number of generations
NGenerations,min minimum number of generations
NGenes number of genes in an individual
NGroups number of feature groups
NHyp(A) number of hyperparameters of algorithm A(
n
k
)
binomial coefficient, n choose k
Nk1,k2 frequencies in confusion matrix at position k1, k2
NMetrics number of optimization metrics
N (µmean, σ) one-dimensional Gaussian normal probability distribution with
mean µmean and standard deviation σ
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N (µmean,Σ) multivariate Gaussian normal probability distribution with mean
vector µmean and covariance matrix Σ
NNeigh number of neighbors
NNeurons number of neurons
NOpt number of optimization variables
NPipes number of classification pipelines
NPipes,max maximum number of classification pipelines
NPreProc number of preprocessing methods
NT number of training instances in dataset T
NTN number of true negatives
NTP number of true positives
NTrans number of feature transforms
∅ empty set
O(·) big O notation for complexity (Landau notation)
optTrajectory optimization trajectory
pFeat,min minimum initialization probability for feature selection variables
pInit,B initial probability for Boolean variables
pMut,S mutation parameter for categorical variables
pMut,S,init initial mutation parameter for categorical variables
pMut,B mutation parameter for Boolean variables
pMut,B,init initial mutation parameter for Boolean variables
pname probability value with name
P(S) power set of set S
predictionList list of predictions of a multi-pipeline classifier
Pt population at generation index t
pWelch probability value of the Welch test
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qAcc accuracy
qErr error rate
qFPRate false positive rate
qi performance value of the ith cross-validation round
qOAcc overall multiclass accuracy
qOErr overall multiclass error rate
qPrec precision
qTPRate true positive rate
R real-valued number
R+ positive real-valued number (zero excluded)
rand random number
randomItem(S) random item out of a set S
rankedConfigs(lrank) configuration at fitness rank lrank
rankedConfigsF it(lrank) fitness of the lrankth configuration
rcorr Pearson correlation coefficient
RGroup,l description of the lth feature group
round(x) rounding function of a real-valued number to the nearest integer
s second
S(name) set (with optional name)
|S| number of items in set S
SCandidates set of candidate solutions
SCat base set of categorical hyperparameter variables
SClasses set of classes
SClassifiers portfolio set of classifiers
SFeatGroups set of feature groups
SFeatSubSet feature subset of a configuration θ
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sgn(x) sign function
Sh(,index) set of optimization variables (with optional index)
SH set of hyperparameters
SH,A set of hyperparameters of algorithm A
SPreProc portfolio set of preprocessing methods
SS base set of categorical variables (genetic variables)
std(x) standard deviation of a vector of real-valued numbers (unbiased esti-
mator)
Sθ(TTrain) set of all possible configurations defined by dataset TTrain
STrans portfolio set of feature transforms
t generation index of an Evolutionary Algorithm
TGT full ground truth dataset
TTrain training dataset
TTest test dataset
TCV,i ith cross-validation dataset division
TCV,Train,i ith cross-validation training dataset
TCV,V alid,i ith cross-validation validation dataset
UR(a, b) continuous uniform probability function in interval [a, b] ⊂ R
UZ(a, b) discrete uniform probability function in interval [a, b] ⊂ Z
V set of vertices in a graph
v vertex in a graph
VB genetic variable definition of Booleans
vB value of Booleans (genetic variables)
VexpR genetic variable definition of exponentially scaled, real-valued numbers
vexpR value of exponentially scaled, real-valued numbers (genetic variables)
vmaxexpR maximum value of exponentially scaled, real-valued numbers (genetic
variables)
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vminexpR minimum value of exponentially scaled, real-valued numbers (genetic
variables)
VR genetic variable definition of linearly scaled, real-valued numbers
vR value of linearly scaled, real-valued numbers (genetic variables)
vmaxR maximum value of linearly scaled, real-valued numbers (genetic vari-
ables)
vminR minimum value of linearly scaled, real-valued numbers (genetic vari-
ables)
VS genetic variable definition of categorical variables
vS value of categorical variables (genetic variables)
vSFR sample to feature ratio value
VZ genetic variable definition of integer numbers
vZ value of integer numbers (genetic variables)
vmaxZ maximum value of integer numbers (genetic variables)
vminZ minimum value of integer numbers (genetic variables)
V∗ genetic variable of any type
W(name) linear projection matrix (with optional name)
w weight vector
x scalar value (generally non-bold variables)
x vector (generally bold and non-capital variables)
xj jth value of a vector
‖x‖2 Euclidean length of vector or L2 norm
x mean value
X matrix (generally bold and capital variables)
X> matrix transpose
X+ Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of a matrix
x(i)(name) feature vector of the ith instance (with optional name)
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xˆ(i)(name) transformed feature vector of the ith instance (with optional name)
x
(i)
(name,)j jth element of a vector of the ith instance (with optional name)
x! factorial of x ∈ Z
xGroup,l feature vector of the lth feature group
y(i) class label (optionally of the ith instance)
Z integer number


